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Abstract 

Estimating and Managing Environmental Liability in the Upstream Oil and Gas 
Industry 
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September. 1999 
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This blaster's Degree Project examines current upstream oil and  as industq. practices 
regarding the assessment, accounting and reporting of oil and gas wellsite environmental 
1 iabil i ty. Information regarding these practices and the forces driving them are dra\vn 
from four sources: the literature; a self-administered questionnaire distributed to the 
producer members of the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers; intervietvs with 
upstream oil and gas producers. government agencies and industry stakeholders: and 
professional experience conducting environmental liability assessments. 

,A key feature of this project is the use of an operational dcfinition of environmental 
liability derived from respondent input to the self-administered questionnaire. Using this 
definition. the oil and pas regulatory frametvork is identified as the principal source of 
upstream oil and gas producers' environmental obligations. specifically sits abandonment 
and restoration (ABrR) requirements. Focusing on site A&R obligations. and the 
financial requirements to report them. the MDP examines environmental liability 
assessments (ELAS) as a means to identify and quantify environmental risks for financial 
reporting purposes and as a due diligence vehicle for property transfers. 

ELAS are. subsequently. tied into the much broader activity of corporate site A&R 
accounting. Using a site A&R data and information transfer model the symbiotic 
relationship between site A&R accounting and reporting. ELAs and property transfers is 
explored. This discussion examines the potential of site A&R activity and cost data to be 
the "~veak link" in this relationship. With the objective of providing site A&R data 
needed for (environmental) management analysis and the refinement of ELA model 
assumptions. a gap analysis of the site A&R general ledger codes of thirteen upstream oil 
and gas producers is performed. Drawing from these codes a set of recommended general 
ledger sire AtkR codes is presented. 
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1. Introduction 
Carear enlptor. buyer beware. This is a basic tenet of common iaw and an age old 

message to those entering into contract. The introduction of environmental laws to 

Canada in the 1970's. preceded by a host of legislation governing natural resources. add 

even greater import to this axiom. The result of the evolution of these la~vs. and their 

common law forebears. is the introduction of environmental liability. At the core of this 

tern lie tw.0 concepts: a past or ongoing impairment of the natural environment and the 

costs borne by those responsible for i ts  remedying. The substantial sums of money that 

can be required to effect these remedies have auvakened the market. financial institutions. 

and go\.ernment and quasi-government organizations to the material impact that can be 

had on a company's operations. As a result. corporations are now required to account for. 

disclose and report this liability. Disclosure and reporting are achieved using a variet~. of 

media ranging from annuai reports to various provincial securities commissions' releases. 

The identification and quantification of enL.ironmenta1 liability are. inherently. key 

components of its disclosure and reporting. T h e  are also necessary for establishing due 

diligence in cases of mergers. acquisitions and property transfers. 

The upstream oil and gas industry in Alberta ha3 undertaken a Leariety of measures to mecr 

the regulatory and quasi-regulatory requirements associated ~ \ . i t h  environmental Iiability. 

These efforts are frustrated, hou.e\.er. bj. a lack of clear yidelines or standards regardin2 

the ashessment and accounting of en\ ironmental liability. Compounding this frustration 

is the fact that upstream oil and gas production is rt multi-faceted process involving 

\vellsites. pipelines. and facilities. The potential for. and types of en\.ironmenral impacrs 

vary \t.ith each facet. By virtue of their size and throughput. facilities are often the focus 

of assessments for en\lironmentai liability. Importantly. the cumulative liability of the 

tens of thousands of wellsites in Alberta does not allow the industy to ignore them. The 

1998 Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers Statistical Handbook states that 

betnreen i 956 and 1997. 128.369 oil and gas wells were completed in Alberta: of these 

68.293 remain in operation. This incredible number of wellsites in concert Lvith a lack of 

assessment and accounting guidance and standards pose a serious challenge to upstream 



oil and gas producers. The purpose of this Master's Degree Project (MDP) is to provide 

Alberta's upstream oil and gas industry with guidance on the assessment. accounting. and 

reporting of oil and gas wellsite environmental liability. Notably. although this liability is 

characterized by its risk to environmental receptors as well as end land use. its effect on 

companies is ultimately monetized. Consequently. this MDP approaches environmental 

IiabiIi ty using a financial management framework. 

I. I Background 

This project focuses specifically on Albena's upstream oil and gas industry for four main 

ieasons: industry desire. timeliness. rele\.ance and access to data. 

1 ) Industry desire: there is a need by industry representatives. particularly corporate 

environmental management departments. for the ctarification or de\-elopment of 

standards regarding the measurement. reporting and discIosure of en\.ironn~ental liabilit?.. 

In other words. the). want a "ls\.el playing field" regarding these liabilities. Importantly. 

t h e .  are specifically interested in the liabi lily provision for site abandonment and 

restoration (X&R)  acti\.ity. This pro\.ision is the result of an amendment to Section 3060: 

Capital Assets of the Canadian Institute of Chrtned .4ccountants' ClCX Handbook ( 1996 1. 

Ha\.ing come into effect December 1. 1990 Section 3060.39: Restoration Cobts states. 

"\{.hen reasonably determinable. provision3 should be made for future remo\.al and site 

restoration costs. net of expected reco\.eries. i n  a rational and systematic manner by 

charsss to income-' (CICA. 1996 ). Commencing in  199 1 .  the Petroleum 4Accountants 

Societj* of Canada (PASC) issued three papers in response to the C1C.A Handbook 

chanses. The purpose of this series u,as to. "promote consistent industry practice in like 

situations and consistent application of a methodology in determining estimates for future 

rsmok-a1 and site restoration costs" (PXSC. 1992 ). 

Since these papers were released. however. numerous corporate accounting and reponing 

practices and estimation methods have been used to meet the requirements set out in 

Section 3060 of the CICA Handbook. This is due in part to the industn's wide L-ariation 

in  corporate size. age and experience with site A&R activities. Importantly, the early 

research conducted for this MDP found industry representatives expressing the desire for 



further. more concrete. directives regarding AQR accounting and the liability provision. 

They felt that too much variability remained in the measurement and reporting cf this 

liability. One result of this variability is upper management concern regarding the 

efficiency of corporate A&R programs and the accuracy of provision estimates. This is 

the case for those programs posting relatively higher financial commitments to A8;R 

activity per barrel of oil equivalent produced (BOE will be used to denote this unit 

throughout the remainder of the MDP). 

Tne desire for standardization demonstrates the growing importance of environmental 

liabilities to oil and gas companies. It also signifies the maturation of environmental 

liability accounting since the CICA first released Section 3060.39. This sentiment is 

mirrored by the United States' En\.ironmental Protection Agency or US EPA ( 1 996 ). In a 

revien of \*arious United States' Financial Accounting Standards Board (US FXSB I 

statements and literature pertaining to accounting for environmental liabilities. the US 

EP.A stated. " i t  is clear from this literature that rules and practices for measuring (as \\.ell 

as recognizing and reporting) en\*ironmsntal liabilities for a company'sfi~r~rrlc-icrl 

srtrrcJr?lurlr.s are still e\.olving" ( U S  EPX. 1996. 131. Xotabl>.. the LTS FXSB equi\-alent of 

Section 3060.39 of the CIC.4 Handbook is found in Financial Accounting Standard 

(F.-lrS) 19. Financial Accounting and Reporting by Oil and Gas Producing Companies. 

Paragraph 37. Dismantlement Costs and Salvage Values. 

To effect posiri\.e change in site A&R accounting and reporting. industry experience and 

guidance is requisite. Several years have passed since the CICA and the PASC laid the 
C 

foundation for X&R accounting in the upstream oil and gas industq. The use of current 

industr> knou.ledge and acti\-ities to establish "practical and focused" standards and 

directi\.es \ \ - i l l  generate several benefits. It u.ill level the playing field ~vith respect to the 

accounting and reporting of A&R obligations. This will allow corporate decision makers 

to better compare their A&R performance and obligations with their peers. This same 

benefit \ \ . i l l  hold true for market analysts and investors that use A&R disclosure and 

reporting as a tool for corporate financial comparisons. Standardization u-ill also enable 



faster and more reliable integration of corporate financial data in instances of merger or 

acquisition. Finally. using relatively standardized systems of assessment. accounting and 

disclosure allows companies to trend or model their A8;R costs and activities. The abilitj- 

to model can translate into: 

more efficient and cost effective environmental liability assessments as the need for 

extensive site reviews decreases: 

improved A&R projections on a well-by-well basis (vs. field or area averages): 

benchmarks for A&R costs and activities for wellsites displaying similar attributes 

(e-g.. fluid type. age. soil type. proximit). to ground and surface \\rater. eco-regions 

etc. 1: 

greater kno~vledge of environmental and financial risks associated ~vith ~vells 

exhibiting cenain documented characteristics (e.g.. surface casing vent flou. leaks): 

and. 

in the case of industry \vide modeling. companies will benefit from the experience of 

peers for both project planning and A&R pro\.ision estimates. 

2 )  Timeliness: Albena's oil and gas industn. commonIy regards their pro\.en oil and ga3 

fields as maturing. A fact often cited in support of this is the dramatic increase of rhs 

pro~~ince's suspended a-ell population since the mid- 1980's (Alberta Energ). and Ctilitie~ 

Board (AEUB).  n.d.). As of 1997 there \\err a total of 35,000 inacti~ee wells (suspended 

wells are inactive ~vells that ha\.e been suspended in accordance ~vith AEUB Interim 

Di rsc ti ve (ID) 90-4 Srtspurzsiorl Griidulirles for- I ~ I C I C I ~ \ . Q  IVells. Accompanying the 

industry's dsclinins proven reserves are diminishing financial resources due to depressed 

world crude prices. A February 19. 1999 Cal.zapr Herald article reported that. "nominal 

oil prices are at their lowest point since 1971 and the monthly rr~~erage price has been 

below S 16 a barrel for 1 2 consecutive months" (Varcoe. 1999). It further stated that 

s e~~e ra l  in~vestment firms including. Peters and Co.. Scotia Capital .Markets and CIBC 

Wood Gundy set oil price forecasts for 1999 that ranged from S 12.50 a barrel to S I4 a 

barre1 (Varcoe. February 19. 1999. C I ). This combination of sustained IOU. crude prices. 

maturing fields and a substantial number of inactive wells calls into question the ability of 



producers to address their environmental liabilities. and specifically their we1 lsite A&R 

obiigations. 

In response to similar circumstances in the latter half of the 1980's. several government 

and industry organizations coalesced to form the Orphan Well Steering Committee 

(currently the Fund Advisory Committee or FAC). AEUB ID 93-2 Rrq~rirenlertrs for rAe 

Issriance of a IVell Licence or Approtnl of Well Licejzce Transfers states that. 

the basic principle adopted by this committee was that an orphan well 
abandonment fund would be established. by industry. to pay down hole 
abandonment costs of insolvent or non-existent well licensees and \corking 
interest owners in a well. The orphan ~vell abandonment fund has been 
established and is maintained through an annual Ievy against inactive 
wells. 

(AEUB. 1993. I )  

W 93-2 introduced a series of new well license and well transfer requirements to protect 

the Abandonment Fund from the financial impacts of orphan wells. This directive \{.as 

followed bjf amendments to the Oil artcl GNS COIISY)-I-CI~~OII rlcf R.S.A. 1980. c 0 - 5  in 

1995. These amendments included Section 20.2 ( I legislatins the requirement for the 

abandonment of mvel Is and ID 97-8 Lo~lg Tcrnl I~lcrcri\.r MLII Proyrc~nr Reqlii~-c.nierlr.t 

Col lecri\.el these initiatives have drakvn the oil and gas industry's attention to the risk 

posed by inactive \\.ells and the financial considerations owing to  ellsit site abandonment. 

ID 93-2 established a \\.ellsite screening system or economic test for oil and gas \veils 

invol~.ed in a transfer. Welisitss that fail this screenins are assessed a refundable 1veI1 

deposit equivalent to the estimated cost of down hole abandonment. This deposit. 

therefore. remo\.es the risk of orphan wells arising from those producers with 

economically marginal reserves. Part 2: Scree~~f!z,q mlcI Ei.cil~rcirior~ lMetllods of ID 93-2 

sets out a mandatory economic means test for both the transferor and the transferee of oil 

and gas ivellsites. Known as the well-screening ratio (WSR). this test. "is sometvhat 

reflective of a company's financial standing with respect to assets (active urells) and 

liabilities (inacti\.e wells)" (AEUB. 1993. 10). The WSR is only concerned \vith those 

wells for which a company holds licences: in other words. it  does not consider working 



interest well participation (defined by the Oil and Gas Co~rsen.atior2 Act as. "a person 

who owns or controls all or pan of a beneficial or legal undivided interest in a well under 

agreements that pertain to the ownership of that well"). It is essentially the dividend of 

the number of active wells (remaining or existing and acquired) divided by the number of 

inactive wells (remaining or existing and acquired). If this ratio is equal to or less than 

I .O the application is subjected to a detailed review. This review is comprised of two 

aIternative well classification methods. the Economic Limit and the Cash-Flo\v Index 

(CRI. The Economic Limit method. "allows for a quick assessment of well \?iability by 

comparing current production rates with a pool average. production rate before 

suspension for currently inactive wells" (AECB. 1993. I 1 ). If the average of the last 2 

months of production of the transferred Lvell is less than or equal to the pooI's economic 

1 imit (200% of the pool-average production rate for inactive %el Is) a cash abandonment 

deposit is required (AEUB. 1993. 1 1 ). This deposit can be Lvaived temporarily if the 

company in question is able to satisfy the requirements of the CFI. 

The CFI is a more onerous classification method and is used only when a company cannot 

meet the requirements of the Economic Limit method. The CFI is calculated using the 

form u 1 a: 

CFI = Future Total Net Back Future Total Capital Espenditurss 

\vhere: Future Total Set Back = Set financial proceeds from \veIlsite production 
(s.g.. after royalties and lifting costs) 

Future Total Capital Expenditures = e.g.. Coht of ~vorkovers and abandonments 

Those tvellsites uith ratios Io~ver rhan 1 -7% require a cash abandonment deposit. 

According to ID 93-2. this value is lo~ver than the Economic Limit value because the 

more derailed CFI msthod incorporates abandonment and salvage costs in its estimates 

(AEUB. 1993. 13). Importantly. "the information required for the CFI method must be 

submitted by the applicant . . . [furthermore] the applicant is expected to prove to the 

[AECB's] satisfaction that the well in question would be capable of the estimated net 

back as indicated in the CFI caIculation" (AEUB. 1993. 13). According to Bob Stoddart 

(pers. comm.. February. 1999) of the AEUB. if the applicant's abandonment figure is 



questionable it  can be replaced using predicted costs from the Board's "abandonment 

deposit calculation" model. This model was developed using a combination of well 

abandonment costs provided by abandonment companies and the Board's own 

abandonment experience (Stoddart. B.. pers. comm.. February. 1999). In the fall of 1998 

the AEUB set the lower limit for abandonment deposits at S 10.000 per well (Stein. H.. 

pers. comm.. February. 1999). Notably. abandonment deposits are not limited to ~vell 

transfers. ID 98- 1 Abatzdo~z~rre~rr Deposits - Ackno~-ledgnterlt of Drposir Fotfeit~rre states 

that the AEUB requires deposits: 

a. \\*hen a well does not meet the nrell licence transfer criteria: 
b. when a licenses fails the well screening ratio audit [companies kvith a 

WSR of 0.5 or less for all company held well licences are deemed to 
be a high risk]: 

c. when a well comes under the scope of the Long Term Inactive Well 
Program: and 

d. ~vhen required by the Enforcement Section of the .4EL;B's Corporate 
Compt iance Group. 

(AEUB. 1998. 1 

Thc purpose of the Long Term 1nactii.s We11 Program. introduced in ID 97-8. is to 

substantiall) reduce the population of long-term inactive welts (defined as those that hli\,e 

been inacti\.e for over 10 years). and to minimize the financial risk to the Abandonment 

Fund (AEUB. 1997. I 1. This fi\-e-year program commenced September 1. 1997 and \\ . i l l  

continue unt i l  December 3 1 .  2002. During its initial phase. the AEL'B established a base 

well count by identifying the number of long-term inactive wells licenced to each 

company. As of June. 1998 the total base well count amounted to 10.56 1 \\.ells (AEUB. 

1999). O\-er the life of the program it  is expected that an additional 7000 suspended 

u-ells a-il l move into the long-term inacti\.c well categon t AEUB. 1 997. 5 1. To cornpl). 

upith this program. companies must reduce their base well count to zero b!. the program's 

end. This is ro be done by meering annual incremental targets using one or more of the 

folfo\i.ing means: 

place wells back into service: this requires reported operations for sis  consecutive 
months. at a minimum of 200 hours per month of production or injection: 
abandon the wells: in accordance \vith the requirements in AEUB Guide G-20 If>ll 
Ahci~zclnt~r?lent Glride: 



submit abandonment deposits: licensees must comply with ID 9 0 3  Srtspeflsiorl 
Guidelirzrs for Inacrive Wells and maintain active petroleum and natural gas (P&XG) 
leases: and 
transfer the wells. 

(AEUB. 1997.3) 

According to Ron Paulson (pers. comm.. February. 1999) of the AEUB. S6 million to $8 

million in abandonment deposits were raised by this program over a two month period in 

its first year. These figures combined kvith the fact that only I0 percent of the base u.ell 

count was targeted for reduction in the program's inaugural year are fairlj- soberins. They 

demonstrate the significant short-term capital obligations facing upstream oil and gas 

companies. This is especially important as A1 berta's economically pro\.en fields continue 

to decline with loiver crude prices and reservoir exhaustion. These recent abandonment 

deposits further point to the imponance of accurate abandonment estimates e-g.. a 

variance of S3000 per well applied to the 1997 base u.ell count translates to S32 miIlion. 

For both industry and this MDP there is an underlying implication arising from these 

deposits. Companies required to make abandonment deposits are better able to defend 

their estimates if their field and corporate level accounting systems accurately track 

abandonment acti\,ity and costs. 

O\.er the upcoming year. the scope of the abandonment fund ~ v i l l  increase dramaticallc\. 

Acting upon the recommendations of the Fund .Ad\.isor Committee. the ,L\ErB 15 111 be 

espanding the orphan ivsII abandonment fund to include. "orphan facility and pipeline 

abandonments. and associated site. facilitj and pipeline reclamation" (AEWB. 1997. 6). 

Commensurate changes in the abandonment deposit scheme will hold serious financial 

ramifications for upstream producers. Imponantb. the expansion of the program 

demonstrates the significance of environmental liabilities associated uvi th a1 I end-of-life 

issues. and not simply well abandonments. Cntil noLv. these issues were addressed 

mainly bq the site A&R provision set out in Section 3060 of the CICA Handbook. 

W'ellsite and facility A&R can no longer be discounted as an issue to be dealt with in the 

future. The enhancement of the abandonment fund means companies will be facing large 

A&R capital requirements in the short-term. Important)'. their ability to both estimate 



and substantiate A&R capital expenditures may well affect any future abandonment 

deposits. Equally as important. diligent cost and activity tracking \ t r i l l  provide a basis for 

better understanding of capital requirements over both the short-term (eg.. AEUB driven 

long-term inactive well abandonments) and the long-term (e.g.. the abandonment and 

restoration provision). Essentially. accurate A&R estimates will provide corporate 

management with a necessary capital budgeting tool. 

3 )  Relevance: merger and acquisition (IM&A) activity in the Canadian upstream oil and 

eas industry increased 61 -4%- from S 10.1 billion in 1996 to S 16.3 billion i n  1997 (Price 
b 

U'aterhouse. 1997. 13 ). This pace continued into 1998 Lvith XI&.\ activity reachins SZ1.9 

billion and is not expected to let up in 1999 f Cattaneo et al,. January. 1999. D 1 r .  

Weakened equity markets. limited access to capital and high debt ratios are forcing 

economicalIy marginal companies to consider a variety of solutions to these challenges. 

According to Glen Huber. author of "Outlook '99: Stock Markets" in the February. 1999 

ishue of Oilufeek %laeazins. these solutions include. cost cuts. monetization of "latent" 

(midstrsarn~ assets. =set divestitures and either merging uith other industry participants 

or aligning M-ith strategic financial partners. Mr. Huber (amongst man). other industq- 

anal~*>ts) predicts a substantial increase in hl&.A acti~.itj. o\.er the upcoming , e a r  (Huber. 

1999). Importantly. mergers and acquisitions traditionally represent only a portion of the 

transfer of oil and gas assets. According to Chris Varcoe (August. 1998. C 1 ) of the 

Calnanr Herald. "propen! sales quietly make up close to three quarters of all corporate 

transactions in the patch" (note: "patch" or "oil patch" is the local term used to refer to the 

oil industry). In an era of depressed crude and capital markets. corporate rationalization 

property sales will continue whether i t  is to alleviate debt loads. consolidate 

operations or to raise cash to take advantage of other opportunities. 

.As with all transactions. c.cr\-rur eipzpror is a nscessar). consideration of upstream oil and 

03s propert). transfers. German ( 1992. 162- 163) states that properties involved in a 
C 

transfer can pose direct costs or losses to the purchaser (transferee) in several Lvays. 

including: 



downgrading of allowable land use - residential usage for example. may 
be proscribed because of contamination levels: 
reduction of intrinsic wonh - the extent of contamination on-site may 
be found to bring the realizable value of the property to well below the 
purchase price: 
direct cost of clean-up - out of pocket costs not anticipated at the time 
of purchase can amount to many millions of dollars for soil and 
groundwater clean-up: 
civil action - the costs of  legal defence and assessed damages resulting 
from court actions brought by aggrieved purchasers of adjacent property 
owners impacted by contaminants leaving a newly acquired site: 
disposal - disposal costs associated with removing waste deposited on a 
property by others will be assumed by the purchaser: and 
facility deactivation/decommissioning - the costs of full-scale 
decommissioning of a plant and site are significantly greater than those 
associated ii-ith simple demolition. 

In the case of the upstream oil and gas industry caleenr empror is commonly addressed 

using environmental liability assessments or ELAs (discussed in Chapter 4 1. These 

assessments closely resemble multi-phased environmenta1 site assessments (ESAs) and 

property transfer audits. 

In 1994. the Canadian Standards .Association (CS.4) developed Standard 2768-94: Phase 

1 En\.ironmental Site Assessment. The standard's deveIopment it-as. "influenced b!. 

Clients' needs to make informed decisions concerning potentially contaminated sites" 

(CSA. 1994. is ). According to Standard 2768-94. a Phase I ESA is: 

the systematic process. 3s prescribed by this Standard. b!. ivhich an 
Assessor seeks to determine LX-hether a particular propert. is or may be 
subject to actual or potential contamination. ,4 Phase I ESA does not 
in\*oIvr the in\lestigati\rs procedures of sampling. analysing. and 
measuring unless enhancements are agreed upon between the Client and 
the Assessor. 

(CSA. 1994.2) 

This document goes on to state that the purpose of a Phase II ESA: Field Sampling and 

Anal>.sis. "is usu~lly to confirm and delineate. or to demonstrate the absence of. 

contamination on a property identified through the Phase I ESA" (CSA. 1994. t 7). Phase 

I1 investigations make use of quantitative sampling and analytical techniques and ma). be 

much more expensive and time consuming than Phase I ESAs. Importantlj.. field 



sampling programs are site specific and developed in consultation with the client. Unlike 

Phase I ESAs. the scope. cost and duration of Phase II assessments are highly dependent 

upon such factors as the methods used. the size of the site. and the level of confidence 

desired in  analytical results. Upon determining that contamination is present. a Phase lIl 

ESA: Remedial Investigation is commenced. The CSA ( 1991. 18) states that Phase 

ES As have se~leral purposes. two of which are ( I ) to identify several feasible approaches 

to remedy the contamination. including it1 sirlr monitoring or risk manaeement. and 12) to 

allow remediation costs to be estimated. 

Property transfer audits. also multi-phased. arguably are s>-nonymous with ESXs. The 

works of Wilson ( 19921 and Pojasok ( 1993 ). however. are careful to distinguish 

assessments from audits. Citins Cuddeback ( 1989). Wilson (1992. 89) states that 

"assessments are ditTerent from audits in that assessment activities are 'retrospective 

reviews of past operations' and an audit is a review of operations at the present or from 

the last en\.ironmenlal audit to the present." Wilson goes on to state. "that property 

transfer audits will often contain both assessment (retrospective) and audit (present I 

elements" (l%'ilson. 1992. 89 1. This differentiation from ESAs is particularly suited to 

environmental liability assessments (the t m  assessment not u.ithstandin_r 1. According 

to McFetters ( 1992. 15). information vielded from property transfer audits (and. similarl>.. 

ELAS) can be used to: 

help determine if a fa\,ourable return on investment can be realized: 
facilitate immediate and longer term cash flow projections: 
serve as an important bargaining tool during buy/sell negotiations. often 
reflected in a dou.n\vard adjustment in any prospecti~~e offers: 
facilitate the acquisition and rrne\val of insurance and mortgage 
financing: 
provide a detailed benchmark for asset and property manas ~ernent  
strategies; 
help to confirm the valuation of an existing property/real estate 
porrfol io: 
help determine maintenance priorities and budgets: and 
facilitate landlord/tenan t relationships. 



Unlike most commercial property transfers, upstream oil and gas transactions often 

in\.olve tens to thousands of wellsites and facilities. In the cases of mer, oers and 

acquisitions. values can range into the billions of dollars. The magnitude of these 

transfers combined with limited time frames pose several constraints on the methodology 

and phasing established for ESAs and property transfer audits. For instance. site 

inspections can be limited to facilities (e.g. multi-well batteries. compressor stations and 

gas plants) and a "representative sample" of wellsites. Quantitative site sampling. when 

i t  does occur. is often limited to specific sites (generally facilities) or to the use of data 

collected from ongoing monitoring programs. Resultantly. for the majority of properties. 

ELAs ma. supplant Phase II and I11 ESAs or property transfer audits ivith the use of 

models. ivlodels allow an ELA to collapse ESA. and property transfer audit. Phases I to 

Ul providing a liability estimate for many sites with only basic site data. A further 

difference between ELAs and ESAs (and property transfer audits) is that the latter are 

concerned primarily ~ v i t h  the discovery. delineation and remediation of site 

contamination. Oil and gas environmental liabilities. and in particular end-of-life issues. 

in\.ol\-e much more than site contamination and remediation. Well abandonments. 

dismantlement (re. German. 1992 and restoration of these sites and their access roads are 

additional considerations for ELAS. 

Logistical constraints aside. all of these assessments are commissioned ~vith the intention 

of demonstrating due diligence. In financial terms. this is done by determining the 

presence of en\.ironrnental liabilities on a property prior to its transfer. The audit 

component in ELAs (when i t  is present) is also a due diligence measure. In this case. 

ho~vever. the audit is to provide information regarding the vendors' compliance with 

regulations ( i  .e.. those derived from environment and resource based laws): Again. 

limited time frames substantially reduce the number of sites visited. and often restrict the 

en\.ironmental (conipliance) audit component to facilities. 

ELAs are facing growing demand as a result of the oil and pas industry's burgeoning 

M&A and rationalization activities: if only. as a means of establishing due diligence. 



Importantly. industry commentary and personal experience have shown a lack of industry 

solidarity regarding ELA methodology. ELAs can be troubled by: 

limited investigative programs: 

heavy reliance on models vs. site specific sampling and quantification: 

model assumptions. and 

the varying constitution of environmental liabilities. 

These issues demonstrate the need to identify industry norms regarding ELA 

me tho do log^.. Establishing these norms will assist corporate decision makers in several 

ways. Principally. they will establish a benchmark regarding the "reasonableness" of a 

cornpanj,'~ efforts to identify en\-ironmental liabilities and non-compliance with 

regulations prior to a property transfer. Similarly. standardizing ELA methodoIogj* using 

industry norms b v i l  l provide these assessments with increased legitimacy. 

Standardization u.ill remove the apples and oranges perception of this tool. This benefit 

is particularljr important if ELXs and their models are to be used to establish the site 

A&R pro\.ision. In fact, the relationship between ELA models and environmental 

liability ( i t . .  A&R) accounting is reciprocal. A model's ability to proL1ide accurate 

estimates is dependent upon the historical cost and site information used to develop its 

a.ssumptions. Finally. with respect to ELAs. the use of these norms will aid companies 

and assessors utith developirig an effecti~re scope of work. This can lead to client saL.ing5 

and reduced assessor/client conflict regarding both assessment actii-ities and the ultimate 

estimate of w.elIsite environmental liability. 

4)  Access to data: pro\,ided the final influencing factor to conduct this research. Calgary. 

Alberta is the oil and gas capital of Canada. Several hundred oil and gas companies are 

headquartered i n  this city. along with a11 manner of related service companies. Federrti 

and pro\.incial regulators with either headquarters or offices in Calgary include. the 

AEUB. AEP and the National Energy Board (NEB). Calgary is also the home of a 

number of non-government organizations (NGOs) and industry associations: the 

Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) is one example. Access to 

industr>. and regulators was critical for meeting the purposes of this MDP. 



2.2 Objectives 

To provide Alberta's upstream oil and gas industry with guidance on the assessment. 

accounting and reporting of wellsite environmental liability several objectives were set. 

Their fulfillment relied heavily on the participation of both the upstream oil and gas 

industry and its regulators- These objectives are: 

1. Detrelop an operational definition of environmental liability based on industry input. 

This input should regard operational and end-of-life activities induced. or governed. 

by federal and provincial lakvs containing environmental protection provisions. 

2. Identify industry (e.g.. oil and gas. financial. insurance). legal. regulatory and quasi- 

regulatoq- standards and policies that call for the recognition of environmental 

liability as operationally defined by the upstream oil and gas industry. 

3. Determine current industry assessment. accounting and reporting practices and issues 

regarding environmental liability at oil and gas wellsites. 

1. Develop recommendations based on industry norms. defined in Objective ( 3  1. 

respectins the assessment and modeling of oil and gas wellsite ent.ironmenta1 

liability. 

5. Using both indu3tr:. input and the guidance and standards set out by the CIC.4 and the 

PXSC. de\.elop recommendations concerning the accounting and reporting of nellsits 

environmental l iabil it)?. These recommendations should include guidance o n  the use 

of ELAs in det-eloping the site .A&R provision. 

1.3 Scope 

This MDP examines oil and gas wellsite environmental liability as defined by upstream 

oil and sas producers (this definition was developed from responses to a self- 

administered questionnaire issued to oil and gas companies as part of this -MDP). 

Consequently. its review of policies. guidelines and legislation is restricted to those 

directl>. influencing ~i*ellsite environmental liabilit!?. The core of this MDP is the result of 

exploratory research and is represented by primary data collected from upstream oil and 

gas producers. These data address current industry practices regarding environmental 

liabilitj. assessment. accounting (restricted to the site A&R provision) and reporting. 

Background information pertaining to these practices is developed solely to provide a 



context for the industq responses and subsequent recommendations. Environmental 

management in the upstream oil and pas industry is also discussed insofar as it  relates to 

current corporate practices and the management of environmental liabilities. Ultimately. 

however. this MDP is presented as a benchmark regarding the oil and gas industv's 

treatment of wellsite environmental liability. 

1.4 Organization 

This report is designed as follows: 

Chapter 1 Introduction: outlines the purpose. backsround. objectives. scope. 
methods. and limitations of the report. The background section pro\-ides 3 

review of the current regulatory and economic climate influencing the 
need for corporate kno~vledge of environmental liabi 1 ities. 

Chapter 2 Xlethodology: Self-Administered Questionnaire and Structured 
Interviews: provides the methodology and respondent statistics for the 
t~vo primary data collection instruments. i-e.. self-administered 
questionnaire and structured inteniews. used in the MDP research. 

Chapter 3 Environmental Liability: an Overview: introduces environmental 
liability as it  is used in both financial and environmental mana, dement 
contests. Using questionnaire resuIts. an operational definition of 
environmental liability is developed. Working Lvithin the confines of this 
definition. the \.arious regulatory mechanisms shaping en\-ironmrntal 
liabilit~. are explored. The chapter concludes Lvith a brief re\-isis. of the 
upstream oil and gas industry's projections for. and responses to future 
reguiator initiatives. 

Chapter 4 Environmental Liability .Sssessrnents: introduces the role of 
en\.ironmental management in the upstream oil and gas industry. This 
chapter examines environmental liability as i r  penains to the industr). and 
the dri\.ing forces influencing the industqr's usc of ELAs. This is follousd 
by a review of ELA methods and an ~ \ ~ e r v i e ~ v  of other identification and 
valuation tools. including ESAs. The chapter then dra\t.s upon the 
questionnaire to document current ELA issues and practices including 
types. frequency and scope. Chapter 4 concludes with a discussion of 
EL.4 models: pro\.iding examples. data requirements and sources. and 
limitations. 

Chapter 5 Corporate Environmental Liability Accounting and Reporting 
Practices: makes extensive use of the questionnaire and a series of 
structured inteniews to discuss current site A&R accounting and reponing 
practices. It addresses topics including the site ABrR provision (and the 
use of ELAs). field offices' and headquarters' accounting of A&R activities 
and costs. and the reliability of historical A&R cost data. The chapter 
concludes with a re\'ie~v and comparison of corporate A&R accounts and 
the ABrR guidelines set out by the PASC. 



Chapter 6 Conclusions and Recommendations: are made pertaining to ELA 
methods. accounting practices and the reporting and disclosure of we1 lsi te 
environmental liability. 

Lnformation for this project was collected in the f~llowing five wags: 

1 .  Literature Review 
2. Interviews 
3. Questionnaire 
3.  Gap Analysis 
5. Personal Experience 

1.5.1 Literature Review 

The primary purpose of the literature review was to collect information regarding the 

assessment. accounting and reporting of environmental liability in the upstream oil and 

ens industr)?. Although the literature review yielded a substantial quantity of resources - 
concerning these topics. very few directly examined them in relation to upstream oil and 

gas production (particularly in terms of accounting and reporting). Literature was 

collected using the hard copy. on-line and CD-RObf resources of the University of 

Calgar)-'s resource centers (primarily NcKimmey. Management and Lau J. Other 

resource centers and publication offices used included those of the AEUB (Calszlqv). AEP 

(Edmonton) and CAPP. Key w-ord searches Lvsre conducted using the root ivords or 

phrases erl~*irorlmerlr(ciI). oil arrd gus, cibarrclorztrrerlt. corlrcit?lirlciriorl. rer~leciicirinrz cir lc l  

reclc~t)r~rriotr. Terms searched included ctr ~-i~-orztir~~ztcil litibilic (citlcl cissc)ssr?rcyrlr ). 

e i - e z  c g e  c e z i r o r e r i I  i s  s s e t  Similar queries were 

uhed for Internet searches. Websites reviewed were primarily of regulatory agencies 

including. the AEUB. AEP. National Energy Board (XEB) and the US EPA. Quasi- 

rsgulaton Internet sites included those of the CICA. CSA and the US FASB. 

A key source of information regarding environmental liability. ESXs. environmental 

auditins and environmental management was the growing body of research developed by 

the students and faculty of the University of Calgary's Faculty of Environmental Design. 

The legal and regulatory relieu. for this project benefited from this research (i-e.. MDPh) 



as well. Importantly, during the secondary anaIysis of this data. the age of the research 

and the potential for obsoiescence was considered. Information gmered from acts and 

regulations cited in this MDP was reviewed for timeliness. Finally. guidelines and 

policies set out by the AELTB. AEP. the CICA. and the PASC regarding kvellsite A&R 

were collected from both the agencies and their Internet catalogues. These guidelines and 

policies were used in the development of two subsequent data collection instruments: 

interviews and a self-administered questionnaire. 

The scarcity of industry specific literature relating to the treatment of environmental 

liability necessitated the use of exploratory research. Resultantly. inter\.ie\vs and a self- 

administered questionnaire were employed to determine current upstream oil and gas 

industry practices regarding the assessment. accounting and reportins of environmental 

liabili~..  Three types of inteniews usre used in the collection of data and information for 

this kIDP: unstructured. semi-structured and structured. Unstructured and semi- 

struc tursd intenPiews were conducted \vith representatives of the AEL'B. AEP. upstream 

oil and gas producers (specificall>. environmental managers and abandonment and 

reclamation specialists). oil and gas ssr\.ice companies (s.g. .  environmental consultant.\. 

accountants. digital tvellsite data providers). and the financial senices sector. These 

in terkrie\vs were used to develop project background and contss t in the fol lo\\.ing \vclys: . To become familiar ~vith the roles and responsibilities of the ~aarious regulatory bodies 

(and the guidelines and regulations) o\.erseeing oil and gas tivrl lsite operations. 

Information on upcoming programs and the performance of current programs was also 

targeted: 

To gain oil and gas producer input into the causes. impacts and quantification of oil 

and gas related environmental liabilities (these discussions included a re\.ierv of the 

upst ream production process and associated environmental l iabil ities). Perceptions of 

the current regulatory and quasi-regulatory process regarding the management and 

reporting of environmental liabilities (including. the effectiveness and reliability of 

the site A&R pro\*ision) Lvas also documented: 



To determine current oil and gas service company offerings with respect to 

environmental liability assessment and management. This information included 

digital wellsite data available for environmental liability modeling. current methods 

used in environmental liability assessments (including models) and financial auditing 

practices with respect to the site A&R provision (as well as other environmental 

liabilities); and 

To develop an understanding of the roIe of environmental IiabiIities (and particularly 

the site A&R provision) in the decision to invest in. finance and insure upstream oil 

and gas activities. 

X structured interview was used to develop key information regarding current oil and gas 

en\-ironmental liability accounting practices. This interview uras administered to 14 oil 

and gas companies (all members of CAPP) ranging in size from junior producers (dail). 

production of <= 5000 BOEs/day) to senior producers (> 2 0 . 0 0  BOEs/drly). The 

respondents targeted for this inten.iewe included senior environmental managers and 

accountants (CFOs or department heads). Prior to commencir*~ this inter\.ir~v. potential 

questions were developed and pre-tested ivith several corporate environmental managers 

during the unstructured and semi-structured intervism.~. Consisting of 17 questions. the 

intsr\.iew covered areas of concern demonstrated in both the Iiteraturs re\.ien.. the 

unstructured and semi-structured intervietvs (i-e.. the pre-test 1 and the questionnaire. 

These areas included: 

Wellsits A&R cost and activity data capture. storage. access and reliability: 

A&R accounting policies and guidelines: 

6 A&R budgeting: and 

The financial treatment of \.arious environmental liabilities and their offsets. 

Derails regarding the intervieu.'~ sampling design and participants. research design. data 

collsc~ion and data analysis are presented in Chapter 2 .  Appendix III provides both the 

interviekv questions and the company responses (importantly to safeguard the anonymity 

of the respondents each is identified only by a number). 



1.5.3 Questionnaire 

A self-administered questionnaire was used as the central means of collecting information 

regarding current wellsite environmental liability assessment and accounting practices in 

the upstream oil and gas industry. The questionnaire was introduced and faxed by CAPP 

to its producer members in June. 1998. The respondents targeted included. oil and gas 

company presidents. vice presidents and environmental management personnel. Prior to 

the questionnaire's distribution it was pre-tested with the environmental manager of a 

senior oil and gas producer. This testing resulted in the rewording and reconfiguring of 

several questions. Importantly. this study did not use blind responses. as i t  was believed 

that follow-up communication tvould be required to bolster response rates (anonymity of 

the respondents was assured in the cover letter accompanying the questionnaire). 

The questionnaire consisted of five sections covering a total of 3 1 cpen-ended and closed- 

ended questions; several of which required ranked responses. As \vith the structured 

inter\.iew the questionnaire Itpas largely a vehicle of exploratory research. Kotably. a 

product of this type of research \\.as the large number of open-ended questions used. The 

sections included in the questionnaire uvere: 

1) En\*ironmental Liabilities (General): the purpose of this section uas to de\.slop an 

operational definition of en\.ironmsntal liability specific to the upstream oil and g;~\  

industnr. determine end-of-li fe issues included in the site A&R prot-ision and esarnine 

practices regardins the disclosure and reporting of en\.ironrnsntal liabilities. 

11) Liability Assessments: this section examines current upstream oil and gas industry 

practices regarding the use of ELAs. their driving forces. methods of determining 

corporate environrnenta1 liability. assessment frequency and assessor type. 

environmental auditing practices. types. scope and cost of EL.& and finally the 

usefulness of ELA models. 

111) Single \Veils and Single Well Batteries: the purpose of this section was to solicit 

upstream producers' experiences with the main drivers of environmental liability at 

wellsites. This information. although not qurtntitati\.ely verified. is intended for 

consideration in the development of ELA models. 



IV) Other Facilities/Batteries/Gas Wells: this section allowed respondents to briefly 

discuss environmental liability issues found specifically at these sites. 

V )  Regulatory Perceptions: the purpose of this section was to provide upstream oil and 

oas producers with a forum to forecast future direction in the regulation of the 
C 

industry and the impact of these changes to corporate assessment and reporting of 

environmental liabilities. 

As ~vith the structured intewiew. details regarding the questionnaire's sampling design 

and participants. research design. data collection. and data analysis are presented in 

Chapter 2 .  Both the questions for the questionnaire and the company responses are found 

in Appendix 11 (notably. only an asterisk denotes cornpan), comments: again. to ensure 

respondent anonymity ). 

1.5.1 Gap Analysis 

General ledger codes for site A&R (provided by 13 of the 11 respondents to the 

accounting practices intervie\v) are compared against those recommended by the PASC in 

their I99 I guideline entitled. Pro\.ision for Future Removal and Sits Restoration Costs. 

The gap analysis pro\-ides a basis for the development of recommendations regarding a 

potcnticlll~. standardized set of general ledger A&R codes (i.e.. accounting cost categories 

used to represent A&R ~vork). 

1 5 . 5  Personal Experience 

Experience gained over the past tu.0 years of consulting for Komes International Ltd. ivah 

used throushout the MDP. Project experience with ELAs. ELA modeling. ES.As. 

en\.ironmental management systems and corporate A&R accounting programs ivas a key 

factor in the design of the study and data collection instruments. 

1.6 Lirnifatiorzs 

Project limitations were identified with both the scope of the project and the data 

collection instruments (namely. the self-administered questionnaire). With respect to 

project scope. the research conducted for this MDP was solely concerned with the 

treatment of environmental liability at oil and gas kvellsites. Facilities and pipelines tvere 



not included in this discussion for two main reasons. Firstly. the end-of-life issues 

(financial and physical) pertaining to these structures (and their sites) are often far more 

complex than that of wellsites. Given the exploratory nature of this research. it  was felt 

prudent to minimize the regulatory and financial complications arising from these 

entities. Secondly. the industry has far greater experience with the restoration and 

abandonment of wellsites than it does with either facilities or pipelines. Access to actual 

cost and activity data and the experience of upstream oil and gas producers was crucial if 

current industry site A&R accounting practices were to be determined. A second 

limitation to the scope of the MDP concerns the environmental compliance component of 

ELAs (if  included in the scope of work). In terms of oil and gas operations. these audit3 

are a common means of demonstrating due diligence with respect to meeting federal and 

provincial regulations concerning corporate environmental performance. The logistical 

constraints of ELAs. however. often preclude the visitation of every site being transferred 

(although this is rarel~. done operationally) and limit the time spent at the sites visited. 
T ' 

I hi5 XIDP does not address the due diligence implications of these deficiencies. as a 

detailed stud! of the legal implications of snvironmentai liabilitj. ~vas ruled out of the 

project's scope of Lvork. 

The SIDP also possesses several limitations tvith respect to the self-administered 

questionnaire. This questionnaire was released prior to a change in research direction: 

consequently. specific questions concerning oil wclls m a  preclude rcbpondenr input 

regarding gas \\.ells. Furthermore. although the questionnarre tvas pre-tested. three 

deficiencies became apparent during the response anaI>,sis. Firstly. the wording of three 

questions was either incomplete or ambi,ouous. opening the possibility for respondent 

confusion. This was the case in: 

Section 1. Question 3: only the term abandonment was used. when both abandonment 

and restoration ivas intended: 

Section I. Question 6: the term "remaining reserve basis" was used in place of the 

more common "unit of production basis:" and 



Section U. Question 8: in the Comments section audit frequency was requested. 

however the type of audit was not specified. 

Secondly. Section II. Question 12 solicited an opinion regarding satisfaction ~vith ELAs. 

This question did not provide the respondent with a means of scaling the response: 

consequently. these responses were coded as yes. no or variable. In retrospect an 

evaluation tool such as the Liken scale would have been beneficial. Finally. the 

questionnaire did not request the position. or title. of its respondents. Although. it was 

faxed to oil and gas company presidents. vice presidents and environmentai management 

personnel there was no documentation to confirm that these individuals completed the 

questionnaire. This opens the possibiIity for response bias due to varying degrees of 

respondent knowledge concerning the subject matter of the questionnaire. 

1.7 Future Researcli 
The research for this LVDP Lvas primarily exploratory. As a result. o\.er its course se\.eral 

areas of future research were identified. including: 

Examinins the treatment of en\.ironrnentaI IiabiIit?; for both facilities and pipelinzs. 

This applies to all aspects of environmental liability including its assessment. 

accounting and reponing: 

.Analyzing the legal implications regarding ELAs (and especially ELX modelh) and 

their ability to establish due diligence in terms of identif>.ing environmental liabilities 

and non-compliance issues: 

The de\.elopment of EL.4 models using historical data re. upstream oil and gas sirs 

AsLR acti~rities (this \{.ill prove especially relevant as the AEUB expands the Orphan 

Well Abandonment Fund Program ): 

Examining Section 3060.39 (re. site A&R provision) of the CICA Handbook and 

related recommendations. with respect to their applicability (validity) to the oil and gas 

industry. This would include developing recommendations that would allow them to 

meet the qualitative characteristics of financial statement items set out in Sections 

1000.18 to 1000.24 of the CICA Handbook. 



These items represent only a few of the areas of research that are open to further 

investigation: many of which. are vital to the effective management of environmental 

liabilities in terms of environmental and financial risk. 



2. Methodology: Self Administered Questionnaire and Structured 

Interview 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the methodology used in the development. 

distribution and analysis of the two primary data collection instruments employed by this 

research: namely. a self-administered questionnaire and a set of structured interviews. To 

avoid confusion. the chapter discusses the methodologies for these instruments 

separately. Each methodology is comprised of four sections: 

Participants and Sampling Design: 

Research Design: 

Data Collection: and 

Data AnaIysis. 

The structured intsr\.isw methodology. hotvsver. is abbreviated in terms of background 

infomution and certain design features. as they are common to both instruments. 

2.1 Qrt estiorr naire Metitodology 

The purpose of the of the self-administered questionnaire was to determine the current 

practices of Alberta's upstream oil and gas industr regarding the ashessmsn t,  accounting 

and rsponing of environmental liability. 

2.1.1 Participants and Sampling Design 

Given the exploratory nature of this research and the extreme ranges in  company size (a3 

described by daily oil and gas production ) I\{-o non-probability sampling strategies ere 

wed. The first strategy was that of purposi\.e sampling (Cooper and Schindlsr. 1998. 

245). The second sampling strate3 (used to address non-responses) was that of estremc 

cab5 samples. or the concentration on extreme values when sampling (Robson. 1993. 

142). To this end. only oil and pas producer members of the Canadian Association of 

Petrolrum Producers were approached. There are currently over I000 upstream oil and 

eas companies with headquarters in AI berta. CAPP's producer membership. however. 
C 

counts only 170 companies yet represents 95% of all Canadian oil and gas production 

(CAPP. March. 1999. Website). Consequently. the questionnaire distribution provided 



limited representation of Alberta's junior oil and gas producers (defined in this study as 

companies producing less than 5000 BOEs/day). Importafitly. however. each of CAPP's 

producer members possesses either a headquarters or a regional office in Alberta (the vast 

majority of these are located in Calgary). In light of this knowledge. the decision to 

approach CAPP was based on its representation of the majority of oil and gas production 

in Canada. central location of its producer members' headquarters and the organization's 

willingness to support the efforts of this research. 

The self-administered questionnaire was faxed. on my behalf. by CAPP to its producer 

members in June of 1998. In a letter from Gary Webster. Environment and Health 

 manager for CAPP. dated July 13. 1998 he states the questionnaire was distributed to a 

total of 198 indi~eiduals from 170 upstream oil and gas companies. He further writes that 

the questionnaire was specificall>- addressed to 128 company presidents/chrtirmsn. 32 

\.ice-presidents and 38 environment management personnel. One of these companies. 

ho~i,evsr. \\.as ruled out as a subject due to a merger during the study period. Of the 

remainins companies approached. 45 or 2 7 5  responded to the questionnaire conl?. one 

response \\.as received from those companies that were faxed more than one 

questionnaire ). Kotttbly, the final questionnaire response \\.as nor received unt i l  

September 1 1. 1998. 

Significantlj.. the 45 companies responding to the questionnaire had combined ai.eriige 

daily oil and gas production of 2.553.776 BOEs/day in 1997. This represented 68% of 

the 3.760.000 BOEs/day produced in Canada for the same period. These production 

figures were derived from several sources. The total Canadian oil and gas production 

figure %as taken from CAPP's website area entitled "A Look Back at 1997: Industry 

Performance" (CAPP. November. 1998. Website ). The websi te provided dai 1). crude 

production (including con~~entional light and heavy. synthetic. bitumen and pentanes plus) 

and an annual production figure for natural gas. This natural gas producrion figure was 

convened to daily BOE production using standard conversion rates set out in Price 

Waterhouse's. 1998 Canadian Oil and Gas Survev: 



One cubic meter of oil (mi)  = 6.29 barrels 
One thousand cubic meters of natural gas ( 10'm') = 35.19 thousand cubic feel 
One barre1 of oil = IOMCF of natural gas 

(R. Roberge. 1998) 

These conversion rates were also used to determine the questionnaire respondents' daily 

oil and gas production levels. The majority of these (representing 36 companies) are 

based on 1997 daily corporate production figures compiled by Robert Curran and stated 

in Oilweek Magazine's "Top 100 Domestic Oil and Gas Producers" (July. 1998). For the 

purposes of this research the listing was downloaded from Oil~veek ,Maoazins's ~vebsi te. 

Oil~veek Online. as an 1VS Excel file  oil,^-uek O~llirlu. November. 1998 1. The 1997 daily 

production rates for sis of the respondents not included in Oilu-eek %laaazins's "Top 100" 

were acquired from the respondents' environmental contacts or referrals in "production 

accountins" and in one case. the company's annual report. Notably. three of the 

questionnaire's respondents do not fit the oil and gas producer profile. Although these 

companies are listed as CAPP producer members. their current operations represent little 

or no oi I and gas production. In t\vo cases this is the result of either a recent merger or 

acquisition. In the third instance. the respondent is hea\-il>. invoIved in the upsrrsam oil 

and gas production process. but has ne$igibls operated holdings. These responses \L ere 

kept in the stud). as i t  Lvas believed they ~vould probeide further insight into the treatment 

of en\,ironmental liabilities by the upstream oil and gas industrl.. 

Using daily production figures. the 45 questionnaire respondents have been di\.ided into 

four classes. Three represent standard industry size classifications. i.e.. senior producers 

(also known as "majors"). intermediate producers and junior producers. The fourth class 

represents the three non-producing questionnaire respondents. Table 2.1 compares the 

distribution of respondent companies across these industry classes ~vith those companies 

listed in  Oilis.eek Magazine's "Top 100 Domestic Oil and Gas Producers." Given the 

non-probability sampling techniques used in the questionnaire distribution. statisticall_\. 

valid industry generalizarions can not be made. Table 2. I .  however. provides an 

indication of respondent representation in each of these production classes. Notably, 



Oil week Magazine's "Top 100" actually published production figures for 130 domestic 

producers. This list was modified to accommodate questionnaire respondents that were 

nor included by the publication. as well as to reflect recent merger and acquisition 

activity. Specifically. two companies were combined in light of an acquisition prior ro 

distribution of the questionnaire and six additional companies (questionnaire respondents) 

were included for a total base of comparison of 135 compnnies. or "Top 135." Although 

this listing does not include 54 of CAPP's 170 producer members. the combined 

production of the "Top 135" companies amounts to 3.393.645 BOEs/day or 90% of oil 

and gas production in Canada for 1997. This provides further evidence of the minor 

production role of the hundreds of junior oil and gas companies operating in Canada. 

mehethsr or not they are members of CAPP. 

Table 2.1 Respondent Breakdown 
- -  - 

The distribution of respondents seen in Table 2 .  I is a resul~ of the combination of 

sampling strategies employed. The purposi\-e sampling strategy limited the sampling 

frame to CAPP's producer members. The large proportion of senior producers responding 

tvas. in part. a product of extreme case sarnpiin~. By the original response deadline on 

June 36. 1996: only 2 I companies had responded. Twelve were senior producers: 

significanrly. nine of these companies had reported 1997 production greater than 85.000 

BOEs/day. Three intermediate producers. four junior producers and t\s-o classified as 

"others" also responded. This strong shou~ing on the pan of senior producers supported 

the findings of preliminary kIDP research. 1nten.ieu.s with senior producers (in particular 

those producing > 85.000 BOUday) indicated a desire to develop a bod!! of knolvledge 

Classification 
Senior 

Intcrrnediats 
Junior 

Production 
BOEs/day 

20.000 to 300.000 
5.000 to 19.999 
0 to 1.999 

Questionnaire 
Respondents 

25 
5 
12 

/ 957 Tor(ii Dtril~. P~-odm-tiorl of 
Respor~ciorr rs clrzcl "Top 135" 

( B O Es/dtly) 
P Y T C - ~ ~ ~ ~ L I ~ P  of 1997 Irrrlrtsrn. Dail\- 

Prod~tcriorl 

"Top 135 Domestic 
Oil and Gas 
Producers" 

32 
35 
68 

2.553.776 

6 8 5  

Respondents as 
a Percentage of 

"Top 135" 
7 8 5  
145 
I S 5  

3.393.645 

905 

/S'G 



regarding the upstream oil and gas industry's treatment of environmental liability 

(presumably this would lead to the introduction of standards regarding its assessment. 

accounting and reporting). This desire was manifested in the senior producers' 

disproportionately high initial response rate to the questionnaire. Interestingly. this 

distribution of responses was not the case for respondents replying to the re-release of the 

questionnaire. 

The fact that the study was nor "blind" to the respondents' identities allowed the re- 

issuance of the questionnaire to target the initial refusals. For the purposes of the  follo\v- 

up. only the "key" environmental representatiLee for each company \vas sought. These 

contacts. including their direct telephone number and fax number. were provided by each 

company's administrative assistant. Over a two week period. commencing in early July. 

these reprcsentarives were contacted by telephone. At this time. the project and 

questionnaire were introduced and a copy of the questionnaire u+= deli\.errd by fax. A 

minimum of three telephone calls were made to each environmental contact in an effort to 

establish a dialogue. Failing actual communication. a detailed voice mail \!.as deli\.ered 

accompanied by a fax of the questionnaire. This process lasted t\vo \vesks. and 

represented a minimum of two deli\reries of the questionnaire for each refusal noted from 

the initial distribution. As a result of this effort. 14 additional questionnaires \\,ere 

received b). Ju ly  21. 1999: four from senior producers. tn.o from intermediate producers. 

three from junior producers and one classified as "other". Irnportantl>,. one companj- 

from each of the producer classes requested that the questionnaire be administered either 

in person or by telephone. Ackno~s~ledging the potential for interviewer bias. the 

questionnaire administrator heId commentary to clarification of the questions posed by 

the questionnaire. 

The final responses received were the product of extrcme case sampling. i-e.. a focus on 

intermediate and senior producers . This sampling strategy was adopted for three reasons: 
6 

the diminishing returns experienced during the initial refusal fo1lou.-up: 



to gain a greater representation of the upstream oil and gas industry's total oil and gas 

production; and 

recognition of the financial and environmental risk borne by intermediate and senior 

oil and gas companies by vinue of the number of upstream oil and gas production 

assets that they hold (i-e.. the greater the volumes of oil and gas produced and 

transported. the greater the likelihood of a failure leading to soil and/or water 

contamination). 

Notably. this final point does not recognize the potential differences in operational 

practices (including environrnentai management) between and within each class of 

producers. Between July 23 and September 1 1.  1998 nine additional senior producers 

and one junior producer responded. Four of the senior producers insisted that the 

questionnaire be administered in person or by telephone. As with the initial follo\v-up. 

efforts were made to reduce the potential for inrewiewer bias by holding commentaq to 

questionnaire directions. 

2.1.2 Research Design 

The lack of literature and secondary data directl), related to t h e  treatment of oil and gas 

en\,ironmental Iiabiii ty in Alberta necessitated the use of an exploratory study. According 

to Cooper and Schindler ( 1998. 134): 

exploration is particularly usefuI ~vhen researchers lack a clear idea of the 
problems they wvilI  meet during the study.. . throush exploration researchers 
develop concepts more clearly. establish priorities. de\relop operational 
definitions. and improve final research design. 

Tnfo research strategies were examined as means of conducting this study: case studies 

and qilestionnaires. Case studies. the more common strategy w h e n  conducting 

exploratory research (Robson. 1993.43), were ruled out. This was primarily due to 

logistical constraints. including the limited time and personnel resources governing both 

the MDP research and respondent availability. Unlike case studies. questionnaires 

(particularly. self-administered questionnaires) offered the ability to solicit information 

from numerous upstream oil and gas companies. Questionnaires are also commonly used 

in cross-sectional studies. i.e.. "the focus is on the make-up of the sample and the state of 

affairs of the population at just one time" (Robson. 1993.19). A cross-sectional study 



was needed to meet the purpose of the MDP. i-e.. to determine the upstream oil and gas 

industry's current environmental assessment. accounting and reporting practices. As a 

result. self-administered questionnaires represented the most effective and efficient means 

of achieving this purpose. 

The use of self-admi nisrered questionnaires is not without its weaknesses. Regarding this 

study. two main weaknesses arise: the first focuses on the statistical validity of the 

questionnaire while the second is concerned with the descriptive nature of the 

questionnaire. The sampling design (purposive and extreme case sampling) for this 

research precluded the ability to make statistically valid generalizations about the entire 

population of oil and gas producers in Canada. Importantly. the recommendations and 

conclusions drawn from the questionnaire responses are based on the input of a sizable 

percentage of the upstream oil and gas industry's production. Bearing in mind the 

exploratory nature of this study. the ensuing research results. conclusions and 

recommendations provide the oppartunit for subsequent. statistically sound. descriptive 

in\.estigations. 

The second weakness associated kvith the self-administered questionnaire is a producr of 

exploratory study. This type of study commonly dra\vs upon qualitati\.e techniques to 

garner data (Cooper and Schindler. 1998. 13-11. In terms of questionnaire design this 

translates into the use of open-ended questions. The response analysis for these questions 

is time consuming and can lead to biases such as subjectiveness (Cooper and SchindIer. 

1998. 13-11. Two approaches. interviewing and pretesting. were used to reduce the 

number of open-ended questions. potential respondent confusion and measurement error 

bias related to question wording. Prior to developing the prototjrpe questionnaire. 

unstructured and semi-structured interviews were carried out with oil and gas cornpan), 

representatives as well as those from the AEUB and AEP. These interviews were used to 

better define upstream oil and gas production processes from the initial drilling program 

to the final reclamation of the wellsite. They also provided a shared vocabulary (Cooper 

and Schindler, 1998. 333) to be used in rhe wording of the questionnaires. Conducting a 



collaborative pretest (Cooper and Schindler. 1998. 352) of the questionnaire with the 

environmental manager of a senior oil and gas producer funher c1 arified the 

questionnaire's content and language. Robson ( 1993.43) states that descriptive studies 

are used to "portray an accurate profile of persons. events or situations.. .this requires 

extensive previous knowledge of the situation etc. to be researched or described." The 

interviews and questionnaire pretest (in conjunction with personal experience consulting 

in the oil and gas industry) furnished the knowledge needed to develop closed-ended 

(primarily forced ranking) questions. These questions allowed for a descriptive study of 

the upstream oil and gas industry's environmental liability assessment practices (and to n 

lesser estent. environmental management practices). 

2.1.3 Data Collection 

During the period June 8. 1998. to September l 1 .  1998. 170 upstream oil and gas 

producer, (CAPP's producer membership) were issued the self-administered 

questionnaire and 45 companies responded. By virtue of the instrument type. the 

questionnaire \\.as administered in the field (i.e.. the respondents' departments). The vast 

majorit). of respondents replied to the questionnaire unaided. Nine of these companies. 

ho~vever. requested the presence (by phone or in person) of a questionnaire administrator 

tor interviea.er). "Questionnaire inteniews" that \\ere conducted in person took place at 

the respective respondents' Calgary offices. These inten-iews (both phone and personal) 

usre conducted on one occasion only and lasted bet\t'een 45 minutes and t~vo  hours. 

Differences in interview duration were reflecti~ee of the number of indi~-iduals responding 

to each questionnaire (e-g.. en\.ironmental manager as lead respondent accompanied by 

abandonment and/or reclamation specialist and corporate accountant where applicable). 

AII interviews (questionnaire related and othenvisr ) a.ere conducted by the author of this 

MDP. 

2.1.4 Data Analysis 

The first task in analyzing the questionnaire data was editing the responses. Each 

response was reviewed for completeness. Any questions that Lvere left unansuesred. or 

recei ved ambiguous responses. were flagged along with the respective respondents- 



Telephone contact was attempted with each of the noted respondents on a minimum of 

two occasions. followed by a fax of the outstanding questions. As with the non-response 

follow-up. attempts to reduce interviewer bias included restricting commentary to the 

explanation of directions. Questions remaining unanswered were treated as non- 

responses. 

Following the response editing. the respondents and the questionnaire responses were 

coded. The coding used for this study was developed using the coding rules set out by 

Cooper and Schindler ( 1998 1. These authors state that when establishing coding 

categories. the categories should be: 

Appropriate to the research problem and purpose; 
Exhaustive: 
Mutually escltlsive; and 
Derived from one classitication principle. 

(Cooper and Schindlsr, 1998.4 13 

Each of the questionnaire respondents was assigned a numerical code from 1 to 45. 

Using the respondents' 1997 oil and gas production statistics. mentioned earlier in  the 

chapter. 9 additional respondent codes were developed. Four codes denoted the 

respondents' 1997 daily production levels and are referred to collectivel> as the "daily 

production" classes. Notabl>r. these classes share the same production thresholds as thost. 

used to classify junior. intermediate and senior producers. Five codes were used to 

represent the respondents' oil (and liquids) production relative to natural gas. Termed 

"production mix" classes. 4 codes represent the percentage of total 1997 dailj- production 

represented by oil (and liquids) in 25 percent increments. -4 fifth code recognizes those 

producers with limited or no production. Table 2.2 proLrides the daily production classes 

and their thresholds as wells as the  production mix classes and the 25 percent intervals. 

Table 2.2 Respondent (Coding) Classification Key 
- -- - - - - - - ~ - - - -  - 

Dail? Production class] BOEs/day Production Mix Class 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

0 
1 

Percentage Oil 
N/A 

75 - 100% 
50 - 75% 
25 -50% 
0 - 25% A 

Other 
20000 - 320000 



In terms of coding the questionnaire responses it was necessary to address the two 

primary question types. the closed-ended (mainly forced-ranking) questions and the open- 

ended questions. With the exception of a few open-ended questions. these questions 

suggested or offered specific response aitematives e-g.. yes or no. These alternatives 

were used as the coding categories. An "other" category was also employed if the 

response fell outside of the offered alternatives. For several questions the "other" 

catesory was amended to reflect a commonly stated alternative not listed in the question. 

This alternative was established using syntactical units. i-e.. key words that appeared 

during a cursory content analysis. The same coding procedure was used for fotcrd- 

ranking questions. In this case. however. the codes were held to the choices offered in the 

question. 

Subsequent to the coding procedure. the questionnaire responses were keyboard entered 

into a %Iicrosoft Excel Version 7 spreadsheet. A matrix was used to assign values to the 

coding catesories. The structure of the matrix u.as such that the response categories were 

placed \.ertically (i-e.. as row data). Each response alternative was accompanied by the 

four "dail) production" categories. five "production mix" categories and a "responded to 

question" caresor).. The respondent category was placed horizontally ( i-e.. as column 

data]. The matrix was populated with responden1 data in two manners. A simple binary 

s} stem (of ones and zeros or nul l  values) was used for ail questions (open and closed not 

requiring forced ranking. For each response pro\-ided. a value of one was assigned to the 

"responded to questionnaire" category (~renical) corresponding with the appropriate 

respondent code (horizontal). Values of one were also assigned to the spreadsheet cells 

corresponding tvi th the respondent code and the chosen response category as well as the 

"daily production" and "production mix" codcs associated with the respondent. The 

remainder of category alternatives (and the "daily production" and "production mix" 

codes associated with them) were assigned null values. 



A similar matrix structure was employed for data inputted from the forced ranking 

questions. An additional response code (spreadsheet row) was assigned to each response 

category. This allowed a binary system ( 1 indicating a response. null value indicating a 

non-response) to be applied to both the question and each of its response categories on a 

respondent by respondent basis. With respect to the response categories. the binary 

system was replaced with the numerical rank assigned by the respondents to each of the 

response categories. For the response categories not acknowledged by a respondent a null 

value was assigned. Finally. accompanying the completed response matrix for each 

question (open and closed) all comments included with the responses were entered. 

Upon developing the response matrix for a question. a basic descripti~ve statistical 

analysis was carried out. Response frequencies were calculated for both the question and 

its response categories. Notably. to ensure data integrity (i-e.. to prevent data loss or 

incorrect entries during the data entry) checksurns were employed. To further assure 

input accuracy. the data entry for the questionnaire responses were checked a minimum of 

two times. albeit by the same keyboarder (the author of the MDP). Although the response 

frequencies produced nominal data. n o  measures of central tendency were taken. 

According to Cooper and Schindler ( 1998.162 1: 

Kominal values are especially \valuable in  exploratory ~vork ~vhere the 
objective is to uncover relationships rather than secure precise 
measurements. This data type is also widely used in survey and other es  
post facto research where data are classified by major subgroups of the 
population.. .Cross partitions of these and other variables provide insight 
into important data patterns. 

These patterns were developed. in part. by calculating response percentages for each 

question. its response categories and associated "daily production" classes and the 

"production mix" classes (on both a question and response category basis). Although 

there were 45 questionnaire responses. each respondent did not address every question 

posed by the instrument. A "percentage of overall response" value was calculated to 

determine the respondent capture by each question. This statistic provided a measure of 

the question's strength in  terms of wording. respondent accessibility and desirability (i-e.. 

%.ere the respondents interested in the question or the resuIts it spawned). For the same 



reasons this measure was also conducted for each of the "daily production" classes and 

"production mix" classes. Notably. these calculations generated absolute percentages. as 

they were based on the total number of questionnaire responses. The response percentage 

calculated for each response category differed from the previous calculations in  that it 

was relative to the question's response frequency. Imponantly. for each response category 

relative response percentages were also calculated for the "daily production" classes and 

"production mix" classes. The development of both absolute and relative percentages for 

the two production classes provided an additional comparative (or descripti\.e) base for 

the response analysis. 

The frequency statistics developed for the forced ranking questions paralleled the method 

mentioned above. A result of the forced ranking questions. however. was the creation of 

a set of ordinal data. A final set of descripti\.e statistics were developed for the analysis 

of these questions. i.e.. measures of central tendency. Shaw ( 1  985. 6 5 )  states that 

appropriate measures of central tendency for ordinal data are either t h e  mode ! i-e.. an!. 

1-due occurring most frequently in a set of observations) or the median ti-e.. the midpoint 

of the data set. where half the \.slues lie above the median and half belo\v). These ruo 

measures and the mean (or the arithmetic average of the data set)  were developed in the 

asgregate (all respondents for the questions' response classes as well as the respective 

"daily production" classes and "daily mix" classes. In terms of establishing ranks the 

median n.as used. The mode and the mean were developed as additional descriptive tools 

with regard to skewness of the distribution and as indicators of influence (due to extreme 

or frequent rankings). For the purposes of this research no measures of dispersion (i.e.. 

the interquartile range) were calculated. This research is exploratory in nature and the 

descriptive statistics generated were deemed sufficient to provide a basis for the 

development of recommendations and any future research that they might generate. 

The analysis of the questionnaire response data was not limited to the development of 3 

set of descriptive statistics. For those open-ended questions not offering response 

alternatives (embedded within the question) a limited (non-statistical) content analysis 



was carried out. This analysis primarily addressed the manifest content of the responses. 

i.e.. those items that are physically present in the response (Robson. 1993. 276). This was 

done by examining syntactical units (i-e.. words) found in the responses (Cooper and 

Schindler. 1998.4 17). Latent content. or that requiring inference or  interpretation 

(Robson. 1993. 276). was also encountered. In these instances thematic units. i.e.. "higher 

level abstractions inferred from their connection to a unique structure or pattern in the 

content" (Cooper and Schindler. 1998.4 17). were explored. Unit counts were 

occasionally employed in the analysis of these responses. However. the use of these 

unitization schemes was mainljv to provide context to the responses. This was also the 

case for the comments pro\-ided for both the open and closed questions calling for them. 

Importantly. a subset of the data f and resultant information) pained from the 

questionnaire helped to shape a more detailed examination of the industc's 

en\.ironmental liability accounting and reporting practices. 

2.2 Structured Interview Metltodology 

The purpose of the structured interview was to determine the current accoun~ing and 

reporting treatment of environmental liabilib b>- upstream oil and gas producers in 

Al bena. 

2.2.1 Participants and Sampling Design 

Tm.0 non-probability sampling strategies were employed ivith the  structured 

questionnaire. The main sampling stratezy ~vas  estreme case sampling (Robson. 1993. 

142). As tvith the self-administered questionnaire. the sample population was dra\vn 

from the producer membership of the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers. In 

terms of the extreme case sampling strategy. senior producers (as defined by daily BOE 

production) were targeted. The rationale underlying this strategy consisted of several 

points: 

the large proportion of industry production held by the relatively smalI number of 

companies in this production class: 

the cumulative risk imposed by the production and transmission assets they hold (e-g.. 

equipment failure. transmission line rupture, continuous drips etc. ): and 



the logistical constraints imposed on the interview process. i-e.. respondent 

availability. the need for multiple participants per interview (depending on producer). 

seasonal timing and interview duration. 

Ghren this sampling strategy. it is not possible to generalize the results of the structured 

intemiew across the population of Canadian oil and gas producers. The goal of this 

research. however. is to provide both the respondents and their industry peers (all 

production classes) with a base of comparison regarding environmental liability and 

reporting practices. To supplement the senior producers' responses with the perspectives 

of different production classes one junior producer and one intermediate producer were 

included in the sample popuiation. The contribution of a representative from the non- 

producer class (with regard to 3 questionnaire respondents) could not be justified in  terms 

of the time and effort demanded by the structured intenpieti-. 

The extreme case sampling strategy was used solely to determine the sample size for each 

production class. Purposive sampling was the means of generating the intervie\\- samp!e 

population from these classes. Consequently. the sample tvas not further refined to 

account for production mix classes. Ini tiall),. the corporate en vironmentai contact for 

each CAPP producer member in the senior production class \vas approached by telephone 

and the project was (relintroduced (the original introduction accompanied the self- 

administered questionnaire ). Notrtbljr. those companies (particularly senior producers ) 

expressing a willingness to respond to the questionnaire (durins either the initial contact 

or the non-response follow-up) tvere also asked to participate in the interview. Interviews 

u-ere subsequently arranged bvith representatives of the three production classes. With the 

exception of one respondent. interviews were conducted with either the corporate chief 

financial officer or the accountant overseeing site abandonment and restoration. In most 

case?; the corporate environmental contact also participated in the interview. In one 

instance. the environmental manager was the sole interviewee. 

In total. 14 structured interviews were conducted. twelve with senior producers and one 

each with a junior and intermediate producer. Using the production statistics discussed 



earlier. the combined 1997 daily production of the inten-iewees was determined to be 

1.605.397 BOEs/day. This represents 13% of the total 1997 daily oil and gas production 

in Canada and 47% of the "Top 135." Not surprisingly. those companies participating in 

the structured intenriew also responded to the self-administered questionnaire. Although 

non-responses were a limited concern with the small sample size used. a minimum of one 

attempt was made to gain the participation of each of CAPP's senior producer members. 

Second and third attempts were made if interest was expressed. Subsequent refusals 

were most often the result of schedule constraints on the behalf of the producer. 

2.2.2 Research Design 

This study. like that of the self-administered questionnaire. was expforatoq.. Three 

research strategies were examined as a means of conducting it: questionnaires. structured 

intsr\.iews and case studies. Robson ( 1993. 236)  states that. "the structured interview 

schedule is very similar to a questionnaire. and the terms are often used interchan~eabl)~." 

The ad\.antages of intervie~ies in comparison to questionnaires rest in the ability of the 

intrrvie~ver to answer questions about the sur\.ey. probe for ansLvers. use foilow-up 

questions and gather information by observation (Cooper and Schindler. 1998. 304). 

L'nfortunately. intervie~vs are very time and labour intensi\-e. In thib sense inter\-ie\t,s 

resemble case studies. Unlike most case stud), strategies. however. intervieu.~ allow for 

cross-sectional study. Structured intervie~vs bvsre subsequently chosen for their abilit~.: 

to concurrently examine the practices of several companies: 

to explore responses with intzniewees and allo~v for expanded responses: and 

to provide a descriptive component to this explorrttor~. stud).. 

Prior to employing the structured questionnaire. the instrument. and the concepts it 

explores. were pretested with the environmental manager of a senior oil and gas producer. 

The pretesting provided valuable information regarding the merits and deficiencies of 

current en~rironmental liability and reporting practices in  the upstream oil and gas 

industr),. The lack of industry standardization regarding these practices indicated in early 

MDP research and the pretest suggested the need for exploratory questioning. With the 

exception of one closed question the interview was comprised of open questions. 



Although response alternatives were rarely provided. the questions were structured such 

that a single affirmation. e.g. yes or no. could be recorded in conjunction with any 

additional comments. This interview was designed to provide both descriptive and 

qualitative data. The descriptive data was to provide the basis for respondent 

comparisons. The qualitative data would provide additional insight into the accounting 

and reporting practices of the respondents. 

2.2.3 Data Collection 

The structured interviews were conducted between June 17. 1998 (pretest) and December 

18. 1998. The majority of these intenie\vs were carried out in July and August and took 

place ar the intervieuees' offices in Calgary. AB. In two cases. both the questionnaire and 

the interview uere administered in the same sitting. In several instances. respondents 

lvere unable to furnish complete responses to the interview questions and additional 

contacts uere used. The foJlo\s--up intervieu.~ with these contacts were conducted by 

telephone. This method was chosen for ttvo reasons: the outstanding questions 

represented a small proportion of the total interLaie\v and some of these contacts were in 

regional offices elsewhere i n  Alberta. The duration of the interviews ujth the main 

intsr~.ie~+.ees \.dried between 60 and 90 minutes. The follo~v-up intervie~vs \{.ere 

substantially shorter requiring approximately 15 minutes. 

2.2.1 Data Analjsis 

The methodology used for the analysis of the structured questionnaires \\.as similar to that 

of the self-administered questionnaires. Data editing was minimized as many outstanding 

or unanswered questions from the initial interview were addressed by the follow-up 

contacts. In a feu instances. a lack of subsequent interviewee availability made it 

unfeasible to collect additional question response data. 

The coding for the interview began by assigning a numerical code. from 1 to 11. to each 

intervie\{.ee. The interviekvees were further classified using the four "daily production" 

codes and five "production mix" codes used in the analysis of the self-administered 

questionnaire (see Table 2.2) .  To code the questions a cursory content analj,sis of the 



interview responses was conducted. Using syntactical units (e-g.. yes or no responses. 

dates) several response categories were developed for each question. 

The coded responses and any additional interviewee comments were keyboard entered 

into a Microsoft Excel Version 7 spreadsheet. To accommodate the basic descriptive 

statistical analysis of the responses. matrices resembling those for the self-administered 

questionnaire were employed. Data integrity was ensured through the use of checksums 

(i.e.. missing or additional entries would be reflected in checksums differing from the 

known question response frequencies). The use of all open-ended questions except for 

one closed-ended question provided nominal data. The descriptive statistics compiled 

from the responses were. therefore. limited to response frequencies for the questions and 

their respective response alternati~res. The frequencies are reported in both a numerical 

count and in percentages relative to the number of responses received by the questions. 

As with the self-administered questionnaire the frequencies for the response alternatives 

are reporred in the aggregate and in terms of the "daily production" codes and "production 

mix" codes associated with each respondent. Content analysis followed the same 

methodology employed with the self-administered. The goal of this analj,sis \\.as the 

dr\~rloprnt.nt of response context in qualitatii-s. non-descriptive terms. 

2.3 Review 

In summary. the analyses of the self-administered questionnaires and the structured 

intrr\.iei~.s were multifaceted tasks. They employed both descripti\-e statistics and non- 

statistical devices to develop useabie information. This information isas in turn 

combined with existing literature and knowledge regarding the upstream oil and pas 

industry's treatment of en~~ironrnental liability to de~.elop recommendations and 

conclusions for the .MDP. 



3. Environmental Liability: An Overview 
This chapter provides an overview of environmental liability (EL) as it pertains to the 

upstream oil and gas industry in Alberta. It draws substantially from the literature as n.ell 

as from the results of the self-administered questionnaire. The chapter begins with a 

review of current nominal. or working. definitions of environmental liability. These 

definitions address environmental liability in both a financial context and a much broader 

environmental context. Subsequent1 y. an operational definition of environmental liability 

is provided. This definition is derived from the results of two questions posed in the self- 

administered questionnaire. Building upon this definition- the legislative and regulatory 

forces that shape EL are discussed. Although this lMDP examines the practices of 

Canadian upstream oil and pas producers. this discussion is held to Alberta's legislation 

and regulatory authorities. Specifically. i t  reviews the statutes. regulations and guide lines 

that govern en\.ironmental protection and uellsite abandonment and reclamation in the 

pro~ince. The chapter concludes with a discussion of upstream oil and gas producers' 

projections regarding future regulatory initiati\.es and their impact on the value of 

en\-ironmental liability. its assessment and reporting. 

Environmental liability is a multifaceted concept that porsesses both accounting and legal 

ramifications. It is often an umbrella term used to refer to the porential for fines. 

penalties and jail terms for violations of environmental laws. The term is also frequently 

used in reference to regulatory obligations to clean up contaminated sites (US EPA. 1996. 

8 1. There is. howe~rer. a commonality amongst this range of meanings and applications. 

It  is the desire of corporations and their stakeholders to quantify environmental liability in 

monetary tenns. To discuss the current environmental liability assessment. accounting 

and reporting practices of upstream oil and pas producers it is necessary to establish an 

industry driven (operational) definition of environmental liability. Using definitions 

provided by the Canadian Institute of Charted Accountants and the United States 

Environmental Protection Agency along with results from the self-administered 

questionnaire. this definition is developed. 



3.1.1 Nominal (or working) Definitions 

Two sources of nominal definitions of environmental liability were consulted for this 

discussion. the CICA ( 1993 and 1996) and the US EPA (1996). The CICA was chosen as 

i t  sets the accounting and reporting standards for corporations in Canada: as such. it is the 

key source of information and guidance regarding financial liabilities. These liabilities 

include those born from requirements or obligations to carry out environmental activities. 

The US EPA was selected for its extensive history and listing of research regarding 

environmental activities and costs. The publication referenced for this discussion 

examines environments! liability in a variety of legal and regulatory contexts. Although 

this is an American publication the discussion is equally relevant in Canada. The sources 

used in this section. therefore. provide the financial requirements for the accounting and 

reponins treatment of environmental liability in a strictly Canadian framework ~vhile 

exploring the diverse roots of this liability. (For a discussion of statutory and common 

law actions arising from environmental impairment refer to Section I. 1.2.1.1 of Chapter 

1.) 

In 1993. the CICA commissioned a Research Report entitled Environmental Costs and 

Liabilities: Accountine and Financial Reporting Issues. The document examines 

environmental costs and liabilities in terms of the existing accountins and reporting rules 

and euidelines established by the CICA. It marks an important step. in Canada. touards 

forrnalIy defining and monetizing the environmental impacts of a company's operations. 

With respect to defining environmental liability. the Research Report states that, "an 

obligation to make a future expenditure to clean up environmental damage that has 

occurred is a liability" (CICA. 1993. viii). Unlike the spectrum of meanings associated 

tit i th the term "liability." the CICA has established exacting standards regarding its 

definition and the criteria pertaining to iis recognition. CICA Handbook ( 1  996) 

parasraphs 1000.32. -33 and -31 state: 

Liabilities are obligations of an entity arising from past transactions or 
events. the settlement of which may result in the transfer or use of assets. 
provision of services or other yielding of economic benefits in the future. 

Liabilities have three essential characteristics: 



a. they embody a duty or responsibility to others that entails settlement by 
future transfer or use of assets. provision of services or other yielding 
of economic benefits. at a specified or determinable date. on 
occurrence of a specified event or. on demand: 

b. the duty or responsibility obligates the entity leaving it  little or no 
discretion to avoid it: and 

c. the transaction or event obligating the entity has already occurred. 

Liabilities do not have to be legally enforceable provided that they 
otherwise meet the definition of liabilities: they can be based on equitable 
or construc!ive obligations. An equitable obligation is a duty based on 
ethical or moral considerations. A constructive obligation is one that can 
be inferred from the facts in a particular situation as opposed to a 
contractually based obligation. 

Although an entity ( in our case. corporation) may acknowledge that i t  expects to make 

future environmental expenditures that meet the definition of a liability it does not 

necessarily mean that the liability w i l l  be recognized in the financial statements (CIC.4. 

i 993.45). ClCA Handbook ( 1996) paragraphs 1000.43. -31 and -35 set out recognition 

criteria thar govern the inclusion of such a liability. These paragraphs state: 

The recognition criteria belou- provide general guidance on when an item 
is recognized in the financial statements. Whether any particular item is 
recognized or not ui!l require the  application of professional judgement in 
considering whether the specific circumstances meet the recognition 
criteria. 

The recognition criteria are as fol lo~vs: 
a. the item has an appropriate basis of measurement and a reasonable 

estimate can be made of the amount involved: and 
b. for items in\.ol\.ing obtaining or giving up future benefits. it is 

probable such benefits will be obtained or given up. 

It is possible that an item will meet the definition of a n  element but still 
nor be recognized in the financial statements because it is not probable that 
future economic benefits will be obtained or given up or because a 
reasonable estimate cannot be made of the amount involved. It may be 
appropriate to provide information about items that do no meet the 
recognition criteria in notes to the  financial statements. 

(CICA, 1996) 

Consequently. a liability should be recognized in financial statements if it  is probable and 

can be reasonably estimated (CICA. 1993.46). These recognition criteria along with 



those for the definition of liabilities substantially restrict the use of the term 

environmental liability with respect to accounting and financial reporting purposes. 

Notably. amendments (effective December 1.  1990) to Section 3060: Capital Assets of 

the CICA Handbook formally recognized the environmental liability resulting from an 

entity's obligation to make future expenditures for site abandonment and restoration. 

CICA Handbook ( 1996) Paragraphs 3060.39. -40. and -41 state: 

When reasonably determinable. provisions should be mads for future 
remo\.al and site restoration costs. net of expected recoveries. in a rational 
and systematic manner by charges to income. [Dec. 19901 

Future removal and site restoration costs include costs. net of expected 
recoveries, for dismantling and abandoning a propeny. Provisions are 
needed to accrue the liability for future removal and site restoration costs, 
when the likelihood of their incurrence is established as a result of 
environmental law. contract. or because the enterprise has established a 
policy to restore a site. and when such costs can be reasonably determined. 
Provisions are recorded as liabilities and are not ciassified uVith 
accumulated amortization. 

When future removal and site restoration costs cannot be reasonably 
determined. a contingent liability ma)? esist. 

The requirement for this pro\-ision is a milestone in the recognition and reporting of 

en~.ironmenral liability. This is evident given the results of a survey conducted by tho 

Petroleum Accounting Society in the fall of 1989. They "indicated that feu. oil and gas 

companies in  Canada make any provisions for removal and site restoration costs" (PASC. 

199 1.  1 ). The sur\.ey further found that the removal and site restoration costs for 

con\.entional wells were either assumed to be offset by the salvage value of recoverable 

equipment. not knoupn or simply ignored (PASC. 199 1 .  1 ). Today, this liability is a 

common feature on the financial statements of upstream oil and gas producers. Notably. 

en\,ironmental liability can be. and is. manifested in forms other than future site 

abandonment and restoration costs. Whether these forms meet the CICA Handbook's 

criteria regarding the definition and reporting requirement of a liability is another issue 

entirely. 



Beyond the CICA. the US EPA is actively involved in conducting research regarding the 

accounting and management of environmental liabilities. In 1996. it published a report 

entitled. Valuing Potential Environmental Liabilities for Managerial Decision Making: A 

Review of Available Techniques. Developed under the auspices of the US EPA's 

En\.ironmental Accounting Project. the report describes a variety of approaches and tools 

developed specifically for estimating the value of potential environmental liabilities. To 

provide a framework for reviewing these approaches and tools the report defines an 

environmental liability as: 

a legal obligation to make a future expenditure due to the past or ongoing 
manufacture. use. release. or threatened release of a particular substance. 
or other activities that adversely affect the environment. 

(US €PA. 1996.8) 

Acknoivledging the range of sources from which en\.ironrnental liability can arise. the 

report subsequently discusses several types of environmental liabilities. These liabilities 

have tu.0 origins: I ) federal. state (provincial) and local environmental statutes and 

regulations and 2 )  "common la~v" (i.e.. judge-made law). The report distinguishes the 

fol 1o~i.i ng broad categories of environmental IiabiIi ties: 

Compliance 
Remediation Obligations 
Fines and Penalties 

Compensation 
Punitive Damages 
Natural Resource Damages 

Importantly. although these categories are applicable in the Canadian contest. the 

liabilities may not be recognized by generally accepted accounting principles (GAXP) as 

established by the CICA e.g.. if they are nor estimable or probable (GAAP is the term 

used to describe the basis on which financial statements are normally prepared (CICA 

Handbook. Section 1000.59)). Upstream oil and gas producers also may not recognize 

some of these categories as "environmental" liabilities. In this case. liabilities and costs 

derived from activities related to environmental management may not be accounted for 

under general or specific "environmental activities" accounts. Rather. the liabilities and 

costs may be charged to accounts such as overhead or others that obscure the 

"en\pironmental" reason for the charge. 



3.1.2 Operational Definition 

A main objective of this MDP was to operationally define environmental liability in the 

context of upstream oil and pas production in Alberta. According to Cooper and 

Schindler (1998. 39) an operational definition is a: 

definition stated in terms of specific testing criteria o r  operations. These 
terms have empirical referent (that is we must be able to count. measure. 
or in some other way gather the information through our senses). . .The 
definition must specify the characteristics to study and how they are to be 
studied. 

To develop this definition several sources were used. including the definitions and 

background material provided by both the CICA and the US EPA. The main source of 

information was provided by the self-administered questionnaire (see Appendix 11 for 

both the questions to the questionnaire and the responses). 

Question I )  I ) borrowed substantially from the environmental Iiability section found in  

the US EPA ( 1996) publication. Valuinc Potential Environmental Liabilities for 

blanaaerial Decision Making: A Review of -4~~ailable Techniques (throughout the 

remainder of this MDP. this naming conL7ention \\ . i l l  be used to denote the Questionnaire 

section and its respective questions). The question as it appeared in the questionnaire is 

found belokv: 

Environmental liability as defined by your cornpan! includes which of the 

the environment. 
emediation: obligations (existing and future) related to 

following: - n = 13 Total Responses: 45 Percentage of Overall Response: 100 % 

ntaminated real property. 
44 98% ite Restoration and Abandonment: as set out in Iegislation. 

Compliance: obligations related to laws and regulations that 
apply to the manufacture. use. disposal. and release of 
chemical substances and to other activities that adversely 

Frequency 

3 4  

Percentage 
of Response 

76% 

2 1 

17 

47% 

38% 

regulations. and guidelines at the federal and provincial le\.el. 
Fines and Penalties: obligations to pay criminal and c i ~ ~ i l  
fines and penalties for statutory or regulatory non-compliance. 
Compensation: obligations to compensate private parties for 
personal injury. property damage. and economic loss. 



36% nitive damages: obligations to pay "punitive damages" for 
negligent conduct. 

47% onformance: with industry standards. 

Two environmental liability options were added to the list of environmental liability types 

provided by the US EPA (1996). Site abandonment and restoration was included as it 

more accurately described environmental liabifity as set out by the CICA than those listed 

by the U S  EPA report. Conformance was added to reflect the influence held by CAPP 

and other industry associations over the operations of their producer members. 

This question was only one of three from the questionnaire to recei~~e an overall response 

rate of 100% (45 companies). Remediation and site A&R stood out as the clear choices 

of the respondents. each receiving U responses (or a 98% response rate). Compliance 

received 34 responses (or a 76% response rate): a result of the loit. response rats from 

senior producers. Every daity production category but senior producers had a 1005 

response rate. Lvhile onb. 14 senior producers (56% ) included compliance in their 

dsfini~ion of environmental liabilit!,. This ma!, indicate that the environmental managers 

representing senior producers regard compliance ihsues as operational expenses 

(recognized onl) in the current period) or as the responsibiIities of  the business unit3 ce.s.. 
field offices representing the companies' varied areas of operations). Another poasiblc 

explanation ouses to the h i t h  these environmental managers place in their companies' 

compliance assurance programs. i-e.. non-compliance issues may be deemed to be too 

rare or ineffectual to ha\re an impact as an environmental liability. Response rates for the 

four remaining liability categories ranged from 36% to 17%. In terms of defining 

enkironrnental liabili tjv. this clearly marks the respondents' propensity to recognize 

probable future environmental expenditures (e.g.. remediation and site A&R). 

Furthermore. potential future en\,ironmental expenditures (e.g.. pending la\{- suits) are 

expensed when they become probabIe. 

The strong association between environmental liability and site abandonment and 

restoration actiLVities indicated b!. Question I) 1 ) was confirmed with the responses to 



Question I )  3 ) .  The question asked: "Do you consider wellsite abandonment [and 

reclamation] and wellsite environmental liability to be the same in terms of meaning and 

cost quantification?" Receiving an overall response rate of 98%. 34 companies (77%) 

responded "yes". Although. the clear majority of respondents said "yes." the author 

believes that an omission in the wording of the question potentially lowered the "yes" 

response rate. In the questionnaire the words "and reclamation" were. unintentionally. 

excluded. This point was noted several times in respondent comments. They stated that 

abandonment was only one end-of-life issue. reclamation (including remediation) had to 

be included to cover the term environmental liability. 

The responses to Questions 1) 1 ) and 1) 3)  of the questionnaire indicate that environmental 

liability. as i t  is currently defined by upstream oit and gas producers. is influenced by t\vo 

forces: the CICA Handbook's site A&R provision requirements and the legislative and 

regulatory bodies governing oil and gas operations. Quite simplj,. as one respondent 

commented. "if it doesn't bark. it doesn't get fed." Another respondent stated that. 

"en\.ironrnental liability represents all of the costs and activities required to attain a 

reclamation certificate from Alberta EnvironmentaI Protection." The operational 

definition of environmental liability. as it pertains to upstream oil and gas production. 

suggesrsd bj* this MDP dra\\.s heavily from this sentiment. i t  states: 

Environmental liability is an obligation to make a future espenditure 
to abandon and restore property affected by oil and gas operations as 
per applicable abandonment and reclamation standards set out by the 
regu tatory bodies charged with overseeing oil and gas operations and 
the protection of the environment. 

This definition wili be used throughout the remainder of the MDP: consequently. 

subsequent questionnaire and intemiew responses are analyzed and discussed ~ v i t h i n  the 

confines of this definition. Additionally. although this MDP focuses on ~vellsite 

environmental liability other upstream facilities are discussed: as such. this operational 

definition is also applied to them. 

In~ponantly. the questionnaire results for Question I )  I ) indicated upstream oil and gas 

producers are affected by environmental liabilities that fall outside the scope of the 



operational definition suggested by this MDP. This definition does not imply that these 

liability types are inconsequential. Rather. the definition is presented as a benchmark of 

environmental liability as it currently penains to the upstream oil and gas industry. Along 

with reflecting the responses of 9 8 4  of the questionnaire's respondents. i t  represents the 

most tangible (probable and estimable) environmental liability encountered by upstream 

producers. site A&R (including. remediation requirements). Consequently. the 

operational definition also cIosely resembles the CICA Handbook recommendations set 

oul in Sections 3060.39 and 3060.10. This makes it possible to readily compare the 

environmental liabi Iity accounting and reporting practices of upstream oil and gas 

producerh. The operational definition's limited scope also facilitates the examination of 

current en\.ironrnental liability assessment practices the phasing and methods of ELXs 

can be examined using the framework of environmen tal site assessments. 

3.2 Regulatory Framework 

The operational definition of environmental liability suggested by this MDP states that 

this liability is derived from the. "abandonment and reclamation standards set out by the 

re_rularor>. bodies charged with o~~erseeing oil and gas operations and the protection of the 

environment." The follou.ing section examines the legislatitee and regulatory forces 

driving oil and gas wellsite abandonment and reclamation in Alberta. 

3.2.1 Abandonment and Reclamation: Background 

In Alberta. two pieces of legislation create the statutor). obIigations to abandon and 

reclaim oil and gas we1 lsitss: the Oil CZJZCI Gas Corzsen~~itio~~ .Act (OGCA ) and the 

E~~~.i~-orl~~lc.r tr~~i  PI-orectiorl arld Erlllcincer?rerzr Act S.A. 1992. c. E- 13.3 (EPE'4 1. The 

OGCA is administered and enforced by the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board (AEUB 1. 

uehile Al bena En\*ironmental Protection (AEP) has similar responsibilities under the 

EPEA (Gilmour. 1997. 50). Each of these regulatory agencies has jurisdiction over the 

en\eironmental impacts of oil and gas wells. Indeed. one of the central mandates of the 

AEL'B. 3s set out in Section Z(d) of the Erlerg? R Y S O I I K ~ S  Corlsen.nriorl Act R.S .A. 1980. 

c. E-I 1 ( E R C A ) .  is "to control pollution and ensure environmentd conservation in the 

exploration for. processing. development and transportation of the energy resources of 



Al bena." AEP. under the EPEA. has a much broader environmental mandate. Regarding 

industrial activities. including oil and pas production. the Department protects Alberta's 

land resource base by ensuring that land used for specified activities is dekreloped and 

reclaimed in an environmentally sound manner (AEP. May. 1999. Website). 

To aHe\riate confusion in the oil and gas industry regarding the authority of each agency 

over environmental matters. panicularl y abandonment and reclamation issues. a 

Memorandum of Understanding (MOL') was established. The MOU was originally 

attached to AEUB I~~fojon~mrionnl Lerrer IL 96-03 and subsequently updated in  an 

attachment to 1998's fr2/onncrtiorrcrl Lerrvr fL 98-02. It outlines an agreement bettveen 

AEP and the AEUB regarding the suspension. abandonment. decontamination and 

surface reclamation of upstream oil and gas facilities. The intent of this agreement is to 

clarify the jurisdictional roles of each agency concerning wellsite abandonment and 

reclamation (Inforr?lririo~znl Letter- IL 98-02 1. Xotably. the Informational Letter states that 

in  the future. oil and gas companies may have more interaction u-ith AEP during the 

decontamination process. In addition. the AEUB states that it will focus greater efforts 

on the prevention of contamination and the timely suspension and abandonment of'non- 

economic hcil ities. 

Section 3 of the MOU discusses the general roles and responsibiiitiss of the -4ECB. AEP 

and upstream oil and gas industq operators. The responsibiIities detailed for the 

upstream operators are indicative of the "abandonment and reclamation" activities noted 

in the operational definition for environmental liability. These responsibilities include: 

suspending and abandoning inactive upstream oil and gas activities according to 
AEUB requirements. 
containing and recoverins all free produced fluids to the expectations of the AEUB. 
assessing the degree and extent of contamination. and developing and implementing a 
remediation plan to the satisfaction of AEP. 
decontaminating active and inactive upstream oil and gas faciIities along with any off- 
sits impacts (e-g., spills) to the satisfaction of AEP. Remediation objecti~ees \vill 
generally be the AEP 1994 Alberta Tier I Criteria for Contaminated Soil Assessnlcnt 
C 

and Remediation and the 1995 Canadian Water Quality Standards (Section 7 of the 
bloc also offers a1 ternative remediation objectives ). 



managing all upstream petroleum wastes according to AEUB Guides 50.5 1.55 and 
58. 
managing in sir14 treatment of contaminated soil. sludges and water to the satisfaction 
of AEP. 
managing the er sicu treatment/disposal of contaminated soils. sludges and water 
(oil field wastes) resulting from decontamination activities to the standards set by 
AEUB Guide 58 and the MOU. 
conducting surface land reclamation. and closure monitoring and reponing if 
necessary. to the satisfaction of AEP. and 
obtaining a reclamation certificate from AEP for public land in the Green Area (which 
generally includes the undeveloped and forested lands in the province) and from 
Alberta Agriculture. Food and Rural Development (AAFRD) for public lands in the 
White Area (which generally represents the arable and developed lands in  the 
province). 

(Adapted from AEUB Irtfbn)tatio~z~l Letrer IL. 98-02. Secr~o)~ 3 of attclchrd 1CIOCr) 

The responsibilities set out in the .%IOU for the AELTB are: 

ensuring inactive upstream oil and gas facilities are properly suspended. 
making certain inactive upstream oil and gas facilities are properly abandoned and 
dismantled and the free produced liquids and structural concrete are removed: 
developing guidelines for the management of drilling wastes and oil field wastes and 
ensure the wastes are properly stored. treated and disposed of according to relevant 
AEUB Guides and the %lIOU. 
overseeing the management of u-u sirlr u.asts treatmsnt/disposal for oilfield Lvastes 
resulting from decontaminstion activities. in accordance ~ v i t h  -4EC'B Guide 58 and the 
hlOL'. and 
conducting inspections and taking enforcement action n.hen necessar).. 

(Adapted from AEUB Iiflort~latiorlui Lerrer IL 98-02, Sc.ctioiz 3 of citrtichc~l hlOCr) 

Section 3 of the MOU concludss by setting out the responsibilities for AEP. these 

include: 

developing soil and ground~vater remediation objectives. and setting policies for the 
application of risk assessments. 
ensuring that facilities are decontaminated to acceptable levels (i-e.. those set out in 
Section 7 of the MOU). 
dew loping. rnaintai ning and enforcing compliance u.ith surface reclamation guidelines 
and requirements. and 
issuing reclamation certificates 

(Adapted from AEUB /ilfonncrrio~zn/ Lerrvr IL 98-02, Secrioit 3 of atfc~clrrd MOW 

Figure 3.1 depicts the procedural and regulatory linkages between industry operators. the 

AEUB and AEP set out in tho MOU. 



Figure 3.1 Suspension and Reclamation Procedure 
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3.2.2 Well site Abandonment: The Oil crrld Gcts Co~rser-tultiorz .4cr 

The OGC.4 governs wellsite abandonment in Alberta; consequently. i t  has substantial 

influence over the operational definition used in this MDP. The Act applies to e v e n  we1 I 

situated in the province of Alberta and to any product obtained or  obtainable from them 

(OGC.4. Section 3). As was mentioned earlier. the AEUB is responsible for 

administering the provisions of  this Act. In pan. the purpose of the OGCA. and 



consequently the AEUB. is to ( i )  secure the observance of safe and efficient practices in 

the abandonment of wells and ( i i )  control pollution above. at or below the surface in the 

drilling of wells and in the operations for the production of oil and gas and other 

operations over which the AEUB has jurisdiction (OGCA. Section 4). Under the OGCA 

the AEUB has extensive powers to regulate the oil and gas industry in accordance with 

the Act (Gilmour. 1997.52). Beyond the substantial tasks of issuing. transferring and 

administering licenses for the drilling and operation of wells. the AEUB has broad 

powers to make regulations concerning a variety of wellsite and upstream facility end-of- 

life issues. These include. 

the suspension and abandonment of wells. 
abandonment costs. 
upfront security deposits to cover suspension and abandonment. 
notice and approval requirements for abandonment activities. and 
the management of oil field wastes. 

(Gilmour. 1997. 53) 

ki'i th respect to the operational definition of environmental liability. the term 

"abandonment" is best defined by the MOL! attached to I)lfonnario)zn! LerrC)- IL 98-02. 

The %IOU states that abandonment is: 

the permanent dismantlement of the licensed facility so that it  is 
permanently incapable of its AEUB licensed use. This includes lea~.ing 
the downhole subsurface structures in a permanently safe and stable 
condition in accordance with AEUB requirements: the remo~.al of 
associated equipment and structures; the removal of all produced liquids: 
and the removal and appropriate disposal of structural concrete. 

Along with the OGCA. regulatory requirements for bvellsite abandonment are found in the 

Oil and Gas Consen~arion Reglrlrrtiorls (OGCR) and the AEUB Guide G-20: \\'ell Sirr 

Ah~z)zdortmerlr. Section 3.068 of the OGCR provides the conditions that trigger wellsite 

abandonment. According to this Section. a licensee shall abandon a well: 

on the termination of the mineral lease. surface lease or right of entry. 
if the Board notifies the licensee that in the opinion of the Board the 
well may be an environmental or safety hazard. 
if the licensee is dissolved or the corporate registry status of the 
licensee is struck or rendered liable to be struck under any legislation 
governing corporations. 



if the licensee has suspended the well in contravention of the 
requirements established by the Board under section 3.020 [Suspended 
Wells]. o r  
when so ordered by the Board. 

(OGCR. Sect ion 3.068 ) 

3.2.2.1 Responsibili~ for Abandoru?zerzr 

Prior to discussing the abandonment requirements set out by the OGCA and its associated 

regulations and guidelines. i t  is necessary to examine who possesses the responsibility for 

wellsite abandonment and its costs. In other words. we must first determine which parties 

are exposed to this portion of upstream oil and gas environmental liability. Section 20.2 

of the OGCA creates a "duty to abandon" wells. Under Subsections 20.2( 1 and 2) of the 

Act a licensee or other working interest panicipants shall abandon a well in accordance 

with the regulations and shall do so when directed by the AEUB or [he regulations. 

Section 20.3( 1 ) subsequently states that the.  ell abandonment costs should be paid by 

the working interest participants in accordance ~vith their proportionate share in the ueil." 

The "proportionate share" being the percentage share equal to the participants undivided 

interest in the \veII (OGCA. Subsection I ( I l(s.01 ) I .  The OGCA (Subsection I ( I ) ( I .  y. 1 

and e . 2  uses the follo\i.ing definitions for licensee. it.orking interest panicipant and u.ell 

abandonment costs: 

"licensee" means a holder of a license according to the records of the 
Board and includes the receii-er-manager of properry of the licensee: 

"u,orkins interest participant" means a person tvho owns or controls all or 
pan of a beneficial or legal undivided interest in a well under agreements 
that pertain to the oivnership of that well: and 

"well abandonment costs" means the reasonable and direct costs related to 
the abandonment of a well including the costs of restoring the wellsite to 
the condirion i t  was in before the abandonment operation was undertaken. 
but does not include the cost of surface reclamation. 

h:otabbp. the terms "licensee" and "working interest participant" as used by the OGC.4 

include a person who has actual control of the corporation. including a person referred to 

in Section 3 2 )  of the Alberta Blrsirlvss Corporariorls Acr (Gilmour. 1997. 56) .  This 

section states that a corporation is controlled by a person if (a) securities of the 



corporation to which are attached more than 50% of the votes that may be cast to elect the 

directors of the corporation are held. other than by way of security only. by or for the 

benefir of that person, and (b) the votes attached to those securities are sufficient. if 

exercised. to elect a majority of the directors of the corporation (Gilmour ( 1997. 55) 

citing Alberta Bttsiness Corporarions Acr. Section 3 2 ) ) .  Importantly. this implies that 

personal liability can result from an oil and gas producer's "duty to abandon" its wellsites. 

The liability attached to the "duty to abandon" can also exrend to parties no longer 

ownine an interest in a wellsite. Under Section 20.4 of the OGCA a person is deemed to 

be a working interest participant if the transaction (sale of hisher interest) occurred (a)  

after the well ceased producing in paying quantities. and (b) there is no successor or the 

successor or working intsrest participant fails to pay its proportionate share of ivell 

abandonment costs. 

According to Gilmour ( 1997.56 I the OGCA places liability for the abandonment of 

n.ellsites on the following panies: 

the well licensee: 
the working interest participants: 
a person ueho has actual control of a corporation that is a u ~ l l  licensee 
or a working interest participant; 
a person referred to in  Section 3 2 )  of the Brtsi,rrss Corpomrinr~-s .-kt: 

a receiver manager of the propeny of the licensee: and 
a prior working interest oivner that is deemed to be a ~vorkinp interest 
o\irner under Section 20.4 of the .Act. 

Where some or none of these parties are a\.ailable to cover abandonment costs. the 

AELB's Abandonment Fund (discussed in Section 1 .  I (?)  of this hIDP) may provide the 

funds necessary to cover the amount o~iing by defunct working interest panners and 

licensees. Notably, under the provisions of Section 92(3) of the OGCA, the liability of a 

licenser for well abandonment costs may continue indefinitely. regardless of ~vhether the 

abandonment was in compliance with the regulations of the day (Gilmour. 1997. 56). 

Section 92(3) states: 

The issuance by the Board of an abandonment approval for a well does not 
relieve the licensee of the we11 from Iiabiliry of any costs of or incidental 
to the control. completion. suspension or further abandonment of a well. 
and does not reduce his liability for these costs. 



In cases ivhere a licensee fails to abandon a well when so required or when the 

abandonment activities are out of compliance with the OGCA. the AEUB can exercise its 

authority under Section 92f I ) of the Act. This Section provides the AEUB with the 

power to enter a wellsite to conduct whatever activities are necessary to bring well 

operations into compliance with the Act. including well abandonments. Any costs 

incurred by the AEUB for these activities become a debt payable by the licensee (OGC.4. 

Section 9 3 2 ) ) .  The AEUB has two mechanisms to recoup the costs of abandonment. 

Section 93( 1 ) of the OGCA provides the AEUB with the power to sell or dispose of an)* 

drilling or producing equipment. installation material found on the ~vellsite or taken from 

the u*ell knotvn to be owned by the licensee. If the AEUB's abandonment costs are not 

co\.ered. the AEUB can exercise its rights to a lien under Section 93. I ( >  Importantly. a 

lien: 

... under this section shall be first and prior to any other lien. charge. 
mortgase or other security interest. with respect to the interest of 
defaul tiny tvorking interest participant in the \\.ell and any other uel Is. 
land and equipment. petroleum substances and production facilities. 

(OGCA. Section 93.1(2 1 )  

This provision indicates the porrntiallq long reaching impact of upstream oil 2nd gas 

en\3ironmsntal liability. It establishes the AECB as the senior secured creditor of an! 

licensee or working interest participant for which i t  has carried out urellsite 

abandonrnents. 

This section does not endeavor to set out specific wellsite abandonment actit-ities. rather 

it highlights requirements found in  the Oil N I I ~  Gas Cortsen-czti~rl Regclfa~iorzs and 

discusses recent changes to AEUB Guide G-20: C\'e11 Abarlclot~rrlertr Grride. The OGCRs 

contain few directi\.es regarding wellsite abandonment- In fact. the only abandonment 

activities listed in the Regulations are found in Section 8.150. Section 8.150(5) states 

that: 

Upon the completion. suspension or abandonment of a urell or the 
abandonment of a battery. the licensee of the well or the operator of the 
battery shal I: 



a. dispose of all liquid waste. 
b. clear the area of debris. 
c. fill all excavations made in connection with the well or battery. and 

advise the Board Area Office when the operation is completed. 

Under Subsection 8.150(6.1) all waste material. except rubbish and drilling fluids. shall 

be disposed of at an approved waste processing and disposal facility unless othewise 

approved by the Board. Notably. the Regulations contain several provisions that establish 

abandonment triggers as well as obligations to notify and repon on abandonment 

activities to the AEUB. 

Two subsections of the Regulations. 3.010(7) and 3.068(2) require the licensee to carry 

out  ellsi site abandonment in accordance with the current edition of Guide G-20: \\'ell 

A bo,rrfori,rrr~lr Gllide. This Guide provides regulatory and technical detni Is for licensees 

in~~olved in wellsite abandonment operations. In 1996. the Guide was revised to 

streamline the abandonment process and to place greater responsibility on industry to 

ensure proper well abandonment (GiImour. 1997.58 ). The regulatory changes 

incorporated into this Guide include: 

the elimination of almost all up front EUB appro\.als for abandonment 
programs. 
neLi. minimum requirements for licensees to follo~l. in de\-eloping their 
open-hole abandonment programs in the \vestern half of Alberta. 
prescribed. standard. open-hole abandonment programs for three 
geographic areas in the eastern half of the pro~ince .  
prescribed standard cased-hole abandonment programs province wide. 
with special requirements for oil sands areas, 
~Iarification of the requirement for checking gas migration. leaking 
plugs. and Lent flows. 
notification to the AELTB after abandonment is complete. 
post-abandonment AEUB audit and enforcement procedures. and 
clarification of the feu  abandonment operations which still require 
AEUB pre-approval. 

(AEUB. Guide G-20) 

The effect of these changes on the environmental liability exposure of an upstream 

producer may not be immediately tangible. The possibility of enforcement procedures 

arising from a full post-abandonment AEUB audit are an obvious threat. The follo\tping 

example depicts one that is much less apparent. Under Guide 20. failure to comply with 



any of the prescribed time limits set by the Board concerning wellsite abandonment may 

result in the withholding of approvals for any type of application filed by that licensee 

(Gilmour. 1997.59). In this case. it is important to recognize the opportunity costs 

associated with such a penalty. The loss of additional production through rejected well 

license applications is only one possible threat to corporate revenues. 

3.2.3 Wellsi te Reclamation : The Envirorznlerzral Prorecriotl arzd Erzhatzcenterrr Act 

The Etzt-irotrtnenrcrl Prorectiorr arzd Erzlznt~cerneizr Acr governs oil and gas wellsits 

reclamation activities in Albena. Although the Act is broadly administered by Alberta 

Environmental Protection. two agencies are responsible for reclamation issues. The AEP 

administers reclamation related matters for public lands in the Green Area while AAFRD 

has the responsibility for public lands in the White Area. Section I of the EPEA states. 

that the purpose of the Acr is to support and promote the protection. enhancement and 

\vise use of the environment whiIe recognizing several key principles. O n e  of these 

principles weighs heaviiy in terms of environmental liability: that is. to recognize the 

responsibility of polluters to pay for the costs of their actions (EPE.4. Section 2(i)).  This 

principle. 3s i t  pertains to the operational definition of environmental liability. is 

evidenced in tito parts of the Act: Part 1: Release of Substances and Part 5: Conservarion 

and Reclamation. 

With respect to the operational definition. the term reclamation is most app rop r i a t~ l~~  

defined by the EPE'4. Section l (ccc) states that: 

"reclamation" means any or all of the follo~ving: 
the removal of equipment or buildings or other structures or 
appurtenances: 
the decontamination of buildings or other structures or appunenances. 
or land. or water: 
the stabilization, contouring. maintenance. conditioning or 
reconstnrction of the surface of land: and 
any other procedure. operation. or requirement specified in the 
regulations. 

Decontamination. also referred to as remediation. is defined by the MOU attached to 

AEUB I~rfon~zatiot~nl Lerrer IL98-02 as. "the removal. reduction. or neutralization of 



substances. dangerous oilfield waste. and/or hazardous material from a site so as to 

prevent or minimize any adverse effects on the environment now or in the future." The 

regulatory requirements for wellsite reclamation extend beyond the EPEA- These 

requirements are also found in the Cor~sen.nrio,l and Reclar?lntion Regrtlntiorz (C&R 

Regltlarion) and Conservation and Reclamation Information Letters IL95-3 and the 

attached Reciamatior1 Crireria for \Veilsires and Associared Faciliries and IL97- 1: 

Consen-ation and Reclamntiotz Glridelinrs for Alberta. 

The CBR Rugtrlatiort sets the reclamation standard that gives rise to the activities and 

costs shaping wellsite environmental liability. It states. that the objective of conser\.ation 

and reclamation of specified land is to return i t  to an equivalent land capabilitj. (CbR 

Regtthriotz. Section 2 ) .  Under Section 1 (1) of the Regulation. the term specified lands has 

se\.eral meanings. including land that is being or has been used or held for or in 

connection with the construction. operation or reclamation of a \veil. oil production site or 

battery. Equi~ralent land capability means. "the ability of the land to support various land 

uses after conservation and reclamation is similar to the ability that existed prior to an 

acti\~it)~ being conducted on the land. the individual Iand uses will not nscessarily be 

identical" ( C 6 R  Rc,qirkrriorz. Section I (el ). Sotab&. this approach to conservation and 

reclamation provides flexibility i n  the indi\-iduai land uses u.hile maintaining an o\.erall 

Iand capability equi\,alent to pre-disturbance conditions. Land capabilit~. is defined in 

Section I ( k )  of the Regulation as meaning the abilit) of land to support a given land use. 

based on an e1,aluation of the ph>.sical. chemical and biological characteristics of the land. 

including topography. drainage. hydrology. soils and vegetation. 

3.2.3.1 Resporlsibiiih. for Reclar~rtttiorr 

The EPEA establishes the responsibility for reclamation mainly in Part 4: Release of 

Substances and Part 5: Conser\?ation and Reclamation of the Act. Under Section I (ss) a 

liability chain is created with the definition of a "person responsible". The definition 

states that a "person responsible" when used with reference to a substance or thing 

containing a substance. means: 



i. the owner and a previous owner of the substance or thing. 
- .  
1 1 .  every person who has or has had charge. management or control of the 

substance or thing. including without limitation. the manufacture. 
treatment. sale. handling. use. storage. disposal. transportation. display 
or method of application or the substance or thing. 

i ii. any successor. assignee. executor. administrator. receiver, receiver- 
manager or trustee of a person referred to in subclause ( i )  or  ( i i ) .  and 

iv. a person who acts as the principal or agent of a person referred to in 
subclause ( i ) .  ( i i )  or (iii). . . 

(EPEd4. Section I (ss)) 

Importantly. a "person responsible" can be subject to significant obligations imposed by 

environmental protection orders ( EPOs) {Pojasok. 1993. 43). For instance the EPO 

applied to a "person responsible" for a substance released into the environment that is 

suspected of causing an adverse effect ranges from: investigating the situation to restoring 

the affected area to a condition satisfactory to the Director (EPEA.  Section 102). 

With respect to contaminated sites. Section 1 10 states that the Director may designate an 

area of the en\.ironment as a contaminated site kvhere the Director is of the opinion that 3 

substance m a r  cause. is causing or has caused a significant adverse effect in  an area of the 

sn\.ironment. A contaminated site meets this definition regardless of when a substance 

became present in. on or under the site (EPE-4. Section 108). Sotabl>.. the Act increahes 

i th  hold on the "polIuter pays" principle by substantially widening the liabilitj- net by 

detinins a "person responsible for contamination" as: 

i .  a person responsible for the substance that is in. on or under the 
contaminated site. 

i i .  any other person ~ ' h o  the Director considers caused or contributed to 
the release of the substance into the environment. 

iii. the owner of the contaminated site. 
i\.. any previous oLvner of the contaminated site tvho was the oLvnsr at any 

time when the substance was in. on or under the contaminated site. 
\,. a successor. assignee. executor. administrator. receiver. receiver- 

manager or trustee of a person referred to in any of the subclauses ( i i )  
to (i t*).  and 

vi. a person who acts as the principal or agent of a person referred to in 
subclauses ( i i )  to (1.). 

(EPEA, Subsection 96( 1 )(c)) 



Upon designating a site a contaminated site. the Director may issue an EPO to a person 

responsible for the contaminated site (EPEA. Subsection I 1 4  1 )). The EPO may require 

the person ro take any remedial measures that the Director considers are necessary to 

restore or secure the contaminated site and the environment affected by it  (Subsection 

1 4 ~ l t h o u g h  a significant liability chain is established by Section 96. the 

Director is provided with a discretionary framework when deciding to whom an EPO 

should be issued. Section 1 14(2) states that when making such a decision the Director 

shall give consideration to: 

a. when the substance became present in. on or under the site at the time 
that person became the oivner 

b. in the case of an owner or previous owner of the site. 
i .  whether the substance was present in. on or under the site at 

the time that person became an owner: 
- - 
1 1 .  whether the person knew or ought reasonably to have knoivn 

that the substance was present in. on or under the site at the 
time the person became an owner: 

i i i .  whether the presence of the substance in. on or under the sits 
ought to have been discovered by the oivner had the otvner 
exercised due dilisence in ascertaining the presence of the 
substance before he became an owner. and whether the otvner 
exercised such due dili* oence. 

iv. whether the presence of the substance in. on. or under the sire 
was caused solely by the act omission of another person. 
other than an employee. agent or person to whom the otvner 
or  previous om-ner has or had rt contractual relationship: 

v. the price the owner paid for the site and the relationship 
bet~veen that price and the fair market \.slue of the site had 
the substance not been present in- on or under it: 

c. in the case of the previous owner. whether that otvner disposed of his 
interest in the site weithout disclosins the presence of the substance in. 
on or under the site to the person who acquired the site: 

d. Lvhether the person took all reasonable care to prevent the presence of 
the subsrance in. on or under the site: 

e. whether a person dealing ttmith the substance followed accepted 
industry standards and practice in effect at the time or complied with 
the requirements of applicable enactments in effect at the time: 

f. whether the person contributed to further accumulation or the 
continued release of the substance on becoming aware of the presence 
of the substance in. on or under the site: 

. wehat steps the person took to deal n-ith the site on becoming aware of 
the presence of the substance in. on o r  under the site: 



h. any other criteria the Director considers relevant. 

Any EPO made regarding a contaminated site may contain provisions for the 

apportionment of the cost of doing any work or carrying out any of the measures 

prescribed by i t  (Subsection 1 11(4)(b)). Aside from this provision. where an EPO is 

directed to more than one person. all persons named in the order are jointly responsible 

for carrying out the terms of the order and are jointly and severally liable for payment of 

the costs of doing so (EPEA. Section 226( 1 ) ) .  However. the liability exposure for a 

person acting in the capacity of executor. administrator. receiver. receiver-manager or 

trustee in respect of a person responsible for a contaminated site is limited to the \value of 

the assets the person is administering fEPEil.  Section 226(3 1). This is provided that such 

a person does not further contribute to the accumulation or continued release of the 

substance on becoming aware of the presence of the substance in. on or under the 

contaminated site (EPE4.  Section 226(1) ). In those instances where a party does nor 

comply with the €PO. the Director may ca- out the terms of the order and recover the 

costs from the party. These costs are reco\.erable by establishing an action in debt against 

the person failing to comply with the EPO. The costs can also be recouped from the 

purchaser of a property. However. the price of the p r o p m  ma). nor exceed the costs 

attached to the propen, (EPE.4. Subsections 23 I ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) ) .  

Pan 5 of the EPE.4. deals specifically with conservation and reclamation. Section 122 of 

the Act creates an obligation for operators to conserve and reclaim specified land and. 

unless exempted by the regulations. to obtain a reclamation certificate in  respect of the 

conservation and reclamation. The conservation and reclamation of specified lands must 

be carried out in accordance with: 

a. the terms and conditions in any applicable approval. 
b. the terms and conditions of any environmental protection order 

regarding conservation and reclamation that is issued under this Part. 
c. the directions of the inspector or the Director. and 
d. this Act. 

(EPE.4. Section 122(2)) 



An operator is broadly defined to include any person who carries on or has carried on an 

activity on or in respect of specified land other than pursuant to an approipal or 

registration: the holder of a license. approval or permit issued by the ERCB (now AEUB 1: 

the holder of a surface lease: a successor. assignee. executor. administrator. receiver. 

receiver-manager or trustee and any other person who acts as principal or agent of an 

operator (EPE4.  Section 1 19 (b)). 

Generally wellsite reclamation will be triggered by a direction from an inspector. As per 

the MOU established in  i~fofon~zariortal Letter IL98-02 the AEUB will notify AEP kchen 3 

~pellsite has been abandoned (Gilmour. 1997.69). According to Bruce Patterson of the 

AEP (personal communication. May. 1999) pending legislative amendments will require 

the reclamation of an abandoned wellsite within a period of no more than five years. 

Presently an inspector can issue an EPO regarding conservation and reclamation to an 

operator directing the pedormance of any work or the suspension of any work if it \ \ , i l l  

c0nseri.e and reclaim Iand (EPE.4. Section 125). Under Section 126. EPOs for 

conscr\.ation and reclamation can also be ordered ~vhen the inspector is satisfied that off- 

sire damage has occurred- 

Once reclamation activities are completed. an operator is required to apply for a 

reclamation certificate (EPE.4. Section 1 23 1. Section 12 of the C&R Rr~g~rlrrriorzs set3 out 

the information requirements included in an application for a reclamation certificate. The 

information required includes: 

documentation of the conservation and reclamation procedures: 

documentation and justification for any surface improvements to be left on the 

conserved and reclaimed Iand and written acceptance of the improvements by the 

on.ner of the land: 

a declaration that the operator has complied ivith all approvals. EPOs and 

enforcement orders: 



a description of any substance present as a result of the operator's activity on the land 

and a description of the nature and extent of the adverse effect caused by the presence 

of the substance: and 

particulars of any remediation measures taken with respect to substances present as a 

result of operator's activities. 

(C&R Regulation. Subsections I?( 1 )(c)(eY)(f)(i) and C j )  

Notably. without a reclamation certificate the surrender of surface leases and right of 

entry orders cannot occur (EPEA. Section 129). The implication for upstream oil and gas 

producers is that lease rentals will continue until a reclamation certificate is secured 

(Shields. 1995.32). If an inspector is of the opinion that further reclamation ~vork is 

necessary an EPO may be issued after a reclamation certificate has been granted (CAR 

Rrgrclntinrl. Section I l (c)) .  Section 15 of the CgrR Reg~rlariorrs limits operator liability 

after a reclamation certificate has been issued. With respect to oil and gas wells. an EPO 

concerning the reclamation of a wellsite may not be issued more than five years after the 

date the reclamation certificate tvas issued (C&R Reg~rfarioris. Section IS). Xotably. the 

liabiliry of a reclaimed kvellsite may be carried on if it is deemed a contaminated site 

under Section 1 10 of the EPE.4. In this case an EPO may be issued to an. of the persons 

lisred under Subsection 96( 1 )(cl. including the operator. 

U'ell bite reclamation acti\.ities are guided by the 1995 L'PCICIIP for- RCY-INI)ICI~I'OII Ct-ireri~ 

for- 12'eilsirrs ~rrd  .4ssncirrred Fc~ciiirius attached to CtkR Information Letter 1~59.5-2. The 

criteria follo~v the fundamental principle that the success of land reclamation is measured 

against the original (pre-construction) or representative (adjacent) site conditions with 

due consideration for construction norms at the time of development (C&R Information 

Letter 1L95-3 attached C'/ldttre). Indeed. the criteria identify three site construction time 

periods: 

prior to 1983. uhen there was no legislated requirement for topsoil salvage: 

1983 to April 30. 1994. a period when topsoil salvage and replacement were required: 

and 

after April 30. 1991. when the 1991 criteria were introduced. 



Notably. Fontana (1997) discusses reclamation techniques and soil amendment strategies 

for wellsites constructed before 1983. 

The criteria provided in the Updare apply to wellsite leases and access roads and 

associated facilities such as borrow pits. campsites and off-site sumps. They do not apply 

to facilities or features that are left in place with the landowner's written consent. The 

proviso being. these facilities or features must not cause off-site damage or be a safety 

hazard. In general. if there is any off-site damage the issuance of a reclamation certificate 

will be delayed until  i t  is repaired. Bearing in mind the overriding reclamation objective 

of returning a disturbed site to a land capability equivalent to the pre-disturbance land 

capability. the reclamat ion criteria describe a1 lowable changes in sits conditions. These 

changes typically require landscape. soils and vegetation assessments. 

Conservation and Reclamation Information Letter lL97-I: Cnrlsen.nriori c t r d  Ruckarritiriorz 

G~ridclirresfi)r Alhrrra provides an overview of the factors and acrivities an operator 

should consider in conducting an a c r i \ i t ~  Along \\-ith pro~viding a list of guiding 

principles designed to encourage consemation and reclamation. the Guidelines list 

specific factors to consider in each phase of a project's life. IL97-I notes several factory 

that kvi l I help ensure successful reclamation and certification. these include: 

clean-up and remldiate contaminants. or dispose of contaminants. to 
meet AEP requirements. 
recontour the site to be compatible Lvith the end land use and to pro\-ide 
proper drainage and stability. 
control erosion. 
do not use topsoil for grading purposes. 
correct soi 1 compaction where necessary. 
replace salvage soils in the same sequence as found before the 
disturbance unless otherwise directed bjr a Conservation and 
Reclamation Inspector. 
where required. use soil amendments to meet the reclamation 
objectives. 
use approved revegetation species that are compatible with the intended 
end land use. 
control noxious weeds. and 
where required. use native species or misrures that will allo~v the 
establishment of native species. 



This is by no means an exhaustive list of reclamation activities. yet it represents the scope 

of costs associated with the process. In terms of the operational definition of 

environmental liability these activities are considered potential future reclamation 

expenditures. 

3.3 Regulatory Perceptions 

Section 5: Regulatory Perceptions of the self-administered questionnaire posed three 

questions regarding future or planned regulatory initiatives. In the questionnaire. these 

questions were noted as optional. The resultant response rates ranged from 53% (21 

responses) to 58% (26 responses) for each of the questions. These questions and their 

aggregate responses are found in Appendix ll of the MDP. The responses to these 

questions were generally quite candid. and re\realed vaqing degrees of disdain for any 

further "environmental" regulation of the upstream oil and gas industry. 

Of the three questions. Question V j 1 ) received the highest response rate 58%. The 

question asked. "\vhat do you perceive to be the future requirements of goLrernrnent 

regulation concerning environmental liability assessment and disclosure'?" T \vsn t  of the 

26 respondents (77%) felt that the requirements \vould become more stringent. The 

increased requirements were predicted to corns in the forms of more complete. or full. 

disclosure of environmental liability and increased reporting of site specific costs. 

Sotably. one respondent noted that increased diligence xhen conducting ELAs and 

grater  disclosure \vould be prompted by other industry players such as financial 
L 

institutions. investors and insurers. A detailed discussion of current en~.ironmental 

liability assessment issues and practices can be found in Chapters 1 and 5. 

Referring to the expansion of the AEUB Abandonment Fund (discussed in Section 1.1 of 

Chapter 1 ) Question V) 2 )  asked. "ho~v will the Enhanced Orphan Well Program impact 

environmental liability assessment and the disclosure of these liabilities ~vithin your 

company. and within industry?" The responses to this question were mixed with 8 out of 

24 respcndents (33%) stating there tasould be no impact caused by the expansion of the 

program. Six of the 24 respondents (25%).  however. felt that the expansion of the 



Abandonment Fund would draw more attention to site abandonment and restoration 

issues and consequently increase diligence in reponing and assessment. Notably. 9 

responses did not fall within the scope of the analysis of this question. e-g.. responses 

were either too vague or indirect to quantify as "change" or "remain the same." To further 

examine the forces driving the decision to conduct ELAs refer to Section 4.1.2 of Chapter 

4. 

Finally. in the near future. AEP will be moving away from the use of "Alberta Tier I 

Criteria for Contaminated Soil Assessment and Remediation" to the recently re\-ised sei 

of "Environmental Quality Criteria for Contaminated Sites" de\-eIoped bj. the Canadian 

Council of Ministers of the Environment (Patterson. B.. pers. comm.. July. 1999). 

Question V )  3)  of the questionnaire solicited the opinion of the respondents regarding thi3 

change. Specifically. it asked. "what are your views concerning AEP's proposed mo \ t  to 

a new set of soil and water clean-up criteria (especialty as they penain to environmental 

Iiability)'?" Of the 24 companies that responded to the question. 13 (58% 1 felt negativsl~ 

about the new set of requirementh. In general they stated that the criteria ~ v i l l  ha\.e a 

nsgati\.e effect on the industr).. \i.hile doing nothing to better the environment. Four of 

those expressing negati\.e sen~imsnts went on to state that more stringent criteria ~ v i l l  

increase site AgiR costs and potentially place reclamation projects on hold because of the 

high costs. As with Question V )  2 )  a large number of respondents (9  or  38%) did not Fill 

ui thin parameters used to measure respondent reaction. i-e.. "positi\.e." "negati\.eU or 

"indifferent." In many cases. these responses referred to the current regulatory burden 

and the need for criteria b a e d  on land use and risk and not hard numbers. 

Environmental liabiiity as i t  is operationally defined b). the upstream oil and gas indusrc 

is focused on abandonment and reclamation activities. Xot coincidentally. this liability 

reflects the site abandonment and restoration reporting requirements set out by the CICA. 

Examining Alberta's Oil curd Gas Corrsen-ariurl Act (responsible for oil and gas wellsite 

abandonment ) and the Enr+iro~zr?terzral Prorectio~z utzd E~zI~a~~cer~letlt Acr (responsible for 

wellsite reclamation and the regulation of contaminated sites) i t  is apparent that liability 



can extend beyond the duties to abandon and reclaim. "Abandonment orders" and 

environmental protection orders (both of which can lead to a reclamation certificate) 

expose more than a well licensee or working interest partner to liability. These "orders" 

sit on the fringe of the operational definition of environmental liability. posing a financial 

risk to upstream oil and gas producers and their stakeholders. This risk can be mitigated 

through corporate knowledge of their own environmental liabilities and those associated 

with oil and gas properties being acquired. Finally. the responses to the questions posed 

in Section 5 of the questionnaire reinforce the point that environmental liability 

assessments. and the disclosure of their results. will not only be a risk management tool 

for upstream oil and gas producers but their many financial and social stakeholders 3s 

tvsll. 



4. Environmental Liability Assessments 
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce environmental liability assessments (ELAs) by 

exploring their role in environmental management (EM) and. subsequently. examining 

current ELA practices and issues as they relate to the upstream oil and gas industry. The 

chapter begins with a discussion of industry effons to mitigate the risk associated with 

environmental liability. Focusing on environmental management systems (EMSs). this 

section reviews the driving forces behind the implementation of these systems. It also 

examines environmental manasement tools available to upstream oil and gas producers. 

The remainder of the chapter concentrates on one such tool. en.c.ironmental liability 

assessments. The forces driving the use of ELAs are classified and examined in terms of 

the legal. financial and social conditions affecting upstream oil and gas producers and 

their stakeholders. Subsequently. the results of the self-administered questionnaire in 

conjunction with related literature are used to explore the upstream industry's current 

ELA practices. This discussion covers. among other topics. types of EL.45 

con~rnissioned. the frequency of ELAs and corporate satisfaction \vith these assessments. 

The chapter concludes with an examination of ELA quantification and modeling. Several 

valuation methods and models used tvithin the upstream oil and gas industry are briefly 

discussed. Questionnaire results pertaining to key influences upon environmental liability 

are presented as possible variables to be used in modelins environmental liability at oil 

and gas \vellsites. Finally. one key ELA data requirement. the asset list. is discussed in  

terms of its uses and barriers to use. 

4. / Bctckgrortrzd 
Environmental liability. as operationally defined. is a nearly inescapable reality of 

upstream oil and gas operations. Hou.e\.er. the risk posed by these liabilities can be 

substantially reduced by proactive environmental management. This is especially true of 

remediation costs attributable to oil and gas production. handling and storage practices. 

1.1 - 1  En~.ironmental Management 

Organizations manage environmenlal issues in a variety of ways. Until recently. the most 

common practice was to deal with them on an as required basis: otherwise known as "fire 



fighting." This reactive stance. however. does little to mitigate the risk of adverse 

eni7ironmental impacts caused by an organization's activities. products or services. 

Increasingly. organizations are turning to the tenets of environmental management to 

control their exposure to these risks. Environmental management is defined in several 

ways. Thompson (1996. 221) states that it is. "the setting and achieving of goals to 

protect the environment and conserve resources." The United Nations' Environment 

Program (UNEP) ( 1995. I - I )  defines environmental management as. "a systematic 

approach to environmental. care in all aspects of business." Proactive environmental 

management is introduced into a corporation's overall management scheme as an 

en~ironmental management system. This system is defined by the International 

Organization for Standardization (ISO) ( 1996. 2,) as: 

that part of the overall management system which includes organizational 
structure. pianning activities. responsibilities. practices. procedures. 
processes and resources for developing. implementing. achieving. 
re~eieiiing and maintaining the en~~ironmental policy. 

Importantl!. an EMS is not a stand-alone management system. A key to successful E-VS 

implementation is its integration into existing corporate management s_vstems- such as: 

finance. strategy. qualit). and health and safety (CS.4. 1996. 1 ). 

Another critical requirement of these systems is a plan-do-monitor-learn cycle (Figure 4. I 

demonstrates this by way of the IS0 I4000 Ent.ironmental >tlanagement System %lode1 1. 

Once implemented. EMSs use this cycle to ensure a dynamic. rather than static. role in an 

orsanization's management structure. Otherwise kno\\*n as continual impro\lernent. this is 

a process of enhancing the EMS to achieve improvements in overall environmental 

performance in  line with the organization's environmental policy (ISO. 1996a. 1 1. Thc 

IS0 ( 19961. 1 ) defines an environmental policy as a. "statement by the organization of its 

intentions and principles in relation to its overall environmental performance which 

prol-ides a framework for action and for the setting of its environmental objecti\.rs and 

targets." Environmental objectives and targets can be defined as: 

Environmental Objective: [an] overail environmental goal. arising from 
the environmental policy that an organization sets itself to achieve. and 
\vhich is quantified where practicable. 



Environmental Target: [a] detailed performance requirement. quantified where 
practicable. applicable to the organization or parts thereof. that arises from the 
environmental objectives and that needs to be set and met in order to achieve 
those objectives. 

(ISO. 1996a. 2 

Figure 4.1 IS0 14000 Environmental Management System NlodeI 

adapted from I S 0  ( 19963) 

The use of EMSs is not an  industry specific phenomenon. These management systems 

can be. and are employed by any organization (including private and public corporations 

and go\-ernment agencies) uvhose operations may impact the environment. Although the 

benefits derived from these systems depend upon an organization's market and 

operational contexts. they can include but are not limited to the following: 



improved industry-government relations: 
easier site selection and permitting: 
maintaining good public/community relations: 
satisfying investor criteria and improved access to capital: 
obtaining insurance at reasonable cost: 
conservation of input materials and energy: 
cost control; 
enhanced image and market share: 
meeting vendor certification criteria: 
liability limitation: 
demonstration of due diligence: and 
improved environmental performance and state of the environment. 

(CSA. 1996.5) 

Given these benefits. the results of a 1 996 KPMG survey on environmental management 

are not surprising. Based on 325 responses from several industry sectors. 64% of 

respondents said they have an effective EhIS in place (' 15% of which had all the elements 

of an effective system as presented in the sun-ey questionnaire) (KP.CIG. 1996. 8) .  The 

upsrream oil and gas industry was not singled out in this survey: however. 83% of 89 

companies in the "natural resources and energ). sector" stated they had an effective E.MS 

(notably. only 10% had all the vital components of ELMS as set out in the sun-e).) (KPMG. 

1996.8 ). 

Kirkland ( 1997. 23) states. effecti\.e introduction. design and implementation of an E%IS 

requires an understanding of the forces that drive an organization's environmental actionh. 

Indeed. the first crucial step in implementing an effective EMS is attaining top 

management support. This can be done by demonstrating the financial. socio-political 

and ecological forces affecting environmental issues faced by an organization. During the 

development of the EMS. knowledge of these driving forces is essential if the 

organization is to respond to them in an effective and efficient manner. 

The recent literature has taken two approaches to identifying these driving forces: 

( i categorization based on a company's current stage of environmental performance or 

the source of environmental performance. and ( i i )  the development of lists of specific 

drivers (Kirkland. 1997. 23). Linnanen. Bostrom and Miettinen ( 1995) ased the former 



approach when they identified the following three categories of driving forces: ecological. 

societal and consumer behaviour changes. Epstein ( 1995) used a hierarchical. o r  

evolutionary approach to group these forces. Organizations were differentiated using 

three stages of environmental management evolution: (i) regulatory compliance. ( i i  ) 

efficient use of resources and ( i i  i )  sustainability: 

Stage I organizations develop environmental management programs in response to 
increases in both external pressure and internal awareness. These organizations are 
motivated by concerns about the potential liability exposure they may face. They 
realize the possible risks. such as litigation and clean-up costs. associated with current 
practices; and they develop systems for identifying and monitoring physical risks and 
hazards relative to regulatory requirements. 
Stage 2 organizations realize the competitive advantage that can be gained through the 
efficient use of resources. 
Stage 3 organizations recognize that long-term economic gro~vth must be 
environmentally sustainable: as a result. they have fully integrated en\.ironmental 
considerations into corporate life. 

(adapted from Epstein. 1995. 5-61 

The categories proirided above are generic and have applications across many industries. 

The lists of driving forces found in the literature are both generic and industry specific. 

Thompson ( 1996a and 1996b) notes several generic dri\+ing forces including: 

stricter legislation [environmental la\r.s] and enforcement. 
ci~.iI liabilities. 
lending institutions. 
investors. 
insurance. 
employee concerns. 
marketplace. 
environmental non-governmental organizations. 
other stakeholders (e.g.. the public). 
international standards and trade a= oreements. 
industry and institutional associations. and 
accounting practices. 

The 1996 Canadian Environmental Management Survey published by KPMG had its 

respondents rank the importance of a series of potential driving forces. This was done 

using a scale ranging from "importantw to "not applicable." Table 1 . 1  presents these 



driving forces as well as the percentage of responses ranked as important by the total 

suwey population and the "natural resources and energy sector." 

Table 4.1 EMS Driving Forces as Determined by KPhlG 

Kotably. the two driving forces receiving a clear majority of the "importantt' rankings 

overall and for the "natural resources and energy sector" are "compliance with 

I 

Driving Force 

Compliance with regulations 

Board of Directors Liability 

Employees 

Cost Savings 

Insurers' Requirements 

Customer Requirements 

Shareholders' Concerns 

Public Pressure 

klarksting AdvantagesAmapes 

Lenders' Requirements 

Undsru.ri ters'Anvestors' 

Requirements 

=rams Voluntary Proc 

Supplier Requirements 

International Standards 

Environmental Interest Groups 

Trade Considerations 

Source: KPMG, 1996 Canadian 

regulations" and "Board of Directors Liability." As with the MDP's operational definition 

Resource and Energy Sector Results." 

All Industry Sectors 

(Percentage Ranked as 

Important) 

92% 

72% 

62% 

53% 

39% 

36% 

43% 

3 9 5  

3 1 TC 

29% 

21% 

2 2 5  

16% 

14% 

12% 

1 1 %  

Environmental .Manrtzement 

Natural Resources and 

Energy Sector 

(Percentage Ranked as 

Important) 

96% 

86% 

62% 

51% 

19% 

36% 

63% 

43% 

3 1 % 

3SG 

43% 

36% 

16% 

- 7OQc 

13% 

15% 

Survev including "Natural 



of environmental liability. "compliance with regulations" is a major factor in the actions 

of oil and gas producers. 

Finally. Kirkland and Thompson ( 1997) specifically examined the forces driving 

environmental management in oil and gas companies. These were listed as: 

iiability(crimina1 andcivil). 
r regulator). regimes (including voluntary). 

industry and professional standards. 
financial requirements. 
accounting practices. 
corporate image. 
requirements by partners. and 
cost effectiveness. 

Descriptions of some of the dri\*ing forces discussed in this section are found in Section 

1. I .2: additionall). Kirkland ( 1997) and Garcia ( 1999) provide derailed revieus of man\.. 

of these dri\.ing forces. 

4. I .  /.Z En ~-irorl~?lu~ltrr l  Mnr~clge~rlerrr Tools 

En \.ironmen tal management tools pro\.idc or~anizations uirh the means to respond to 

en\-ironmental driving forces. These tools sen-e a \.ariet?; of objscti\*es ~vhils mitigating 

the ad\ erss environmental impacls associated tvith organizations' operation>. Several 

tools provide the ability to proacti\.etj- address environmental issues through anticipation 

and avoidance. Others of these tools provide competitive advantages by increasing 

operational efficiencies (e-g.. rhe reduction of process losses) or enhancing public image. 

The follouing section borrows from the work of Garcia ( 1999) \irho describes the lists of 

environmental management tools developed in four publications. 

Amongst these publications. Thompson ( 1996b) prov~des the most extensive list of 

eni.ironrnenta1 management tools. these are: 

list of driving forces. 
en\-ironmental management system. 
stratesic environmental manasement. 
environmental management structure. 
environmental policy statement. 



environmental impact assessment. 
environmental audits. 
environmental indicators and environmental reporting. 
product and technology assessment. 
life cycle assessment and life cycle costing- 
new systems of accounting. 
economic instruments. 
risk management. and 
education and planning. 

The Netherlands Oil and Gas Exploration and Production Association (NOGEPA 

( 1990) provides a much shorter list: probably due to the age of the publication 

relative to the advancement in environmental management tools. The list 

includes: 

environmental policy statement. 
environmental pro, oram. 
integration of enivi ronmental care system within the management 
sj'stem. 
information. education and training. 
process management measurements and registration. 
inspection. 
internal and external reporting. and 
environmental audits. 

Hodse ( 1998) cites nine environmental management tools: 

social impact usessment. 
en \.ironmental impact assessment. 
poi lution preirention. 
environmsntai management systems. 
life cycle analysis. 
design for the environment. 
hazard evaluation. 
totaI cost assessment. and 
eco-efficiency 

Finally. Welford ( 1998 lists. 

environmental management systems. 
environmental policies. 
en\*ironmental guidelines and charters. 
environmental auditing. 
life cycle assessment. 



environmental performance. and 
environmental reporting. 

Many of the environmental management tools listed by these authors overlap: a testament 

to their widespread acceptance by both academia and organizations pursuing proactive 

environmental management. Three of these authors. for instance. cite environmental 

auditing as an environmental management tool. Indeed. it has become a regular 

component of the environmental management activities of many Canadian corporarions 

(Thompson and Wilson. 1994.605). Environmental auditing is defined by the 

International Chamber of Commerce ( 1989) as: 

a management tool comprising a systematic. documented. periodic and 
0bjectiL.e evaluation of hou- we11 environmental orsanization. management 
and equipment are performing with the aim of helping to safeguard the 
environment by: 
i facilitating management control of environmental practices: 
i i  ) assessing compliance weith company policies. which ~vould incIude 

meeting regulatory requirements. 

This definition is espanded by the IS0 ( 1996b) and the CICA ( 1992) to include 

communication of the audit findings to the audit client. 

En\.ironmrntal audits serve many purposes alonsside environmental management. 

Epstein ( 1995. 20).  states that en\-ironmentd auditing has three broad aims: 

compliance with regulatory codes. 
assistance in acquisition and disposal valuations. and 
corporate development touard the organization's rn\*ironmentcll goals 
and objecti\.es. 

Several types of enLeironmental audits ha\-e resulted from the varietjr of audit objectives. 

and the audits' resultant scopes. The CICA ( 1992). Wilson ( 1992. 1997) and Pojasok 

( 1993 ) list numerous environmental audit types. many of which are synonymous. Epstcin 

( 1995.22-24) describes seven "distinct" types of environmental audits: 

Compliance Audit: is the most common type of environmental audit. 
The primary purpose of this audit is to determine whether a specific site 
is in compliance with its applicable legal requirements (Wilson. 1997). 
Kon-compliance tvith en\*ironmental laws can lead to joint and several 
liability. retroactive liability. and civil and criminal penalties. 



EhIS Audit: evaluating management systems is a crucial component of 
any environmental audit. ElMSs are audited for two reasons: ( i )  to 
determine whether an organization's EMS conforms with a specific 
management system standard and ( i i )  to assess the effectiveness and 
efficiency of an organizations EMS (Wilson. 1997). Focusing on 
management systems can identify the typical underlying causes of non- 
compliance with environmental regulations. 

Transactional Audit (or Due Diligence Audit or Property Transfer 
Audit see Pojasok ( 1993)): these audits assess the environmental risks 
and liabilities of land or facilities before a real estate acquisition or  
business divestiture. 

Treatment, Storage and Disposal Facility Audit: this t>.pr of audit is 
used to assure the producers of wastes that any subsequent treatment 
and handling of the waste does not lead to environmental degradation 
and. consequently. 1 iabil ity. 

Pollution Prevention Audit: these audits are designed to avoid or 
minimize the creation of pollutants and u-aste at the source. Pollution 
prevention opportunities can be identified throughout the production 
process. Companies examine whether pollution can be pre~rented 
through capital i mproLrernents. process improvements or product 

Environmental Liability Accrual .Audit: these audits address the 
issues of "probable and estimable" in  determinins en\.ironmental 
l iabilities to be accrued for financial rcponing. 

Product Audit: this type of audit examines the en\.ironmsntal impact 
of an organization's products includins packaging and distribution. 

A5 environmental management has evol\.ed and become incrsasingly ingratiated ~ v i t h  

organizations from a number of industries. the role of environmental audits has changed. 

Black ( 1998.14) states. companies have found that regulatory compliance in  itse1f does 

no t  effectively mitigate risk. As a resulr. environmental audits no longer focus solel>* on 

compliance (as evidenced by the audit types listed by Epstein ( 1995)). He goes on to 

slate. "the primary role of today's auditor is to assess how effectively an organization's 

systems ( i )  identify the process points that impact the environment. ( i i )  measure the 

potential for damage and ( i i i )  mitigate the risks present" (Black. 1998. 2 5 ) .  



The remainder of this chapter focuses on the upstream oil and gas industry's use of 

environmental liability assessments to identify and quantify the environmental liabilities. 

and consequently risk. accruing to oil and gas wellsites. For purposes of standardization. 

the term environmental liability assessment (ELA) refers collectively to transactional 

audits and environmental liability accrual audits (refer to Chapter I .  Section 1 . 1  (3) for an 

explanation of the term assessment versus that of audit as it relates to ELAs). ELA is 

used in this MDP as the author's experience with both these assessments and the upstream 

oil and gas industry. supplemented by questionnaire and inteniew findings. point to its 

common usage in both of the audit contexts offered by Epstein. Furthermore. 

enL.ironrnsnta1 liability (as it is assessed) is used within the confines of the operational 

definition discussed in Chapter 3. Environmental liability assessment is defined by this 

.MDP as: 

A systematic. documented and objective process by which an assessor 
seeks to identify (and where solicited, quantify in physical and/or 
monehry terms) site abandonment and restoration issues for a 
particular property (including any off-site issues resulting from on- 
site operations such as production, handling and storage activities) 
and then communicate the results of this process to the assessment's 
client. 

Importantly. issue identification (and quantification) should take into account a1 I relevant 

resulatory and license requirements for the property under investigation. 

4.1 - 2  EnL.ironmenta1 Liability Assessments: Driving Forces 

Kno~+.ledpe of the driving forces behind the Canadian upstream oil and gas indust~e's use 

of ELAs is important for several reasons. Primarily. it will determine the scope of ~vork 

and the method to be used in conducting the ELA. As with EMSs. driving forces can also 

be used to demonstrate both their necessity and utility to senior mana, oement. 

3. / .2. / D~-i\.irig Forces Ranked: Qttesriotlnaire Results 

The self-administered questionnaire (described in Chapter 2 )  asked respondents to rank 

ten potential influences on the decision to conduct ELAs. A rank of I was assisned to the 

most influential and I0 to the least influential. These forces (including the median rank). 

their overall ranking and broader categorization are provided in Table 4.2 (see Appendix 



II: Sel f-Administered Questionnaire. Question I1 ) 2) for response details in the aggregate. 

by production level and by production mix). The driving forces offered by Question II) 2 )  

are similar to those cited in the literature regarding EMSs (Thompson (1996akb). 

Kirkland and Thompson ( 1997) and KPMG ( 1995)) and environmental auditing 

(Thompson and Wilson (1991)). ELAs. however. form only a subset of the 

environmental management tools and considerations applicable to the upstream oil and 

gas industry. Their primary role is the identification and quantification of site restoration 

and abandonment issues. including site remediation (a.k.a. decon tarninat ion ). In other 

words. ELAs determine site-holders' (including owners and lessees) financial exposure to 

requisite. resulated site A&R activities. 

Table 1.2 ELA Driving Forces (Ranked) 

The role of ELAs in conjunction with questionnaire pretesting point to the inclusion of 

drivinp forces that fall into two primary categories: "legal" and "financial." Both of these 

categories possess driving forces that either require or "financially" encourage 

Driving Force 
(hledian Rank in  brackets) 

Board of Directors ( 2 . 0 )  

Senior Management ( 2 . 0 )  

Overall 
Respondent Rank 

I 

3 

Trpe of Driver 

Lep l  

Legal 

Demonstration of Due Diligence (2.0) 

CICNSEC Disclosure and Reporting 
Requirements (3 .5)  

Banks (4.0) 

Investors/ the "market" (4.5) 

Insurance (4.5) 

General Public (6.0) 

Other Creditors (6.0) 

Environmentalists (9.0) 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Leg1 

Financial 

Financial 

Financial 

Financial 

Social Stakeholders 

Financial 

Social Stakeholders 



environmental liability assessments. A third category. "social stakeholders." represents 

two driving forces. This category was included as a means of establishing the importance 

of "social" drivers that have relatively little direct legal and financial influence over 

upstream oil and gas producers. Notably. this categorization scheme resembles that put 

fonh by Kirkland (1997). Kirkland's rationale was that categorization would link the 

E-MS drivers with the type of environmental performance measurement that could be used 

to assess how these forces are being met. In our case. the categorizations are used to 

facilitate a discussion of the drivers in a broader context. 

Another reason for categorizing the driving forces is to determine the relative ran king of 

the categories. and not simply the driving forces. The hierarchical clustering of these 

categories clearly shows the relationship between the type of driver and its influence upon 

the decision to conduct ELAs. This is especially true of "legal requirements." which 

represents the top 3 ranked driving forces. This ranking is likely due to the command and 

conirol mechanisms governing upstream operations and the environment (notably. 

regulatory agencies are increasingly moving to self-regulation or control only of output 1. 

Recall from Chapter 3. the enforcement options available under the EPE.4 and the OGC.4 

provide for both fines and penalties (e.g.. en\.ironmental protection orders) as \veil as 

director and officer liability. The "financial" categoq represents 5 of the 10 dri\-ing 

forces listed. All but one of these forces had a median rank ranging from 3.5 to 1.5. again 

indicating both the individual and collecti\.e influence that these drivers have on the 

decision to conduct ELAs. Notably. with respect to the "stakeholder" category the 

median ranks are disparate. The "general public" appears to have a much greater 

influence than that of "environmentalists" or environmental NGOs. This is indicati~ee of 

the ground swell of public sentiment that can accompany particularly contentious 

environmental issues. Some of these issues are exactly those that ELAs attempt to 

identify. 

The rankings provided by the 5 "production mix" classes (i-e.. representing various 

percentages of oil production as a pan of total oil and gas production) were similar for 



each of the driving forces- However. the "daily production" classes (i.e.. representing 

various producer sizes) ~cas iona l ly  held extreme positions relative to the aggregate 

ranks. Notably. intermediate producers did not provide a median rank higher than 3.0 for 

any of the driving forces. Given that each intermediate producer stated they have 

conducted ELAs. it appears that the driving forces listed may not have captured the core 

drivers for this class. Intermediate producers also stand out as the "daily production" 

class that provided the most extreme ranks in relation to the overall rankings. The; pave 

a median rank of 4.0 to "demonstration of due diligence" while senior and junior 

producers provided rankings of 2.0 and 1.0 respectively. This might indicate a priorir? on 

expansion of production through acquisition even in light of the potential liabilities 

associated with these assets. Another potential indication of intermediate producers' 

focus on production and growth is the low ranking given to ''general public" which had n 

median rank of 8.0. while the overall rank \vas 6.0. 

Senior producers also had median ranks that differed from the other "daily production" 

classes. The most notable was the rank of 2.0 g i ~ ~ e n  to "CICNSEC disclosure and 

reporting requirements." Junior producers ranked this driving force 5.0 and intermediate 

producers provided a rank of 4.5. This indicates the interest that senior producers have 

taken in  meeting these reporting requirements. The priority given to this dri\*er also 

points toivards early MDP findings regarding senior producers' calls for standardized 

enivironmental liability assessment. accounting and reporting pracrices. This is espsciall). 

so. in light of the lower rankings siven to the this category by junicr and intermediate 

producers. i.e. those less likely to be concerned with the requirements. 

Question II) 3) asked the respondents to explain the role of the most significant driving 

forces affecting the €LA decision. Of the 28 responses recorded. "due diligence" 

recei~~ed 7 comments. The central theme of these comments ueas the avoidance of 

environmental liability along with the protection of Boards of Directors and senior 

management. In one case. a respondent noted that along with "operating" due diligence. 

ELAs are used to "determine priorities for environmental remediation processes or for the 



purchase or sale of properties." A comment indicative of the three regarding "CICNSEC 

reporting and disclosure requirements" stated that. "the accounting protocol came to 

recognize the magnitude and importarlce of the [environmental liability] information. 

Once the requirement became standard. it was a compliance issue." To conclude this 

discussion. we turn to the comments of one senior producer. "it's good business to know 

where your skeletons are.. .Assessments allow u s  proactive management of our 

liabilities." 

4.1.2.2 ELA Dri~.ing Forces: Backgroiuzd arzd Discrissiorz 

Under the headings of "Legal Requirements." "Financial Requirements" and "Social 

Stakeholder Concerns." this section provides background to the driving forces examined 

by the questiofinaire. It covers areas such as specific legal requirements affecting 

upstream producers. including examples of relevant case law. environmental liability 

disclosures required by financial institutions. insurers and provincial security 

commissions. and the mechanisms that can be employed by NGOs and the public to 

affect environmental management uvithin the upstream oil and gas industc-. 

1.1.2.2.1 Legal Requirements 

The operational definition of environmental liability pro\.ided by this SIDP. and deri\-sd 

from questionnaire responses. does not include potential liability issues such as 

compliance (outside of site ABrR related issues). fines and penalries. compensation and 

punitive damages. However. the establishment of due diligence and the limiting or 

prevention of legal action against corporate directors and senior management (or officers I 

usere indicated as the major forces behind ELA acti\.ities. Consequently. this section 

re\.ie~\.s the legal framework that gives rise to civil and criminal liability for ad~rerseb 

impactin: the environment. For a more detailed discussion of these topics see Faieta st 

al. ( 1996). Pojasok (1993). Shield ( 1995) and Thompson et al. (1993). 

In Canada. legal actions may be commenced under two types of law: statute law and 

common Ian.. Statute law is the law written and amended by the governing bodies of 

particular jurisdictions and is in the form of legislation and regulations. Common law is 



referred to as "judge-made case law." It is not found in a code (such as statute law) but in 

the recorded judgments of the couns (Willes. 1986. 10). Notably. much of the common 

law derived from judgments related to environmental injustices has been codified in 

environmental legislation (Ford. 1995. 6-22).  This is not to say that common law causes 

of action are no longer a concern for upstream oil and gas producers. Understanding the 

legal actions that can be taken in instances of environmental impairment can shape the 

scope of environmental liability assessments. 

A common law action. including those related to adverse environmental impacts. can be 

brought in contract or ton. The following section reviews both contract and tort actions 

with respect to upstream oil and gas property transfers. 

Con tract Law 

Contract law is concerned with the governance of agreements made by two or more 

persons. Dybvig ( 1992. 23-24) lists several general principles that guide the 

rtdministra~ion of contract la\\.: 

A contract may be either verbal or waritten. However contracts dealing 
with an interest in land. or in  some jurisdictions guarantees. must be 
e\ idenced in  writing. Interpretation of unclear or unts~ritten elements 
may be made by the Courts as necessae. 
There must be an intention to create legal obligations in  a contract in  
order for it to be legally binding. 
A contract requires both offer and acceptance. and cannot be imposed 
by one pany. 
A contract is not binding unless there is consideration by both panies. 
that is. each side gives the other something of value.. . 
A contract is only enforceable between parties. An outside pany cannot 
enforce the agreement. 
In general. a contract is void if i t  requires an illegal act. involves an 
impossibility. if one party has no authority to enter into the contract. or 
if one of the parties did not understand the terms of the contract. 

In terms of the transfer of oil and gas properties. caiteat ernpror (or "buyer beware") 

remains the rule of the day. In the absence of misrepresentation or mistake. a vendor is 

responsible for the environmental quality of property being sold only to the extent to 



\vhich it expressly agrees to be responsible (Paulus et al.. 1990. 39). With respect to 

disclosure of information related to a property. Davis (1992. 1 ) states that a vendor does 

not have a duty to disclose: 

a defect the purchaser could have discovered through reasonable 
inspection (patent defect): and, 
a defect which the vendor has no knowledge of. and could not be 
expected to have acquired such knowledge. 

One possible exception to cn\.enr errlptor (and- as such. a grounds for a common law 

action in contract) is the failure to disclose Iatent. dangerous conditions known to the 

vendor (Paulus et al.. 1990.42). A latent defect of a property is one which is not readily 

apparent to a purchaser conducting a reasonably careful ordinary inspection (Ibid. 42 ). 

Sase ( 1990. 104). however. points out that: 

Where the purchaser has knowledge or reasonable means of knouqledgo of 
a defect. the defect is not 'latent'. . .The more likely it is that the property is 
contaminated. the more detailed the inspection that the purchaser can be 
expected to make. 

These statements hold t~vo implications: 

( i  the onus of discovering potential contamination is on the purchaser of an upstream oil 

and gas property: and 

( i i  the potential: for contamination on upstream oil and gas properties requires the scope 

of any audit or ELA for these properties to take this potential into consideration. 

(Section 1.2.2.1 examines the scope of work currently used by upstream oil and  as 
producers for ELAs on oil and gas we1 lsites. Importantly. relative to environmental site 

assessments. both vendors and purchasers may gain an additional degree of protection 

from common law actions in contract by using the findings of ELAs in setting the selling 

price of a property. ELAs can allow for assumptions of contamination that may not be 

visible during an inspection (e.g.. contamination under process buildings or surrounding 

underground storage tanks): thus. accounting for unseen but expected remediation costs. 



Finally. McInroy (1993,366) points out several considerations that can be used to iimit 

the financial risk associated with purchasing a property that may turn out to be 

contaminated. including upstream oil and gas properties: 

call for an environmental audit [or an ELA] of the property paid for by 
the vendor: 
insert a condition in the agreement of purchase and sale calling for the 
agreement to be terminated and the deposit returned if the purchaser is 
not satisfied with the environmental audit or with any other of the 
several inspections the purchaser wishes to carry out: 
insert several clauses in the agreement putting full responsibility on the 
vendor for any costs or damages resulting from environmental problems 
experienced with the property in the future: and 
insert clauses putting full responsibility on the vendor in the case of any 
prosecutions or civil actions initiated by neighbouring owners or bj. 
environmental regulators in the future 

(McInroy. 1993.366) 

The successful negotiation of many of these points. especially the blanket protections. is 

not likely to occur. Hourever. this author is a\vare of the inclusion of limited term (e.g.. 

one year) contract clauses. such that upon discovery of historical contamination the 

\vendor tviII bear the burden of clean-up costs. Clauses such as this can also be employed 

i f  the audit or ELA takes place in the winter months when snow cover obscures or 

prevents any direct observations of contamination. 

Tort Law 

Ton actions in common law invol~ne a private. civil u.rong which generally consists of an 

interference with property in an environmental lawsuit (Ford. 1995. 6.23). In cther 

words. when contamination results in personal injury or property darnape or interferes 

with the use and enjoyment of property i t  is actionable under tort l a ~ v  (Swanson and 

Hughes. 1990. 13). The following section reviews five of the most common 

en\.ironmental torts: nuisance. negligence. trespass. strict liability and deceit. 

Nuisance 

With respect to environmental damage. nuisance is one of the most useful and powerful 

common law actions (Ford. 1995.6.23). It is defined by Saxe (1990. 13) as "... the 

unreasonable interference with the use and enjoyment of land by its occupier [private 



nuisance] or with the use and enjoyment of 3 public right to use and enjoy a public right 

of way [public nuisance]." A nuisance action is based on the allegation that a landowner's 

act or omission has damaged a property or interfered with a person's enjoyment or use of 

land. In this type of action proof of negligence is not necessary (Ford. 1993. 6.23). 

Furthermore, a nuisance action concentrates on the nature of the interference with a 

property rather than on the nature of the conduct (Ibid. 6.23). The deciding criterion 

regarding a nuisance action is whether or not there has been an unreasonable interference 

with a private or public right. regardless of whether the interference is intentional. 

negligent or totally accidental (Kuharchuk et af.. 1990- 4). 

Kuisance actions can be brought for a variety of matters involving the contamination of 

air. neater and land. These include actions that result in the "deposit of road salt or waste. 

flooding. emission of noise. vibration. radiation. odours. gases. pesticides. oil hpills or 

liphere contamination of water has interfered with its use for drinking. asriculture and 

other purposes" (Ford. 1995. 6.23). Importantly. a purchaser may be liable for nuisance 

upon rtcquirins~ a contanlinated property. Saxe ( 1990. 1 19- 120) cites the U S  case of 

PIlif~CIefpl~i~~ CIze\~-itzg GLOII Corpor(lriott 1.. C O I I I I I I O ~ ~ \ ~ - ~ N ~ ~ / I  35 Pa. Commn-. Ct. 5.13. 387 

A.  Zd 142 (1978): 

A purchaser of contaminated land ~ v i l l  be liable for nuisances caused by 
contamination whether or nor the purchaser caused tho con taminat ion. 
The purchaser is probably not liable for nuisances which occur without his 
knou.ledge. but he will be liable if the nuisance comes to his attention and 
he fails to prompt1 y abate it. In some cases. liability in nuisance has been 
imposed upon subsequent oik-ners only if they have engaged in some 
affirmatii~e act which amounted to adoption of the nuisance. for example. 
paying a lower price for the property because of its contamination. 

Therefore. ELAs cannot guard against a nuisance action if the purchaser acquires 

contaminated property at a discounted price but does not prevent the ongoing effects of 

the nuisance activity. This does not implj. that EL,4s are impotent in the case of nuisance 

actions. They may well identify potential nuisance concerns, known or unknown to the 

\vendor (i.e.. latent defects). Thus. giving the purchaser the ability to negotiate a lower 

price and to plan and carry out the actilvities needed to arrest the nuisance action. 



Negligence 

A negligence action may be brought when a lack of reasonable care resulted in 

foreseeable damage or injury (Ford. 1995. 6.23). In contrast to nuisance actions. the 

plaintiff in a negligence action must demonstrate that: 

the defendant owed him a duty of care: 
the defendant breached this duty; 
the damage resulted from the breach (a causation issue): and 
the damage was foreseeable. 

(Ibid. 6.23)  

Gi\ren the fact that a negligence action must establish fault. it is more difficult to 

successfully bring an action in negligence than in nuisance. However. a negligence action 

may be the only possible means for an owner of propeny to obtain compensation from a 

prior ou-ner who has allowed the property to become contaminated with toxic material 

(Kuharchuk et 31.. 1990.9). The current owner would have to prove loss ( in  monetary 

value. land productivity etc.) and that the loss was caused by the contamination. 

Furthermore. the current owner ~ . o u l d  need to establish that the previous o\vner o~ved a 

duty to future oLvners not to contaminate land (Ibid. 9) .  

Trespass 

Trespass is an interference tvith one's right to exclusive use of one's propen. by a direct. 

immediate invasion of the propeny (Ford. 1995.6.24). This includes the depositing of a 

source of con taminat ion on somebodjf's property ( A  rllrt.ci1 1.. Pnrlicr Esrttrvs Lrd- ( 1 98 I I .  I 1 

C.E.L.R. 17 (B.C.S.C.) n. 246. cited by Saxe ( 1990)). An action in trespass can be 

commenced by both the original owner of the affected propew and any subsequent 

owners (Hi tc l sn~l  r. Nicllolsort ( 1  839). SM & W. 437. n.248. cited by Saxe (1990)). In 

terms of purchaser liability. a trespass can be committed where the purchaser fails to 

remove a contaminant that was placed on another's property bg the original owner (Ford. 

1995. 6.23 ). 

Strict Liabilitl. 

Strict liability is also known as "The Rule in Rxlnrlds r.. Flurclzer" as it refers to the 

follou.ing principle: 



The person who for his own purpose brings on his lands and collects and 
keeps anything there likely to do mischief if it escapes. must keep it at his 
peril. and if he does not do so. is prima facie answerable for all the damage 
which is the natural consequence of its escape. 
(R~lands v. Fletcher ( 1866) L.R. 1 Ex. 265. affirmed ( 1868). L.R. 3 H.L. 
330, cited by Kuharchuk et al.. (1990. 5)). 

Essentially. strict liability will be found if it is proved that there is a non-natural or 

inherently dangerous use of land by the defendant, together with an escape from the land 

of a substance likely to do mischief (Kuharchuk. 1990.5). Negligence need not be 

demonstrated for a plaintiff to be successful in a strict liability action. Furthermore. 

liability will still be assessed even if all reasonable diligence has been maintained and the 

substance succeeds in escaping from the defendant's land (Ibid. 6 ) .  Kotably. strict 

liability has particular relevance to the upstream oil and gas industry as successfu~ actions 

in this liability include the use of gas. oil. sewage. herbicides. insecticides. acidic air 

contaminants. noxious fumes. water and the emission of vibrations (Ford. 1995. 6.24). 

M'ith respect to property. an action in deceit may be taken against a person who breaches 

his dut), to disclose knou:n "latent defects" (Ford. 1995.6.25). For a successful action to 

occur the purchaser must establish that he was induced to enter into the contract by the 

\.endor's faiIure to disclose or concealment of the defect (Kuharchuk. 1990. 1 1 ). It musr 

also be established that the vendor has knowing1 y or reckless1 y misrepresented the state 

of the property to the purchaser (see C. R. F- Holclitlgs Lrd 1.. F~rrzd\. C11enzicc;rl 

/jirenlutio~lal Lrd. f 1982) 2 W.W.R. 385 (B.C.C.A.). cited by Kuharchuk et al.. (1990. 

1 1)). Notably. this tort action can also bring personal Iiability to corporate directors and 

officers either throush the vicarious responsibility for their agents or their actual 

authorization to make a knowingly false statement (Casey. 199 1 .  91. 

Statute law consists of the regulatory framework imposed by the various levels of 

go\,ernment. This framework typically includes statutes and regulations which impose 

duties and provide for punitive sanctions where these duties are not fulfilled (Kuharchuk. 

1990. 2).  With respect to environmental liability. in the statutory sense. the primary 



purpose of these sanctions is to protect the environment and to encourage compliance 

(bid.  2 ) .  

Three types of environmental offences are recognized under Canadian statute law. The 

following section reviews these offences. For purposes of exemplification this discussion 

draws solely upon the Cartadiarz Erz\.irortntenral Prutectiorl ,4cr (CEPA ) and Alberta's 

EII ~.irorzrrterzral Prorecrlo~z and Errlrartcetrrr~zr Acr (EP EA ). 

( i  ) Mrrzs Rea Offence 

This type of offence is also referred to as a knowingly committed (criminal) offence and 

is considered to be a true crime (Kirkland and Thompson. 1997. 171 1. For a t?lurts rvtr 

offence to be successfully prosecuted the Crown must prove beyond a reasonable doubt 

that the accused did the act which constitutes that crime and the that the accused intended 

to do the act. Notably. mens rea offences are found in both federal and provincial 

en\.ironmental statutes. Examples of such an offence in a federal statute are found in 

Sections 1 I4 and I 15 of the CEPA These sections create offences for knou.ingly 

pro\.iding false information concerning a toxic substance and intentionally or recklessly 

(i.r.. without regard for the consequences) causing an environmental disaster or danger to 

others (Ford. 1995. 6.5). In Alberta. the EPE4 sets out several sections that create ntc~tls 

relr offences (these are outlined in Subsection 2 I J( I ) of the EPE4).  One example is 

Section 98 ( 1  I which creates an offence for knowingiy releasing or permitting the release 

into the en~sironment of a substance that causes or may cause a significant ad\.erse 

(environmental ) effect. 

( i i )  Absolute Liability Offence 

To successfully prosecute this type of offence the Crown must prove only bejrond a 

reasonable doubt that the accused did the act constituting the offence (Ford, 1995. 6.6). 

Under such an offence the accused is considered guilt?. until  proven innocent (Thompson. 

1996b 1. Examples of absolute liability offences include traffic violations and parking 

rickets. Absolute liability offences are uncommon in Canadian environmental legislation 

(Ford. 1995. 6.6).  One notable example is the failure to obtain an approval to operate a 



waste management facility (Ibid. 6.6). ImponantIy. there is no defence available to the 

accused based on the accused's state of mind- 

( i i i )  Strict Liability Offence 

This offence is also described as a "quasi-criminal." "regulatory" or "public welfare" 

offence (Ford. 1995. 6.5). It is the result of the precedent setting Supreme Court of 

Canada decision R. re. Saltit SIP. Marie. ( 1978) 85 D.L.R. (3d). In this decision. the 

Supreme Court held that only where legislative intention is clear will an environmental 

offence be "moved" out of the strict liability category by a Court construing the offence to 

be either a metrs recr crime (see the examples under ( i )  above) or an absolute liability 

offence. In other words. to prosecute a strict liability offence the Cro\xrn does not need to 

prove that the accused intended to commit the act constituting the offence. Instead. i t  

simply must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the accused committed the prohibited 

act. The onus is. consequently. placed on the accused to establish that on a balance of 

probabilities that "due diligence" was exercised (i-e.. that a11 reasonable care was taken to 

a\.oid the act) (Ford. 1995. 6.28) .  

As a result of the Supreme Coun's decision. en\-ironmental offinceh generally fall under 

strict liability. Indeed. the majority of offences under both the CEP,4 and EPE.4 are strict 

liability (or public welfare) offences. Section 2 I -&(? )  of the EPEA. for instance. cites 27 

Sections (including. 6 subsections~ that create strict liability offences (refer to Chapter 3 

of this MDP for a review of potential regulatory offences and penalties regarding oil and 

gas wellsire abandonment and restoration activities). Importantly. both the CEP.4 
L 

(Section 125) and the EPEA (Section 2 15) provide for 3 "due diligence" defence to strict 

liability prosecutions raised under the respective Acts. For example. Subsection 2 3  1 ) of 

CEP'4 states that "no person shall be guilty of an offense under this Act. other than an 

offence under Sections I 14 or 115. if the person establishes that he exercised all due 

diligence to prevent its commission. Section 2 I5 of the EPEA states no person shall be 

convicted of an offence (under relevant Section of the Act) if that person establishes on a 

balance of probabilities that he took all reasonable steps to prevent its commission. 

Notabljp. Section 22 1 ( 1 ) of the EPEA extends the liability for its offences (including. 



strict liability offences) beyond the punitive damages set out in Section 2 14 (Section 13 1 

under the CEPA sets out similar provisions). Section 22 1 ( 1 ) states: 

Where a person is convicted of an offence under this Act. the coun may. at 
the same time sentence is imposed and on the application of a person 
aggrieved. order the offender to pay the person an amount by way of 
satisfaction or compensation for loss of or damage to property suffered by 
that person as the result of the commission of the offence. 

4.1.2.2.1.3 Due Diligence 

Due diligence was ranked as one of the key driving forces behind the use of ELAs. This 

is not surprising. as it can be raised as a defence against both statutor-y prosecutions and 

common law actions (later in this section it-e examine the role of ELAs in conducting a 

due diligence defence). From the previous section, we see that in  terms of statute Iait1 that 

the due diligence defence applies only to strict liability offences. It does not. however. 

offer a drfence for either mistake of law or ignorance of the law (Srrantz. 1991. 1212 1. 

With respect to common law actions. due diligence can be applied solely against 

negligence actions. Such a defence ~ v i l l  not be available to avoid liability for nuisance or 

strict liability ( i n  the common law) (Kuharchuck et al.. 199 1.  55 ) .  In the case of tort 

actions of trespass or deceit. liabiliry can be a\-oided without the need for a due dili, aence 

defence. provided the defendant did not acr, either intentionally or recklessly in causing 

the darnage suffered by a plaintiff (Ibid.. 55). 

The establishment of a "due diligence" defence is case-specific in  terms of the standard of 

care required of an accused. It depends on the facts of each case and the particular 

industr~. or activi~y involved (Strantz. 1992. 1242). Essentially. the greater the likelihood 

of h a m  and the greater the awareness of the potential danger. the more "due diligence" is 

required of an accused in order to escape liability (Ibid. 1 2-42). Notwithstanding these 

statements. there are ses*eral general principles common to "due diligence" actii-ities. The 

decision in the case of R Sr. Micllctel's Hospirrtl( 1987 j. 2 C.E.L.R. (N.S.) 327 sets out 

these principles: 

the maintenance of a standard practice of care commonly acknowledged 
as a reasonable standard of cars in that particular business or industry: 
ivhether the standard has been met; and 



whether there are any special circumstances known to the accused 
which would require an increased standard. including: 
i. gravityofpotentialharm. 
. . 
11. alternatives available to the accused. 
iii. likelihoodof harm. 
iu. degree of knowledge or skill expected of the accused. and 
v. extent of underlying causes of the defence are beyond the control 

of the accused. 

There are several additional measures that can be taken to establish due diligence. and 

more important1 y potentially prevent a statutory or common law action altogether. Many 

of these measures are key components of an effective EMS (Kirkland. 1997. 33 ). These 

measures include: 

Creation of a written corporate environmental policy (Ford. 1995. 
6.28 ); 
Implementation of compliance programs with written procedures in 
place to effectively comply with rele\rant statutes. regulations. by-la~vs. 
suidelinrs. policies and permits or approval certificates (Strantz. 1992 ): 
Retention or appointment of personnel such as an environmental 
manager. legal counsel and environmental engineering professionrlls to 
ensure compliance with and reassessment and monitoring of the policy 
(Ford. 1995. 6.38):  
Education of employees and staff about rels\.ant environmental matters 
through on-going training programs. committees. ne\vsletrer.\ etc. (Ibid. 
6.29): 
De\,elopment of an effective internal communication process and 
training and education program for employees. Environmental 
committees should be set up and periodic reviews established (Ibid. 
6.29): 
Conducting voluntary environmental audits/rLk assessments. Use 
audirs to assess compliance with relevant regulations etc. as well as to 
proacti\,ely identify and mitigate environmental concerns. Employ 
property transfer audits (including ELAs) in the property transfer 
process: these audits (and ELAS) provide a written record that 
substantiates due diligence (Strantz. 1992): and 
Establishment of standard procedures such as filing systems for 
permits. approvals. licences. and other key documents. Pol Jut ion 
control mechanisms and emergency plans and reporting systems should 
be in place (Ford. 1995.6.29). 



Additionally. an organization must keep pace with industry research. scientific 

developments and the evolving requirements of environmental legislation. regulations 

and standards (Ford, 1995, 6.29). 

In terms of due diligence. environmental auditing (in general) is recognized as having 

tremendous merit. ELAs offer a proactive approach to the management of upstream oil 

and gas environmental liabilities. Furthermore. they have the potential to encompass the 

"reasonable inspection" expected of the purchaser by identifying possible patent defects. 

as well as much more deleterious latent defects (Pojasok. 1993.51). The identification of 

latent defects also assists in protecting the vendor of properties from potential tort actions. 

Turley ( 1995.40) adds funher support to the notion of vendor initiated ELAs  hen he  

states: 

When contemplating a divestiture. it makes good sense for the selling firm 
to conduct environmental due diligence [i.e.. ELA or property transfer 
audit] as soon as possible. It will provide the information needed to make 
the sale decision. to craft the structure of the offer. to speed negotiations. 
to construct a contract that will protect the divestor from future Iiabilities. 
and to ensure a positive outcome. 

3iotably. Clark ( 1993.4) claims that there is no consensus as to the minimum level of 

investigation needed to demonstrate due diligence: confirming the claim of case b). case 

specificity. The research conducted for this IVDP reinforces Clark's statement ( t h e  

current practices of upstream oil and gas producers regarding the scope of ELAs is 

discussed in Section 4.2.2.4). 

4.1.2.2.1.4 Direcrors ' arzd OfJTcers ' ticrbilin 

Common and statute law in Canada holds that a director or officer of a corporation is 

personally liable for criminal and tortious acts committed as an agent of the corporation 

(Ford. 1995. 6.30). Funhermore. numerous statutes impose personal liability on 

corporate directors and officers (bid,  6.30). Both the EPEA and CEPA. for example. 

contain sections out1 ining the liability of directors and officers. Section 2 1 8 of the EPEA 

is almost identical in wording to Section 122 of the CEPA which states: 



Where a corporation commits an offence under this Act, any officer. 
director or agent of the corporation who directed. authorized. assented to. 
acquiesced in or participated in the commission of the offence is a party to 
and guilty of the offence. and is liable to the punishment provided for the 
offence. whether or not the corporation has been prosecuted or convicted. 

Over the past several years. dozens of prosecutions under environmental statutes have 

been carried out against the directors and officers of corporations (refer to Ford ( 1995) for 

examples). Notably. strict liability offences are the most common offences set out in 

these statutes. Directors' and officers' liability first came to the widespread attention of 

Canadians u-ith the decision set out in R. t-- Bntn lndrtsrries Lrd- (1992). 70 C.C.C. (3d) 

394, 9 O.R. (3d) 329. 7 C. E.L.R. (MS.) 245 (0121. CI. (Pro\-. Dil' .)).  In this prosecution. 

Bata's president and plant manager were convicted of failing to take all reasonable care to 

preLrent the company from causing or permitting an unlawful discharge under the Orzt~l)-i(~ 

N ' L Z I ~ I -  Ruso~rrces Acr. They uerr each fined S 12.000 with no possibility of 

indemnification from the company. Two appeals later the fines were reduced to 56000 

each and the indemnification prohibition was appealed. Importantly. the court developed 

a minimum profile against which a director's liability should be measured in order to 

determine whether a due diligence defence was created (Ford, 1995. 6.30). Included in 

this profile were remedial and contingency plans for spills. an ongoing environmental 

audit system. training programs. sufficient authority to act and other indicators of a 

proactive environmental policy ( b i d .  6.3 1 1. These provisions restate the requirements 

needed ro establish corporate due diligence. The distinguishing fsarure is that the 

responsibility for ensuring their implementation and ongoing compliance with corporare 

policies and procedures rests with the directors and officers of the company. Importantly. 

this explains the high rank given to both "Boards of Directors" and "senior management" 

as forces driving the use of ELAs. 

4.1.2.3.2 Financial Requirements 

The previous sections discussed the usefulness of ELAs in  establishing en~ironmental 

due diligence and the resultant reduction in the risk of environmental common law. 

actions and statutory prosecutions. The primary use of ELAs (like ESAs and property 



transfer audits). however. is the identification and management of environmental 

liabilities. The operational definition of environmental liability focuses on site 

abandonment and restoration activities. A key component of these activities is the 

decontamination or remediation of a site. The costs of decontamination can pose rt 

substantial risk to the value of a property. Crittenden ( 1994.20) notes that: 

there is only one kind of event that can create negative value in a property 
and that is environmental risk. Any other kind of loss. however 
catastrophic (an earthquake. for instance) can only carry the asset value 
down to zero. Environmental contamination can create liability where 
there had previously been equity. 

The follo~ving section discusses the upstream oil and gas industry's "financial 

stakeholders" and their use of ELAs to reduce the risk of environmental liabilities. 

4. / -2.2.2. J C/CA/SC Disclosrrre nrld Repor-ring Reqrtircnzerrts 

The introduction of the CICA's disclosure requirements for future site restorarion and 

abandonment costs (Paragraphs 3060.39. -30 and -4 I ) effectiLSe December 1. 1990 

formallj~ recognized the potential impact of specific en\rironmental espenses (see 

Chapters 3 and 5 for a discussion of these and other environment driven accounting 

requirements). This site .4&R pro\.ision requires annual updating to reflect changes in 

asset holdings as \veII as to the assets themsel~-es (e-g.. sits A&R progress. recently 

detected contamination erc.). Environmental liability assessments pro\.ide upstream oil 

and gas producers with this ability. Ultimateljr the site A&R provision is reported to 

provide in\,estors. creditors. insurers and other users ivith information that is useful in 

makin: resource allocation decisions and/or assessing management stewardship of these 

activities. 

Beyond the CICA. the Securities Commissions (SCs) of Ontario. Quebec and 

Sabkatche~b~an require public companies to disclose information about activities 

conducted to protect the environment from any damage their operations may give rise to 

(Tohana. 1995. 3.18-3). This information is to be provided as part of the companies' 

Annual Information Form and the Management's Discussion and Analysis (IMDA) section 

of annual reports. These requirements are found in OSC Polic-  Smtenlertt No. 510. Part 



II. Item 3: Qirebec Securities Act Regitlarions. Schedule IX. Part II. Item 3: and. 

Saskarcher~,arr Securities Comnzission Policy Srarenlenr No. 6.1. Pan II. Item 3. The 

United States Securities and Exchange Commission (US SEC) has similar disclosure 

requirements. These are found in US SEC Accounting Bulletin 92: Accourlrirlg arzd 

Disclosrtre Relating to Loss Corztirzgerlcies and Items 10 1. 102 and 103 of Regulation S- 

K. Notably. the US EPA and the US SEC have signed a series of agreements to exchange 

detailed information concerning environmental compliance and financial data (Mc-Mahon. 

1995.23 ). 

The specific disclosure requirements set out by the provincial securities commissions are 

summarized by Tohana ( 1995.3.18-3 ). He states that these companies are required to 

disclose risks or uncertainties that are reasonably expected to have a material effect tor 

impacr 1 on the company's business. financial condition or results of operations. 

Furthermore. this disclosure must communicate the financial or operational effect of 

environmental protection requirements on the capital expenditures. earnings and 

competitive position of these companies for the current fiscal year and any expected 

impaci on future years (bid. 3.18-3 1.  The "material effect" mentioned in  these disclosure 

requirements can take many different forms. These can include the direct costs of clean- 

up  and remediation. the closure of environmentally unsound plants. changes of raw 

materials and revised production processes (OSC. 1993). This statement exemplifies the 

need of public companies (including upstream oil and gas producers) to identify and 

measure environmental liabilities. Although ELAs cannot supply all of the information 

cited by the OSC. they can provide estimates of the financial obligarions associated ~ v i t h  

site abandonment and restoration. including decontsrni nation activities. 

Lending institutions face environmental risks on several fronts. Murray et al. ( 1997. 2 )  

divide these risks into three broad categories: 

1 . Liability from the banks' own operations. 
3. Commercial lending and credit extension (debt) risks: 

3. Reduced value of collateralized propeny 
Cost of clean-up is capitalized into property value 



Property transactions may be prohibited until clean-up occurs 
b. Potential lender liability 

Clean-up of contamination on collateralized property in which the 
bank takes an interest 
Personal injuries 
Property damages 

c. Risk of loan default by debtors 
Cash flow problems due to clean-up costs or other environmental 
liabilities 
Reduced priority of repayment under bankruptcy 

3. Investment (equity) risks 
Effect of environmental liabilities on value of companies in which 
investment banks or their clients own equity 
Upstream liability if the bank is a principal or general partner or 
owner. 

These risks are the result of the evolving common and statute laws governing 

enisironrnent and business (specifical I y. bankruptcy) bo~h  within Canada and abroad. 

With respect to upstream oil and gas operations in Alberta. environmenta1 risks not onIy 

take their roots in  common law. but also originate with the two main statutes drivins 

en\-ironmental liability in Alberta. Chapter 3 discusses the environmental liability created 

under the OGCA i.e.. the "duty to abandon" and the EPEA i-e.. the "duty to reclaim." Of 

particular rele~~ance to lending institutions is the fact that each Act lists receivers and/or 

receiver managers as persons responsible for camying out these duties. In this capaci t!.. 

lenders or their agents may be directly exposed to environmental liability. 

Two mqor court decisions are commonly cited as major influences on lender 

requirements concerning environmental matters. The first coun decision discussed 

relates to the amount of control that a lender can exert 01-er a company's operations before 

becoming liable for environmental damage. In the decision of U.S. r. Fleer Fcrcror 

Cnrp.. 901 F. 2d 1550 ( 1 I th cir. 1990). cen. Denied. 1 1 I S. Ct. 752 (199 1 ). the court held 

the that a lender's ability to influence a borrower's treatment of hazardous waste. as 

opposed to actual influence. may be sufficient to give rise to liability (Ford. 1995. 6.38). 

In other ivords. rhe more control and influence exened by a lender the greater its potentiai 

for liability for adverse environmental effects (b id .  6.38). The second court decision is 

based on an order by Alberta's Energy Resources Conservation Board (ERCB. now the 



AEUB) to have the receiver manager of a bankrupt oil and gas producer abandon several 

suspended oil wells. In the decision or' Pana~nericana De Bienes Y Sen-icios, S.S. a*. 

Norrlrenz Badger Oil and Gas Lrd. ( 1989). 75 Alta. L.R. (Zd) I85 (Alta. Q.B.). ( 199 1 ). 7 

C.E.L.R (N.S.) 66 (Alta. C.A.). the Aibena Coun of Appeal ruled chat the coun- 

appointed receiver was obliged to comply with the ERCB abandonment order. 

Importantly. the cost for the abandonment activities were to be paid using the assets of the 

bankrupt producer. consequently subordinating the lender's claim to these assets. This 

decision effectively places the requirements of environmental regulators in 3 preferred 

position to any creditor chain created under the federal BmzX-rztprc?- Act. 

The importance of environmental laws. as well as common law decisions regarding 

environmenral matters. was clearly indicated by the representatives of four commercial 

lenders intervieu.ed for this MDP. These semi-structured inten.ie\vs focused on the 

assessment of environmental risk posed by the borrowing activities of upstream oil and 

gas producers. When asked the question. "how is a borrower's environmental risk 
b 

measured or assessed?" the common response rvas that this risk recei\*ed \far>.ing degrees 

of attention depending on the size of the company. Senior producers receive the least 

amount of scrutiny on a property specific basis and are seldom asked to conduct an ELX 

or ESA of potential acquisitions (except in the case of large parcels of properties: even 

then. the scope of the assessment is small). The rationale for this. as stated by one 

interviewee. u as that environmental risk is fai rl>* diversified in companies of this size. 

Not withstanding this. the respondents generally noted that they will look at the financial 

capacity of the company (i.e.. through the review of financial statements. especially cash 

flow statements) to get a measure of comfort regarding the borrowers' ability to repay the 

loan. In the case of senior producers. lenders pay panicular attention to their 

environmental management. For sizable loans. it was noted that a review of the 

producer's ELMS will be conducted. One inter~~iewee stated that. "the key from the 

lenders' perspecti\.e is that [environmental] liability is managed on an ongoing basis." 



Pointing ro the relatively limited financial capacity of intermediate and junior producers. 

commercial lenders exercise a "higher level of due diligence" with them. One lender 

noted that even this falls on a continuum defined by the financial exposure of the 

borrower and the bank. If the borrower is requesting a loan valued at only a small portion 

of the acquisition price. the level of scrutiny requested by the lender will be less than that 

of a loan representing a high percentage of the property's value. Additional requirements 

of junior and intermediate producers may include providing independent engineering 

reports (e.g.. reservoir reports. abandonment estimates). conducting environmental site 

assessments (generaliy Phase I). and providing the results of any ELAs conducted (with 

small parcels and individual properties ELAs are rarely requested by the lender). 

In general. for all upstream oil and gas producers. commercial lenders ~ v i l l  achieve 

additional protection from environmental liability through the use of covenants. 

warranties and representations. These contract law instruments are used to 

"con~ractually" bind borrou-ers to maintaining en\.ironmentally sound operating practices. 

Compliance certificates assertins corporate compliance with en~ironmental regulations 

issued on a quarterly or annual basis (depending on the borrower) are another common 

requirement. Questionnaires are also employed to gain an initial assessment of the risks 

posed by a specific property and by the borrowers' environmental management pracrices. 

The "environmental review" questionnaire pro\.ided by one commercial lender is 

reflective of the due diligence considerations discussed earlier. These questions include: 

Kature of environmental risks faced by company (i-e.. water 
contamination. air pollution. hazardous waste or chemicals. PCBs. 
radioactive materials etc.)? 

+ Does the company have corporate policies and procedures addressing 
environmental risks? 
What is the main thrust of this policy? 
What controls are in place to ensure the policy and procedures are in 
place ? 
Is there a corporate officer responsible for en~~ironmsntal risks? 

+ Does this officer report directly to the Board of Directors? 
+ What is the amount of capital expenditures planned for environmental 

compliance and rehabilitation? 
+ What contingency plans and financial reserves are in place for an 

environmental disaster? 



Is the company aware of any new regulatory requirements? Where does 
the company stand in respect of any ne\v or proposed requirements? 

+ List any actions. suits. proceedings. governmental investigations. fines. 
orders, penalties, citations. rulings. liabilities. disabilities. or 
proceedings. existing, pending. threatened. or known to be 
contemplated. as the result of any failure to comply with any 
requirement of federal. provincial. local. municipal or foreign law or 
regulation relating to air quality. water quality. solid waste 
management. hazardous substances. or the protection of the 
environment. If there is a failure to comply. indicate the company's 
plans to rectify and the date to be rectified. 
What is the type and amount of insurance coverage carried by the 
company for environmental risks? 
Do adjacent properties appear to be free of any improper storage or 
dumping of hazardous materials. drums or containers that could impact 
on any of the Company's properties'? 

Although not generally required bj. commercial lenders. ELAs offer upstream oil and :as 

producers a means of identifying and managing environmental risk. A regular program of 

ELXs will provide this ability on an ongoing basis ( a  key lender concern). ELXs are also 

an increasingly common means of establishing the site abandonment and restoration 

pro\.ision disclosed in corporate balance sheets. This provision is one of the financial 

btatement items re~~iewed ~vhen assessing borrou.er \-iabiIity. Notably. the cornnisrcial 

lenders did pro\vide examples of triggers for ELXs and ESAs. These include. secured 

loans for specific properties (i.e.. the prcperty is put up 3s collateral ). companies 

identified as potential risks through the en\eironmental re\.ie~i. questionnaire and in cases 

of large parcel acquisitions. The major concern urith the former being the inheritance of 

en~ironmental liability. A concern raised for all of these examples \vas the potential 

liabilit)~ associated with managing the assets in a v.ork-out situation (this occurs when a 

bomu.er becomes financially unstable. or insolvent. and loan default is possible). 

In~festors have traditionally based their investment decisions on achieving a rate of return 

commensurate with the risk of the investment. In a purely financial sense. businesses 

face several types of risk. including general economic risk. inflation and disinflation risk. 

firm and issue-specific risk (includes business risk. financial risk and issue-specific risk) 



and international risk (i-e.. the risk arising from international competition) (Davis and 

Pinches. 1988. 1 15- 1 17). The risk generated by potential environmental liabilities. 

especially decontamination. is a business risk. Business risk refers to the relative 

dispersion (or variability) in the firm's expected earnings before interest and taxes (b id .  

458). The greater the dispersion. the greater the business risk. To offset this risk 

investors (and creditors) seek a higher rate of return on their investment. 

ELAs provide firms with the ability to reduce this risk. They do this by reducing 

uncertainty (and. hence. variability) regarding the timins (particularl>* for suspended 

wells. as the life of producing wells depends o n  factors such as remaining reserves. input 

costs. oil and gas prices and technology) and. more importantly. cost of site abandonment 

and restoration (including. decontamination) activities. Ultimately. the results of 

corporate ELAs are reflected to investors in upstream oil and gas companies through the 

site abandonment and restoration provision (recall. CICA requirements) and the 

disclosure of environmental issues and costs in the i(1D.A (i-e.. pro\*inciai securities 

commissions' requirements) of annual reports. Notably. the effectiveness of the site A&R 

provision as an information. or risk communication. tool for investors is questionable 

(Chapter 5 dixusses this issue in greater detail ). For example. an intsr\.ie\v ~vith a 

Calgaq* based in\-estment dealer re\realed that the site .A&R pro\.ision is not even  

considered when examining rhe viability of an oil and gas investment. 

This is not to say ELAs are not beneticial to an upstream oi 1 and gas producer's in\.esto:s. 

They are an important tool for the identification of ELs in potential propeny acquisitions. . 

This will result in either the avoidance of the liability by removing the propeny from 

nesotiations or. more likely. in a lowered selling price. As well. the identification of 

existing corporate ELs allows for the ability of their proactive management: any resultant 

cost s a ~ ~ i n g s  are then reflected in increased profitabilit).. Finaliy. an ongoing program of 

ELAs may well be reflected in  lowered borrowing costs (i.e.. lower interest rates). as the 

level of business risk is reduced. Decreasing borrowing rates is another means of 



reducing costs and subsequently increasing profitability and shareholder return. Indeed. 

Bennett and James ( 1997-42) note that: 

several studies have shown that the shares of companies with good 
environmental records have outperformed the market avenge - thereby 
lowering the cost of raising equity - and. conversely. that those of 
companies which have experienced major environmental incidents have 
been depressed making new equity more expensive. 

Finally. ELAs used in a broader scheme. e-g.. an environmental management system. may 

influence those investors searching for socially-responsible or "ethical" investment 

opponunities. Kirkland i 1997. 39) notes that the development of "ethical" investment 

funds and investor requirements that a corporation be environmentally sound also drive 

environmental management. In terms of access to capital markets. Miller and Szekely 

( 1996. 6 1-67). estimate that $625 billion has been invested in companies deemed to be 

environmentally conscious. 

Under Section 6.0: Insurance of AEUB Interim Directive ID 93-2 Reqlrir-enzerzrs for- rlze 

Issrrcrnce of a 1\'~11 Licerzse or Approt-crl of \\>/I Licensr Trci~zxfers. the Board requires that 

reasonable and appropriate insurance be a necessary qualification for holding an AEUB 

Lvell license. The intent of this provision is to protect the operator from unforeseen 

occurrences that might cause a well to become orphaned. Consequently. the AEUB 

requires that the licensee submit either a cenificate of proof of insurance or a statement of 

the insurer. describing the coverage and the effective date of the insurance (AEUB. 1993. 

8 ). ID 93-7 (bid.  8) goes on to suggest potential areas of coverage. these include: 

control of well. 
expense of re-drilling and re-completion. 
clean-up expense. seepage pollution and contamination. 
operator extra expense. care. custody and control. 
property. 
comprehensive general liability. and 
e~eacuation expense. 

According to Ron Gail (pers. comm.. April. 1999) of AON Reed Stenhouse Inc.. several 

types of insurance policies are available to upstream oil and gas producers (an extensive 



review of these policies can be found in Shield ( 1995) and Hilliker ( 1996)). He qualifies 

this statement by noting the AEUB only requires well licensees to carry Comprehensive 

General Liability Insurance (CGL). These policies usually provide indemnity for 

damages the insured is legally obligated to pay to third parties as a result of property 

damage or injury caused by an unexpected or unintended accident (Shield. 1995.83). 

Importanti y. environmental liability is a common exclusion in CGL policies (Hilliker. 

1996. 2 14-1 15). Upstream oil and gas producers. however. can acquire insurance policies 

specifically related to environmental liability. The two most common environmental 

insurance policies arc Sudden and Accidental (S&A) Pollution Insurance and 

Environmental Impairment Liability Insurance ( E L )  (Inkster. hl.. pers. comm.. April. 

1999 ). S&A PoIIution Insurance offers limited pollution liability coverage. Furthermore. 

i t  is subject to sudden recognition requirements e-p.. it is valid only when the "pollution" 

it; detected within 120 hours of occurrence and reported within a limited period of time 

thereafter (S\\rierstra. R.. pers. comm.. April. 1999). To purchase this S&A Pollution 

Insurance. underwriters do not require an ELA (Inskter. M.- pers. comm.. April. 1999). 

Cndewriters do. hou.e\-er. provide a question sheet requiring information including: 

Well count. 
Description of any offshore operations. 
12 month estimate of wells to be drilled. 
Gross/net wells (refers to working interest ownership). 
Number of drilling andbsen.ice rigs to be used in the next I2 months. 
Number of batteries (classified as operated and non-operated ). 
Number of compressor stations (classified as operated and non- 
operated ). 
Number of gas plants (classified as operated and non-operated). and 
hliles of pipeline. 

(Swierstra. R.. pers. comm.. April. 1999) 

EIL is considerably more comprehensive. and less commonly purchased. than S&A 

Pollution Insurance (Inkster. M.. pers. comm.. April. 1999). It offers first and third pan): 

coverage for property losses. bodily injury. legal defense fees and clean-up costs resulting 

from both gradual and "sudden and accidental" environmental incidents (Banham. 1993. 

26). The intention of EIL is to cover environmental incidents related to the insured's 

business. It covers damages attributable to deli berate and continuous pollution (e.g.. 



licensed air emissions) whose adverse impacts were unforeseen (Shield. 1995.87). 

Importantly. underwriters require an ELA. or a comprehensive independent risk 

assessment. of the properties to be insured prior to issuing EIL Insurance (Lathrop. M.. 

1 993. sec. 5.02[3]). With respect to gradual pollution occurrences (e-g.. contamination at 

a refinery) an ELA will be conducted to develop a baseline of the contamination present 

at the time of issuing insurance. The E L  will then provide coverage for any subsequent 

contamination (Inkster. M.. pers. comm.. April. 1999). 

Kotably. as a driving force. insurance received a median rank of 5.0 from senior 

producers versus 3.0 and 3.0 respectivety from intermediate and junior producers. This 

lo\ver priority on the pan of senior producers coincides with the comments from both 

insurance industry representatives and questionnaire respondents that senior producers 

tend to self-insure. Junior and intermediate producers are much more likely to rely on 

insurance to manage certain operational and environmental risks. 

4.1.2-2.2.5 Orlter Creclirn~-s 

Other creditors include suppliers of ser\.ices and products on terms of credit. In man) 

cases this credit is unsecured (i-e.. no collarerul is put up in return for the credit,. In cases 

of bankruptcy. these creditors are subordinated to secured creditors (such as u q e  earnerh. 

municipal tax authorities. bondholders and mortsagres I (N'il les. 1986. 706-707 ). Bring 

at the bottom of the creditor list. unsecured creditors share pro rctrcc in any balance 

remaining from the sale of assets after the settlement of secured debts (bid.  707). Gi\.en 

this financially tenuous position it  is understandable that these creditors take an interest in 

the identification and management of environmental l iability by upstream oil and gas 

producers. 

1.1.2.2.3 Social Stakeholder Concerns 

Social stakeholders. as classified in this MDP. include the "general public" and 

"environmental non-government organizations" (ENGOs). These stakeholders do not 

possess the ability to rapidly control or condition the actions of upstream oil and gas 



producers. The collective will of the members of these groups. however. has the potential 

to vastly alter local market demands and the broader regulatory climate faced by the 

upstream oil and gas industry. 

4.1.2.2.3.1 General Public 

The "general public" can place pressure on upstream oil and gas operations in several 

ways. Two of the most recognizable faces of the public are as community and 

consumers. As consumers. the public are the final arbiters of market acceptance (CIC.4. 

1993. 13 ). To illustrate we point to a 1991 survey reported by Business and the 

En~eironment as cited by KPMG (1994. 6). The survey found that 78% of U.S. customers 

Lvill actively avoid businesses because of negative perceptions about them. Almost 75% 

of rhe respondents stated they refused to buy from companies they view as not being 

socially responsible. Notably. the suney also found that environmental performance is 

one of the top five factors influencing perceptions of a company's social responsibility 

( KPMG. 1991. 6) .  The use of ELAs as pan of a proactive EMS may well play a pan in 

influencing consumer behaviour. especially by enhancing corporate image. Indeed. a 

stud>. by Sharma and Vredenburg ( 1998. 735) indicated that two "proactive" members of 

the Canadian oil and gas indust?' felt that a number of benefits accrued to proacti\'s 

en ~.ironmsntal management. These incIuded improved corporate reputation and 

relationships with a wide range of stakeholders. 

Communities also have the potential to influence the operations of the upstream oil and 

?as producers they host. They often have panicular concerns about the impact of local 

facilities on their health and well-being and consequently influence local decision makers 

(Thompson. 1996b. 225) .  The CICA ( 1994.38) notes that without community support. 

all of an organization's other business relationships can become tainted. For example. 

community complaints may affect the actions of regulatory agencies. employee morale 

and performance could deteriorate. and products may become less marketable. all of 

~vhich could have a negative impact on a producer's financial position. This impact could 

subsequently strain dealings u-ith both the financial and investment communities (bid.  

38). Ultimately. communities desire knowledge of the processes and programs employed 



by a company to manage its environmental risks and. subsequently. to minimize the 

impact on the community and surrounding area (b id .  38). 

In terms of meeting the demands of the community. ELAs are an effective instrument. 

This is true for ELAs conducted for property acquisitions and operationally. in an 

ongoing corporate program. A property acquisition ELA. for example. might prevent the 

purchase of a contaminated site that may eventual1 y impact the surrounding community 

e.8.. groundwater contamination affecting !ocal drinking water supplies. Such a finding 

would save the purchaser the costs of decontamination as well as preventing any harm to 

its public image. An ongoing program of ELAs meets the more immediate desire of a 

company's host community by demonstrating corporate commitment to the identification 

and management of environmental liabilities. 

For ESGOs. representins the formal expression of environmentalists. environmental 

values rank highest. and unambiguously so (Doern. 1993. 10). These organizations also 

displa). a L-ast range of philosophical and tactical positions, from the more conssrvative 

nature federations to radical ecology groups and aggressive international ENGOs (Ibid. 

1 1 1. Xotabl\*. the public and ENGOs can use 3 sometimes symbiotic relationship to appl) 

specific pressures for general improvements in environmental management (Thompson. 

1996b. 2 2 5 ) .  As an influence on the decision to conduct ELAs. EXGOs (listed 3s 

"en\.ironmentalists" in the questionnaire) recei\.ed a marked]), Iow.er median rank (9.0) 

than the "general public" (6.0). This may be explained by the generally broad mandates 

of ENGOs (e-g.. old growth forest presenpation or the protection of endangered species) 

versus those of individual communities that may be affected by an isolated event (e-g.. 

ground\x*ater contamination). In this sense. ELAs as an environmental management tool 

are far more likely to appease the demands of the public. panicularIy communities. than 

ESGOs. 



4.2 ELA Methods: Current Upstream Oil and Gas Industry Issues and Practices 
This section examines current upstream oil and gas industry issues and practices 

regarding environmental liability assessments. It begins with a listing of recent standards 

related to environmental auditing and ESAs. This is followed by a review of the ELA 

process. Finally. the results of the self-administered questionnaire are used to examine 

the issues and practices regarding environmental management and the use and scope of 

ELAs. 

3.2. I Overview 

Section I .  I of Chapter t introduced environmental liability assessments and 

en\.ironmental site assessments (or property transfer audits) as means of conducting due 

diligence investigations prior to property transfers. This discussion examined both the 

similarities and differences accruing to the two assessment types. Over the past several 

years. ESAs. along with several other types of environmental auditing. have become 

routine en\.ironmental management functions. Resultantly. they have been the subject of 

international and national standardization. For instance. in  1996 the IS0  reIeased three 

standards related to environmental auditing: . ISO/DIS I40 10: Guidelines for Environmental Auditing - General Principles ( 1996 1. 

ISODIS 1101 I :  Guidelines for Environmental Auditing - Audit Procedures - Auditing 
of En\.ironrnental Management Systems ( 1996). and 

ISO/DIS 14012: Guidelines for Environmental Auditing - Oualification Criteria for 
Environmental Auditors ( 1996). 

brith respect to ESAs. both the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) and the American 

Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM have published standards regarding Phase I 

and 11 assessments (Phase 111 assessments are also discussed in some of these 

publications: however. standards have yet to be released for this phase). These standards 

are listed beloup: 

CSA - 
Standard 2768-91: Phase I Environmental Site Assessment ( 1993) 

Standard 2769-98: Environmental Site Assessment - Phase 2 ( 1998) 



ASTM 
E 1527-97 Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I 
Environmental Site Assessment Process ( 1997). 

E 1528-96 Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: Transaction Screen 
Process ( l996), 

E 1 903-97 Standard Guide for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase Il 
Environmental Site Assessment Process ( 1997). and 

E 1 929-98 Standard Practice for Assessment of Certification Programs for 
Environmental Professionals: Accreditation Criteria ( 1998). 

Accompanying these standards is a variety of research and publications related to the 

topics of environmental auditing. For purposes of this research. the Master's Degree 

Projects of Nrilson ( 1992) Environmental Auditing: Principles and Applications . Pojasok 

( 1 993 Propertv Transfer Audits: Background and En vironmental PI annin e for Purchasers 

and Vendors and Shield ( 1995 1 Assessment and Remediaticn of Earthen Pits: A 

Framem.ork for the Alberta Oil and Gas Industn, were valuable resources. Another useful 

publication was Assessment and Remediation of Petroleum Contaminated Sites by Cole 

( 1994). 

Cnli ke environmental auditing ( in  general ) and ESXs. the literature pertaining to ELAs is 

very limited. Indeed. research for this bIDP encountered little published material relating 

to EL.4 methodology. especially as i t  relates to the upstream oil and gas industq.. 

Revie~ving the operational definition of en\.ironmental liability (Section 3.1.2 of Chapter 

3) it  is apparent the scope of an ELA can readily surpass that of an ES.4. Additional 

information and cost estimation requirements can include those for site dismantlement 

and nrellsite abandonment. Notably. ELAs may also contain a compliance audit and 

costing component (this component would estimate the costs of bringing operations into 

compliance with current regulations ). In general. however. ELAs subscribe to a planning 

process similar to that of other environmental audits and ESAs. With respect to the 

identification of contamination issues. ELAs employ the same phasing and methods as 

ESAs. Notably. this process can be shortened or "collapsed" with the use of models 

(rekeictwed in Section 1.3). The three stage protocol employed for a typical ELA 



(including Phase I - JXI assessments) is presented in Figure 4.2. This protocol borrows its 

structure from Wilson's (1992.57) three stage protocol for environmental audits and 

Pojasok's ( 1993. 76) example of a property transfer planning program. The activities 

included in the three stage ELA protocol represent the melding of these protocols by 

combining the features of an environmental audit (specifically a compliance audit) and an 

ESA. 

4.2.1.1 EL4 Three Stage Protocol 

This section briefly examines the three stages of environmental liability assessments. 

Given that ELAs rely hea\.ily on the methods and phasing of ESXs as well as compliance 

audits. [his discussion focuses primarily on the distinguishing features of ELAs. 

3.2.1.1.1 Stage I: Pre-ELA Activities 

The first stage of an  ELA. pre-ELA activities can also be referred to as ELA planning. 

Like most en\.ironmentaf audits. ELAs are dri\.en by the demands of the client. This 

feature makes planning activities an invaluable component of any audit. ELAs. however. 

stand out from both compliance audits and ESAs in that they offer additional 

quantification and costing components (e-g.. abandonment and compliance acti\-itios) as 

\velI as modeling capabilities (particularly in  the case of multiple sires. e-g.. a thousand 

~vell transfer). Figure 4.2 pays prtnicuiar attention to pre-ELA activities as a means of 

demonstrating some of the assessment and auditing options a\.ailable with ELAs. 

A vital component of the prr-ELA acti\.ities stage is establishing the assessment's scope. 

The scope will determine the degree of confidence in the liability estimate. the logistical 

demands of the assessment (in time, material and man hours) and. subsequently. the cost 

of the ELA. Importantly. parties commissioning an ELA must determine the amount of 

risk (i.e. completeness and accuracy of assessment and. consequently. due diligence) that 

they are willing to bear versus the ELA's cost. Figure 4.2 displays some of the 

considerations facing upstream oil and pas producers prior to commissioning an ELA. 



Figure 4.2 Three Stage Protocol of a Typical Environmental Liability Assessment 

Stage 1: Pre-ELA Activities 
I Aflirm top management commitment 1 

+ 
I Confirm ELA Purpose and Objectives 3 

Identify EL Issues Conduct Compliance Audit? 
Quantify EL Issues Assess cost of non-compliance issues? 

How (Physical and/or Cost)? Address only present regulations or 
pending regulations as well? 

- . - 

Select ELA Team 
L 

- - -- 

Establish ELA Scope 
Identify properties: attain a current asset list 
Determine scale of ELA. e.g.. 

3 =sess each site individually or by field? 
distinguish between oil and gas wells? 

a estimate batteries separately? 
a estimate facilities e-g.. gas plants separately? 

r Determine EL issues to be included. e.g.. 
3 do\vnhole abandonment 3 typical or minor decontamination 

surface reclamation = extraordinary decontamination 
access road reclamation =, off-property clean-up 

Determine level of assessment (e-g.. Phase I to III) 
3 Determine activities to be completed for each phase. 

Quantifying issues and cost modelins 
= Establish issue and cost assumptions. 

Set reporting parameters e-g.. one cost estimate or 
range of estimates. 

Establish scale of compliance audit 
3 Facilities only? 
= Wellsites: population or sample? 

I Review ELA Protocol I 1 (including "assessment" component and compliance component) 1 

I Finalize ELA Timing and Logistics I 



Influenced by Wilson ( 1  992) and Pojasok ( 1993) 

L 

Stage 2: ELA Activities 

Compliance Audit 
b 

Phase I ELA: Initial Site 

L 

* 

* 
L 

T 

Phase I1 ELA: Field Sampling and 
Analysis 

A 

L 

Phase 111 ELA: Risk Assessment 
(Remedial Investigation ) 

Stage 3: Post-ELA Activities 
1 

r 

b 

Evaluate Compliance EL Issue Quantification 
Audit Findings - _ - - and 

Costing hlodel 
(may include cost of compliance- 

related activities) 

Drafting and Distribution of ELA 
(and Compliance Audit) Report 

v 

T 
LEGEND EL.4 Draft Review - _ 

D 

ELA Results Presentation 

Potential or C 
4 - Concurrent 

- ELA (Compliance Audit) 

Activitv Flow 
Action Plan 

--- --- 
L 



Notably. the questionnaire results will show that there is little industry consensus 

resarding assessment scale. environmental liability issues to be included in the 

assessment. level of investigation (and consequently degree of confidence in the ELA 

estimates) and the use of ELA modeling. Section 4.2.2 reviews current practices of 

upstream oil and gas producers regarding these considerations. Importantly. the 

establishment of the ELA's scope will also include considerations common to compliance 

audits and ESAs (Wilson ( 1992) and Pojasok ( 1993) examine these issues). 

4.2.1.1.3 Stags 2: ELA Activities 

The second stage of the ELA protocol represents the investigative (assessment) 

component of the ELA. Figure 3.2 denotes two concurrent activities. the compliance 

audit and the Phase I ELA (represented by a broken line between the compliance audit 

"box" and the Phase I ELA "box"). The compliance audit (when included in the scope of 

the assessment) is generally carried out during the initial ELA phase. Importantly. 

compliance deficiencies (e-g.. improper storage or waste handling practices) may point 

towards potential sources of contamination- Indeed. the re\,iew of previous audits is a 

recommended Phase I ESA activity (CSA. 1994. 2 ) .  Although the Phase 1 ELA generail) 

follows the methods of the Phase I ESA (see abo\re referenced publications for 

methodology) it may be tasked ~ v i t h  identifying other en\-ironmental liability issues: such 

as. structures on site (for dismantlement estimates) and well-specific in format ion (for 

abandonment estimates). Upon completion of the compliance audit. this portion of the 

ELA proceeds to the third ELA stage. Post-ELA activities. Additionally. if the scope of 

the ELA is limited to a Phase I investigation. issue and cost modeling would then be 

carried out during post-ELA activities. This would also be the case for dismantlement 

and abandonment estimates. In Figure 4.2. this "collapsing" of the ELA phases is 

represented as a broken line leading from the Phase I ELA "box." 

The Phase 11 ELA: Field Sampling and Analysis also follows the methods of the Phase I1 

ESA. The purpose of this phase is to "confirm or delineate. or to demonstrate the absence 

of. contamination on a property identified through the Phase I ESA [ELA]" (CSA. 1994. 

17). This deIineation can be conducted through activities such as soils investigations. 



eeophysical analysis and surface and groundwater sampling (b id .  17). As with the Phase 
C 

I ESA. where the scope of the ELA is limited to this level of investigation the third stage 

of the €LA process will be commenced (represented by a broken line from the Phase 2 

"box" in Figure 4.2). In this case. the physical quantification of the contaminant issues 

determined during this phase will be factored into the model. 

The Phase IKI ELA is the final phase in the ELA process. In terms of ESAs it  precedes 

the actual remediation of a contaminated site. The purposes of this phase are to: 

identify several feasi blr approaches to remedy the contamination. 
incIuding irz situ monitoring or risk management: 
critically compare these approaches by considering factors such as 
risks to u.orkers and the surrounding population. and economic and 
technical feasibility: 
determine the extent of the remedial measures required: 
allow remediation costs to be estimated [more likely in post-ELA 
phase]: and 
select criteria asainst which the success of the remedial measures can 
be evaluated. 

(CSA. 1994. 18) 

L7pon completion of this phase the post-EL.4 acti~.ities tvill commence. Kotabi~,. a Phase 

III EL.A \vould only be conducted for sites posing serious risks of contamination and 

potential environmental harm (especially to human health 1. Phase I and Phase 11 

information collected for other sites considered to pose rl Ion-er risk (e.g.. minor 

decontamination j would already have been factored into the EL.\ Issue Quantification 

and Costing model. 

4.2.1.1.3 Stage 3: Post-EL.4 Activities 

Tu.0 acti~+ities mark the beginning of the post-ELA stage. the evaluation of the 

compliance audit findings and the quantification and costing of environmental liability 

isms.  The evaluation of the compliance audit findings is mainly concerned with 

compliance deficiencies (Wilson. 1999. 82). Upon determining these deficiencies this 

information will be included in the ELA (and compIiance audit) report. Additionally. if 

the scope of the ELA possessed a costing component these findings would be 



incorporated into.the ELA Issue Quantification and Costing model (depicted by a broken 

line in Figure 4.2). As was mentioned earlier. this model is also the recipient of the data 

collected during Phases I to III in Stage 2: ELA Activities. Notably. the term ELA Issue 

Quantification and Costing model refen to the myriad database and spreadsheet driven 

models used to quantify (in physical and monetary terms) environmental iiabiliry issues 

(EL modeling is discussed in Section 4.3 of this chapter). This stage concludes with the 

drafting and presentation of ELA results. AIthough unlikely. the development of an ELA 

(compliance audit) action plan may also be included in the scope of the ELA. Action 

plans are used to design and implement corrective actions for compliance deficiencies 

(N'ilson. 1992. 85 ). 

4.2.2 Current Issues and Practices 

This section rev iws  current en\-ironmental liabilit>- issues and practices in the upstream 

oil and gas industry. The discussion relies on the responses of 45 upstream oil and gas 

producers regarding a series of questions posed in the self-administered questionnaire. 

The methodology for the questionnaire's development and distribution as well as 

respondent statistics is provided in Chapter 3. The questionnaire includins~ an unabridged 

wrsion of the producers' responses is found in Appendix I1 (the responses are reported in 

the aggregate. as ~veiI as by "daily production" classes and "production" mis class). The 

topics co\,ered by this questionnaire include: 

Environmental management acti\-ities: 
Use and frequency of ELAs: 
ELATeam: 
Scope of EL.%: and . Examples of respondent ELA programs. 

Through the exploration of these topics the aim of this section is to apprise upstream oil 

and gas producers of the environmental liability management practices of their peerb. 

This discussion will: also benefit industry stakeholders interested in the ELA methods of 

the upstream oil and gas industry. 



To deveiop a profile of upstream oil and pas environmental risk management. the 

questionnaire asked the producers whether or not they conducted several environmental 

management related activities. These activities primarily focused on the use of audits and 

ELAs. Question 11) 8) and its responses are as follows: 

Does your company: Answer Yes or No 
Percentage of Overall Response: 10053~ 

onduct environmental liability assessments of potential 

This question received a 100% response rate. potentiall). indicatinz the respondents' 

38 
3 1 

27 
27 

interest in  the question (and. more likely. the ease ~ v i t h  ivhich i t  could be ans~vered)- 

S ~ t a b l \ ~ .  98% of the respondents stated that they conducted ELAS prior to a propert), 

bcquisitions? 

acquisirion. a response rate that surpassed that of the other activities listed by at Ieast 7 

85% 
91% 

60% 
60% 

26 

7 

percentage points. Conducting facility environmental audits followed ELAs with 84qc of 

Provide environmental manuals? 
Conduct regular environmental (e.g. compliance and/or 
conformance) audits of facilities? 
Conduct regular environmental audits of wellsites? 
Conduct Environmental Management S~stem Audits? 

the  respondents affirming their use of these audits. Combined with the 84% response rate 

58% 

16% 

attributed to providing environmental manuals. these activities demonstrate the desire of 

Conduct environmental audits of contract operated 
facilities and wellsites? 
Conduct environmental audits of non-operated 
properties? 

upstream oil and gas producers to undertake "reasonable" actions to prevent adverse 

environmental impacts. This also indicates the widespread adoption of these tools to 

affect en\.ironmental management and. consequent1 j*. reduce environmental risk. 

Hou.evsr. the use of formalized environmental management systems appears to remain 

limited in the upstream oil and gas industry: as indicated by the 609 response rate 

received by the option. "conduct EMS audits?" (a key component of EMSs). 

Significantly. 76% of the senior producers indicated that they conduct EMS audits versus 

408  for intermediate producers and 33% for junior producers. 



Upstream producers can further reduce the risk of non-compliance actions taken by 

regulators by auditing their operated wellsites. contract-operated facilities and wellsites. 

and non-operated properties (e.g.. where a working interest is held). Indeed. 60% of the 

questionnaire respondents indicated that they conduct regular environmental audits of 

wellsites while 58% stated that they conduct environmental audits of contract-operated 

facilities and wellsites. Environmental audits of non-operated properties. however. 

appear to be uncommon with only 16% of the questionnaire's respondents indicating that 

they are conducted. In informal inten-iews. reasons cited for this were that the 

respondents knew. and were comfortable with. the operating practices of the operators. 

Importantly. this low response rate does not preclude the possibility of auditing these 

sites. One respondent noted that. "we include a clause in our non-operated joint venture 

asreements securing the right to audit. but would only use it if serious concerns became 

apparent ." 

Question fl) 8b)  probed further into the environmental auditing pt xtices of the 

respondents asking how frequently audits are conducted. The responses are sho~vn 

below. 

n = 45 Total Responses: 21 Percentage of O~~era l  l Response: 48 % 
I Percentage I 

Fre uencv of Res onse Audit Period 
48% very year 
24% very two years 

5" 24% ver?. three years 

Of those companies responding. 48% stated that audits are conducted on an annual basis. 

0 

with an additional 24% being assigned to each of the two-and three-year inter\.als. 

Importantly. these frequencies do not  necessarily apply to each facility or we1 lsite o~vned 

0% 

(operated or otherwise) by the respondents. In the comments section, several respondents 

'Every four years 

noted that audits of the same facility will be conducted ever), two to three years: hoLvever. 

Ever! five years o r  more 3 

one respondent noted that facilities are audited annually. Another distinction in audit 

* See Conrr?lenrs irz i3pperzdi-I- !I. as n1.o respo~zdertrs lrcrt.e Z nttdit cycles. 
i 14% 



frequency was made between audits using internal audit teams (corporate personnel) 

versus external audits (conducted by third parties e-g.. consultants). According to one 

respondent. internal audits are conducted using a two-to three-year audit cycle. while 

external audits were done using a three-to five-year audit cycle. 

The third. and final. pan of this question asked respondents about the composition of the 

audit team. i-e.. were they internal. external or mixed audit teams (a combination of in- 

house staff and consultants)? The responses are shown below. 

* Our cotnpnnx cited both Itrrentrtl (other) and E-rtenzcrl Teems. as 11.eIl OW C O I ) I ~ C I ~ Z ? -  
cired I~irerrzcrl (orher) urrd Mi-wci. 

n =15 Total Responses: 25 Percentage of Overall Response: 54% 

Capturing 44% of the responses. internal audit teams drawing auditors from other 

operational units are the most commonly cited type of audit team. Combined u.ith the 

Internal: same operational unit 
Internal: other operational units 
External 
pliaed audit teams 

Frequency 
5 

I I *  
5" 
7" 

305; of respondents using external (contractor) auditors and the 28% using mixed audit 

Percentage 
of Response 

20% 
44 TC 
20% 
28% 

team>. i t  can be seen that auditor obje~ti\,it>~ is a key concern of those companies 

conducting environmental audits. Xotably. this objscti~eity is also one of the general 

principles espoused by the Canadian En\.ironmcntaI Auditing Association (CE.4.4) ( 199s. 

9 ) .  -4n oi~ervieu' of these principles is found in Appendis V. 

Section I1 of the questionnaire posed two questions specific to the use and frequency of 

eniaironrnental liability assessments. These questions were intended to gauge the use of 

ELAS in the upstream oil and gas in dust^. Question Il) I ) and its responses follo~v. 

Has your company conducted environmental liabilit~ assessments in the past? I f  so. 
how many and at what scale (e.g., number and type of wellsites, batteries, and 
facilities)? 
n = 45 Total Responses: 45 Percentage of Overall Response: 100% 



Yes 
No 

Frequency 
42 
3 

Notably. the vast majority of respondents (42 out of 45. or 9 3 9 )  indicated that they ha\-e 

Percentage 
of Response 

93% 
7% 

conducted ELAs in the past. In Question Jl) 8). however. 44 companies stated they 

conducted ELAs of potential acquisitions. This discrepancy may be explained by the 

respondents' association of ESA phases and methods with those of ELAs (though ELAs 

can differ in  scope and method. e-g.. use of models) in cases of property transfers. 

Importantly. ELAs are conducted for both property transfers and operationally c to assess 

environmental risk and to establish the gross value of the site A&R requirements 1. This 

is demonsrrated by second part of the question. it asks respondents how many ELAs their 

companies have conducted and at what scale. Thirty-eight companies responded to thih 

question, however. only one third ( 12)  provided specific numbers regarding the number 

of assessments. The amount of assessments reported by these respondents ranged from 

one to hundreds (for one senior producer 1. This producer reported that their scope ranged 

from inspections to Phase I1 in\*estigations. With respect to the  types of assets assessed. 

26 respondents (68%) mentioned that their EL.i\s included facilities, 19 of theye 

responses (50%) also included ~vellsites as part of the EL.4 in\.estigation. In terms of the 

purpose of ELAs. I2 respondents (32%) noted the fulfillment of operational requirements 

~while 13 (42%) stated that t h q  were conducted as pan of 3 propert). transfer. 

Question 11) 6) asked: 

HOW often do you assess your environmental liability? 
n = 45 Total Responses: 44 Percentage of Overall Response: 98 C7c 

I I Percentage I 
Fre uencv of Res onse 

Every year 
Every two years 

I 5 1 1 1 %  l ~ v e r y  three years 
Every four years 
Every five years or more 



Eighty percent (35) of the 33 companies responding to this question noted that they assess 

their environmental liability on an annual basis. In fact. 96% of the respondents (37) 

reported that they assess this liability over a period no longer than 3 years (2 respondents 

stated they assess their liability every 3 years. and 5 respondents reported a 3-year 

assessment cycle). Importantly. this does not necessarily mean that comprehensive 

(corporate-wide) ELAs are conducted on an annual basis. Informal interviews with 

upstream oil and gas producers revealed that a comprehensive €LA may only be 

conducted on a 3-year (plus) basis. In the interim period. the environmental liability (site 

ABrR) value will be assessed using the input of field staff and in-house engineers. A 

large ELA program may be incorporated prior to the beginning of a new 3-year cycle. 

One respondent noted that assessment frequency. "depends on how active the company is. 

and the number of new sites that have been brought into production. [It] also depends on 

the number of reported spills that happen over the year." 

Referring to Fieure - 3.1. one of the activities listed in Stage I of the ELA protocol is the 

selection of an ELA team. Question If) 5 )  u.2~ used to determine the use of a variety of 

possible participants in the ELA process. The question and its response are found below 

Please rank the importance of each of the potential participants in the 
determination of environmental liability. (Between 1 and 5, 1 being highest: tied 
rankings are allowable.) 

Percentage of Overall Response: 98 % 

Outside consultants 
Engineers* 
Internal environment* 
Operators* 
Accountants* 
Other (please specify) 

* Tlresr pol-zicipa~zrs urr gerler-all?. irlrcnrul staff 
Other 

Operations management ( 1.0) 
Other upstream operators ( 1 .O) 
Internal execution specialists ( 1.0) 
Drilling(l.0) 



Internal environment (generally. under an umbrella department such as Environment. 

Health and Safety) received the highest median rank. followed by outside consultants and 

engineers. Notably. the rank assisned to internal environment was strongly influenced by 

the senior producers responding to the questionnaire. Both "engineers" and "outside 

consul~ants" received higher median ranks from intermediate and junior producers. This 

is primarily due to the limited amount of personnel charged solely with en\*ironrnenral 

duties in these companies (generally one or two people). During the folIow-up 

distribution of the questionnaire. it was observed that many intermediate and junior 

producers did not have an "environmental" depanmsnt. In its place. personnel in 

operations bore this responsibility along with their other duties. Notabh. the use of 

corporate personnel may be acceptable for operational ELAs. but the credibilit). of an 

unbiased third party is an important factor for ELAs performed for property transfers 

(e-g.. mergers and acquisitions (M&As )). 

4.2.2.4 Scope of E U s  

Thih section focuses on three scoping activities found in Figure 4.2: scale of ELAS. 

en\.ironmental liability issues and assessment activities (methodology 1. iVith respect ro 

the latter. the discussion distinguishes betn.een operational and M&.A driven EL.&. 

4.2.3.3.1 Scale of the ELA 

The scale of an ELA refers to the size and grouping of assets being in\*ostigated. The 

grouping of upstream production assets can be done in ss~~eral manners, including by 

producing fields. geographic area or on a company-wide basis. Furthermore. the assets 

thernsel~~es can also be grouped or separated in a variety of ways: such as. by single \veils. 

oil or gas production. batteries and facilities (facilities can further be broken dousn e.g.. 

compressor stations versus gas plants). Question II) 1) asked respondents: 

In calculating the environmental liability attributable to your company's upstream 
oil and gas operations which methods has :;our company used? 
n =15 Total Responses: 44 Percentage of Overall Response: 98 8 



I Freauencv 1 of Res~onse I 

Notably. pipelines were lefr o~tr of rile strrdv. as the foctis of the research was on ~r-eiisire 
erl ~.iro~zmenrcrf f iabilir?.. 

16 

23 
13 
27 
37 
40 

Given the selection frequency for each of the scale options it is evident that there is no 

one particular geographic grouping employed- The resuits do indicate that when atVeragss 

36% 

5 5 6  , 

30% 
6 1 % 
84% 
9 1 R 

or groupings are used. that area or field averages (55% of responses) are employed more 

Assess each well individually 
Apply area or field average (please state source 
of values e.g., industry organization) 
Apply company average 
Distinguish between oil wells and gas wells 
Estimate batteries separately 

-Estimate facilities e.g., gas plants separately 

often than company werages (30% of responses,. Importantly. this provides the users of 

an ELA ~ v i t h  the ability to identify and manage environmental risks on a field by field (or 

area by area) basis. The use of field and company averages. howsever. permits the 

sampling of ~vellsites (and less frequently. facilities) for an environmental liability 

assessment rather than requiring an assessment of each well individually. This is 

supported by the fact that only 36%- of the respondents indicated that the). assessed each 

u.ell indi\.idually. Notably. 58% of junior producers versus 20% of intermediate 

producers and 28% of senior producers assess ~vellsites indi viduaIIy. Although junior 

producers have considerably smaller staffs. the hands-on management of their tvel lsi tes 

bj. senior management and company directors likel~. infl uencrs this type of assessment 

(i.e.. the establishment of due diligence). The senior management and directors of 

intermediate and senior producers. hotvever. are further removed from wellsite or field 

level management. Consequently. they may not find the expense of the inditpidual 

assessment of we1 lsites to be tkPorth the additional (and potentially minimal) reduction in 

environmental risk. Notably. the questionnaire did not ask respondents what type of 

sampling strategies were used for those ELAs not addressing the population of wellsites. 

These strategies could range from arbitrary choices to simple (or stratified) random 

sampling to risk based approaches. 



In terms of the separation of oil and gas production assets it is evident that the amount of 

environmental risk associated with the assets determines whether or not they will be 

assessed separately. For instance only 61 R of the respondents stated that they 

distinguished between oi 1 and gas wellsites when calculating environmental liability. on 
the other hand. 8 4 8  of the respondents noted that batteries (i.e.. a site whose function is 

to collect and store produced fluid for trucking to another installation) receive separate 

environmental liability estimates. Furthermore. 9 1 C/c  of respondents stated that facilities 

are estimated separately. 

4.2.2.4.2 Environmental Liability Issues 

Identifying the environmental Iiability issues to be assessed during the ELA is an essential 

component of the scoping exercise. Including or excluding EL issues can substantially 

impact the EL estimate. Importantly. if the ELA is being used operationaI1y it is 

necessary that the assessment take into considerat ion the issues included in requisite 

financial disclosures (ct-g.. the site A&R provision). To omit an issue would lead to a 

misstatement of the value of this liability. Kotably. in the case of an ELA conducted for 

an L16r.A. the purchasing company may Lvant to include the issues used in their 

dixlosures. This u.ill substantially cut down on the reconciliation of the sits .4&R 

figures reported by the company being acquired. 

Several of the key site A&R issues \vere included in Question I )  2 )  which asked: 

Provisions for wellsite abandonment and restoration include which of the following: 
(check those that apply). 
n =35  Total Responses: 44 Percentage of O\.era11 Response: 98 % 

24 

Downhole abandonment 
Surface reclamation (lease) 
Access road reclamation 
Typical or minor site decontamination 
Extraordinary or major site decontamination (e.2.. 

Frequency 
3-1 
34 
43 
38 
30 

Percentage 
of Response 

100% 
100% 
98% 
86% 
68% 

55% 
substantial contamination issues) 
Off-property clean-up and settlements 



It is apparent from these responses that if an ELA is to satisfy the informational 

requirements of the site A&R provision that downhole abandonment. surface reciamation 

and access road reclamation need to be included as environmental liability issues. 

Notably. some companies may consider access roads an asset rather than a liability. 

especially if they can be transferred to another company requiring the access they provide 

e.g.. forestry companies. other oil and gas producers. The responses to this question. 

however. indicate that this argument is not often made by upstream oil and gas 

accountants. Typical or minor site decontamination is another issue that will likely be 

taken into account when setting the provision. With respect to extraordinar?. or major site 

decontamination and off-property clean-up and settlements. f i ve  respondents commented 

that they would include these issues if they were identified or probable. 

Question 111) 2 asked respondents: 

Fl'hat do you feel are the main drivers of environmental liability at a [single well or] 

These responses confirm the need to pay particular attention to doivnhole abandonment 

- 

single well battery? Please rate these from 1 to 4, 1 being highest: tied rankings are 
allowable. 
n =15 Total Responses: 38 Percen tage of Overal I Response: 84 % 

and surface and roadway reclamation when conducting ELAs for site A&R proi~ision 

purposes. Kotably. although extraordinary decontamination is only disclosed by 68% of 

Downhole abandonment 
Surface and roadwa? reclamation 
Typical case decontamination 
Extraordinary decontamination 

the companies responding to Question I) 2 ) .  its median rank (coupled with its mean rank 

Percentage 
of Response 

97% 
97% 
97% 
97% 

\ledian 
Rank 

2.0 
2.0  
3 -0 
3 .O 

of 2.7 - See Appendis 11) indicate that i t  is an important environmental liabilit I C C U ~ .  '- - 

Frequency 
37 
37 
37 
37 

1.2.2.4.3 Assessment Actii-ities (Methods) 

The questionnaire posed seLPeral questions in an effort to determine the methods 

employed by ELAs. Question H )  9) examined the use of phase I to III activities for both 

operational and -M&.A driven ELAs (notably. this question focuses on potential 



contamination issues: as a result. these phases are the same in purpose and method as 

ESAs). The question and responses are found below. 

a)  Please discuss the method used to determine the environmental liabilit! at 
operated wellsites and facilities. b) Please discuss the method used to determine the 
environmental liability for properties involved in merger and acquisition activities. 

a )  Operated 
n = 45 
I----- 
Fre uencv tsT- 

Wellsi tes 
Percentage of Overall Response: 934 

b)  Mergers and Acquisitions 
n =15  Total Responses: 42 Percentage of Overall Response 93%- 

1 Percentage I 

I of Response 
1 79% 

79% 

36% 

57% 

55% 

Scope 
i) paperhistorical records (Phase I). 
ii) involve site investigation of a sampling of sites 

(Phase I). 
iii) involve site investigation of the entire population 

(Phase I), 
iv) intrusive site investigation (Phase It). 
V) risk assessment for sites possessing major issues 

following the initial assessment (Phase H I ) ?  

The responses indicate that the ELA methods for operational and MBrA purposes are 

Frequency 
39 
33 

I6 

20 

26 

fair-1)- similar. Readers are cautioned. however. that these responses do not necessarily 

mean that these activities are carried out with each €LA. The comments section of 

of Response 
93% 

- 79% 

38% 

18 TC 

62% 

Question 11) 9 )  found in  Appendix II provides a collection of respondent pro\.isos f ~ r  

Scope 
i) paperhistorical records (Phase I).  
ii) involve site investigation of a sampling of sites 

(Phase I). 
iii) involve site investigation of the entire population 

(Phase I), 
iv) intrusive site investigation (Phase 11 ). 
v) risk assessment for sites possessing major issues 

following the initial assessment (Phase III)? 

these responses (these are especially pertinent to Phase Il and III assessment activities). 

Generally. howe\?er. the respondents noted that three activities are dependent on the size 

and number of sites involved in the assessment. these are: 



site investigation of the entire population. 

intrusive site investigation. and 

risk assessments of sites possessing major issues. 

That is to say. the greater the number of sires. the less likely these activities are to be 

carried out. The comments noted. that when these activities are conducted. they are 

generally held to major assets e . g .  facilities. 

In terms of the differences in the response breakdown two points stand out. Xot 

surprisingly. the use of paperhistorical records received a higher response rate for bI&X 

ELAs (93%) than operational ELAS (79%). M&As inherently mean that one party must 

determine the patent (and at rimes. latent defects) in  a properry. A record review is 

essential to this taak: indeed. it is a requisite function of Phase I ES.4s. Operationally. the 

use of paper/historical re\-ieuVs is split. Eighty percent of senior producers stated that 

these reviews urere included in the ES.4 method. \vhile only 42% of junior producers 

cited these reviews. This is likelj~ due to the personal kno~vledge the junior producers' 

senior manaspnent has of each of the company's assets. Senior producers. on the othcr 

hand. possess a prohibiti\-ely large amount of assets for such site specific knou.lrdge. 

The second difference owes to the site investigation of an entire population of ~.ell?;ites. 

For both operational and hl6k.A ELAs 50% of the junior producers stated that this activity 

k.as included in the ELA method. Intermediate and senior producers were far more 

reluctant to make this claim ~k-ith approximately 2552 of each of these "daily production" 

classes responding to this activity. Referring to the comments from five senior producers 

i t  can be seen that this is a matter of scale. i.e.. senior and intermediate producers are far 

more likely to purchase cornparati vel j -  large parcels of upstream assets Lfersus junior 

producers. I t  was noted that site in\*estigations of the entire population of assets are much 

more likely for small parcel purchases and facilities. 

The respondents were also given the opportunity to note the differences between 

operational and M&A ELAs. Question 11) 10) asked: 



Are there any differences between liability assessments conducted for h.l&.L\s versus 
those completed for operationavreporting purposes? 
n =45 Percentage of Overall Response: 91 5% 

Percentage 

23% No 

With respect to the activities required for each type of assessment the respondents hold 

differing opinions. However. in terms of the time available to conduct the assessments 

the consensus is that M&As have limited or "tight" timelines (this comment u.as not 

made for operational assessments). Exacerbating the difficult). of limited timelines for 

ten of the respondents is the fact that M&X ELAs require a more diligent and estensive 

in\*estigation of the sites involved in a transfer than an operational assessment. Tjrpical 

comments enforcing this stance include. ".M&As are investigated in more detail. as there 

ma!. be an opportunity to nesotiate price" and our practices are "more stringent for h,IBrAs 

due to unfamiliarity of property and historical e\*ents." Conversely. seven of the 

respondents noted the limited rime frames of M&.A ELAs restricted the scope of the 

assessment. One respondent noted: 

time limitations during M&As general1 y limit the scope of the liabil it). 
assessments to non-intrusi\-e ( Phase 1) assessments. If the potential for 
significant problems is identified. purchase agreements will allow one e a r  
to do Phase II and 111 assessments. 

Beyond methodology. respondents noted t~vo  differences betkveen operational and SldL.4 

ELAs: the purpose of the assessment and the ELA team members. Operational 

assessments were said to be issue driven (i-e.. "carried out to determine the nest steps to 

deal with contamination and reduce liabilitj.") whereas the purpose of M k . 4  ELAs \vas to 

identify problems. One respondent summarized the difference with the statement. "[with] 

h4tk.A~. we are trying to find the skeletons: [with] operational assessments. ive usually 

know where they are." The second difference between the two types of assessments was 

the ELA team used. When included in the respondent's comments. operational ELAs 

were said to be conducted using in-house staff. while M&As used consu1t;lnts. 



Further investigating the use of Phase II ELAs question IT) 14) asked. 

The itrte~t! of [his qlresriorr tr-as to determine the poterltial use of modds af~rr the Phclse I 
irr ~~estiCgntion irl lielc of a Pllase I? in vestigntiorr. 

Do you feel soiVwater analysis is required for all liability assessments? 
n =45 Total Responses: 42 Percentage of Overall Response: 93 % 

These responses confirmed the earlier sentiment that Phase II ELAs are not a requisite 

function of the ELA process. However. this statement must be balanced against the 

Yes 
No 
Variable 

Frequency 
9 
26 
7 

views of the 15 respondents who commented upon this question. Many of \\.horn noted 

Percentage 
of Response 

21% 
62% 
17% 

that a phased approach to ELAS would determine the use of Phase II ELAs. Furthermore 

for an). Phase I1 assessment soil/water analysis lvas suggested as a necessaq activitj'. 

These comments point to the possibility that the 26 "no" responses may not necessarily 

indicate respondent acceptance of substituting modeled values for expanded sirs 

The questionnaire responses dread>- discussed attest to the widespread use of ELAs 

throughout rhe upstream oil and gas industrl,. Furthemore. they point to the \.ariet>. of 

assessment scales and activities that are emplojred by ELAs. To better appreciate the 

ELA programs conducted by upstream producers the questionnaire asked that examples 

of these programs be furnished. Question II) i 1 ) asked respondents: 

What was the estimated cost of the environmental liability assessment (total dollars 
including in-house staff requirements) vs. asset value vs. liability estimated? Please 
state the type and scope (# of wellsites and facilities: level of investigation). 
n =45 Total Responses: 22 Percentass of Overall Response: 47 9 

The responses to this question are found in Table 4.3. They demonstrate that not only do 

the scale and level of assessment vary considerably. but the price paid for the assessment 

(i-e.. for assessments of similar reported scope) is also quite variable. In pan. these cost 

differences i t - i l l  relate to whether in-house staff or consultants were used to conduct the 

assessment. These differences arise for two reasons: i )  in-house labour costs and 



overhead may not be captured completely by the corporate accounting system and ii) 

consultant rates are generally substantially higher than those of in-house staff 

(imponantly. in-house staff costs can far surpass staff salaries and benefits: thus. 

narrowing this gap). With respect to the value of the ELA versus the "scope" of t h e  

assessment. it is apparent that ELAs involving Phase fl or Phase III assessments are 

substantially more expensive than Phase I ELAs. Notably. the liability estimated as a 

percentage of asset value varied considerably across the examples. The range of values 

calculated was 0.3% (taking into account significant figures. this value is 0%) at one 

extreme to 53% at the other extreme. In terms of central tendency. the mean percentage 

calculated was 12% (the median value was 5 % ) .  This mean percentage is slightly higher 

than the "rule of thumb" percentages (5% to 10%) of asset value used by producers to 

"guesstimate" environmental liability (notablj,. these percentages were commonly cited 

durins interviews with producers ). 

Question 11) 12) elicited further respondent comments regarding satisfaction with ELAs: 

Were you satisfied with the results of the estimate(s I? 
n = 45 Total Responses: 26 Percentage of Overall Response: 58% 

I Percentage 1 
73% 

No 
23% Variable 

This question received input from an additional four respondents beyond the twenty t ~ v o  

pro~~iding examples for question n )  I I ). Significantly. 73% of the respondents indicated 

satisfaction with the results of the estimate (note: the lone "no" response was attributed to 

three of the examples provided earlier). This indicates that the level of assessment detail 

(i.e.. the increased level of certainty regarding the estimated costs) does not necessari Iy 

correlate t\rith client satisfaction. Unfortunately. no reasons for the "no" and "variable" 

responses could be gleaned from the respondent comments. 







3.2.2.6 E~z~~irorrme~ztai Liabilities: Indrtstn Discussiorz 

Three questions concerning upstream oil and gas industry experience with environmental 

liability issues were included in the questionnaire. two focused on single wells and single 

well batteries. while the third was concerned with facilities. batteries and gas wells. The 

responses elicited by the respondents are generally quite varied (so much so as to hamper 

a content analysis). They do. however. cast light on a variety of upstream environmental 

liability issues ranging from causes of contamination to operational practices (good and 

bad. and their repercussions). To develop a sense of the environmental liability issues 

facing the upstream oil and gas industry. readers are directed to the comments provided 

for questions III) 4). In) 5) and IV) I )  in  Appendix II. 

3.3 E I ~  vironmental Liability Quantification and Modeling 

This section briefly explores environmental liability quantification and modeling in the 

upstream oil and gas industry. Using questionnaire responses. the section revieivs 

industry practices regarding EL quantification (or estimation). FoIlou.ing this. is a 

discussion of the use of models in the ELA process. Several questionnaire responses art- 

then examined as they relate to the development of model in^ \.ariablss and key dri\-srs of 

en\.ironmental liability at wellsites- The chapter concludes ~ v i t h  a discussion of a ke). 

EL4\ requirement. the asset list. 

4.3. I Enk~ironmental Liability Quantification 

Environmental liabilities are represented bj. a multitude of site A&R issues (as identified 

in Chapter 3). These issues must be quantified if the site A&R provision is to be set. and 

property transfer negotiations are to include EL activity costs. The US EPA (1996. 14- 

15) distinguishes betureen seven types of environmental liability ~~aluation approaches. 

they are described as follows: 

Actuarial techniques: involve the statistical analysis of historical data on 
the costs and/or occurrence of environmental liabilities or events (such as 
accidents) or consequences (such as adverse health outcomes) that can 
lead to environmental liabilities; 



Professional judgement: includes the expert judgement of engineers. 
scientists. lawyers. environmental specialists. and other professionals. 
Specifically. engineering judgement can be used to identify appropriate 
compliance and remediation activities and estimate the likelihood of 
accidental releases: scientific judgement can be used to assess hazards. the 
transport and fate of substances released to the environment. and the 
potential responses of exposed plants. animals. human beings. their 
property. and ecosystems.. . : 

Engineering cost estimation: develops costs (e.g.. for remediation. 
restoration. compliance. provision of replacement water supplies) by 
systematically identifying required implementation activities (termed 
activity-based estimating) and corresponding units. unit costs e-g.. labour. 
materials. utilities). and contingency factors or through parametric cost 
estimation which uses cost equations. either individually or grouped into 
more complex models. developed by analyzing the correlation between 
drivers and costs: 

Decision analysis techniques: fe-g.. event trees. probability distributions. 
level of confidence calculations) are used in structuring expen jud, "ement. 
reflecting (and quantifying) uncertainties in liability valuation. and in 
characterizing and presenting the results of environmental liability 
\raIuation.. .: 

Rlodeling: is used as an alternative or supplement to professional 
judgement when historical data are limited or not available. and cost or 
occurrence values must be simulated due to many uncertain 
~xiables . .  .Modeling typically draws upon a~~ailable data: professional 
judgement; quantitative expressions of pollutant release. transport. fate. 
exposure. and consequences: and statistic21 analysis techniques: 

Scenario techniques: are used to describe and address future situations 
that can affect environmental Iiabilities. such as changes in regulatory 
requirements. remediation policy. legal standards for compensation and 
natural resource damages. and enforcement pol icy.. . ; and 

Valuation methods: include a variety of legal rules and economic 
techniques for putting monetary values on environmental consequences for 
compensation and natural resource damage 1 iabilities. respectively.. . 

Notably. the MDP research identified the common use of three of these approaches: 

professional judgement. engineering cost estimation and modeling. This was 

demonstrated by Question IV) 2). it asked: 



How do you quantify environmental liability at these types of sites [facilities, 
batteries and gas wells]? 
n =45 Total Responses: 35 Percentage of Overall Response: 78% 

Thirteen respondents (37%) stated that they rely on "professional judgement" to value the 

environmental liabilities on these sites. A funher 1 1 % (4 responses) stated that they used 

"engineering cost estimates" and models to achieve these valuations (notably. the 

inference throughout the comments was that ELs in the context of the question were 

limited to contamination issues). 

Importantly. ESAs also were said to play an important role in the valuation of 

environmental liabilities. Twenty one of the respondents (60%) indicated thar sire 

assessments (regardless of phase) were a key factor in the quantification of environmental 

liability. Of these respondents. 12 (34%) noted the use of Phase I assessments. kVith the 

exception of two respondents. they atso noted the use of Phase II assessments. Only ttvo 

companies \vent on to state that Phase I l l  ESAs were also employed. Furthermore. one 

respondent noted that "detailed Phase IMlI inteestigations of potential sources [of EL] 

(e-g.. flare pits. ponds and USTs) [are] generally required." Another respondent 

summarized the multi-phased assessment process and resultant quantification n.ith the 

statement. "[We] conduct a screening level assessment. characterize contaminants and 

determine the volume of materials impacted. [W'e then] sekct [the] technology/techniqus 

to remediate e.g.. digdump, land farm. biopile. thermal desorption. and risk 3-ssessment. 

Ynir costs are applied to \,oiumc estimates [to arri\re at the EL valuation]." 

Compared to decontamination (or remediation) issues. the financial quantification of 

disman~lement and. less so. abandonment issues can be relatively straight forward tasks. 

oement was a common Not surprisingly. the MDP research found that professional jud, 

valuation method for these issues (in all likelihood. this judgement relies on an 

underlleing method. albeit ad hoc. of engineering cost estimation). Notably. the wealth of 

abandonment and dismantlement experience held by the industry greatly assists in 

remo~~ing the uncertainty regarding these activities and the costs associated with them. 

This is not to say thar variabilit~. does not exist: rather. the implication is that industry 



experience may well account for this when the estimates (or a range of estimates) for 

these issues are established. 

4.3.2 Modeling 

The remainder of this section examines modeling as a means of achieving environmental 

liability estimates. Notably. the term modeling as used in this discussion does not 

differentiate between engineering cost estimation and "modejing." as defined by the U S  

EPA. Rather. it places these approaches on a continuum. 

The use of modeling can prwide many benefits during both the ELA process and as an 

estimation tool for site A&R provisions. Recalling the discussion on modeling found in 

Chapter I .  we find these benefits include: 

more efficient and cost effective environmental liability assessments as the need for 

extensi~~e site reviews decreases: 

improved A&R projections on a well-by-well basis (vs. field or area averages ): 

benchmarks for A&R costs and activities for wellsites displaying similar attributes 

(e-g.. fluid typo. age. soil type. proximity to ground and surface Lvater. eco-region3 

erc. ): 

sreater kno~-ledse of environmental and financial risks associated with ~vells 

exhibiting certain documented characteristics (e-g.. surface casing vent flow leaks 1: 

and. . in the case of industry wide modeling. companies will benefit from the experience of 

peers for both project planning and A&R provision estimates. 

These benefits. however. are tempered by the fact that the predictive capacity of a model 

depends on the data and assumptions upon which i t  is built. Continual improement 

(refinement) of the model with data collected during site A&R activities is an important 

means of improving this capacity (this topic is covered at length in Chapter 5 ) .  Another 

consideration with modeling is the site by site variability that may not be captured by 

these data sets. e.g.. site operational history and construction practices. 



These sentiments are reflected in the responses to Question U )  13). which asked: 

Do you think it would be useful to use statistically modeled values for wellsite 
environmental liability from a third party auditor using a mutually agreed upon 
assessment protocol? 
n = 45 Percentage of Overall Response: 93% 

Percentage 

40% No 

This question received 25 comments either placing provisos on the "yes" response or 

providing justification for the "no" response. Notably. of the nine comments indicating a 

"no" response seven stated that environmental liability is sire specific: in other words. a 

mode1 could not accurately reflect the variability in ELs present at each wellsite. This 

lvas also the sentiment of three of the "yes" responses: however. their suggestion  as that 

actual site investigations be incorporated into the assessment process r thereby accounting 

for some of the site variabil i tj,). Additionally. four "yes" respondents cautioned the 

model would have to represent (or account for) this site variability through the use of a 

sufficient number of \\.ellsites (i-e.. possessing actual site ABrR data) and the "proper 

\,ariabies for depths. products. geographical representations, land use etc.." 

4.3.2. I Rc~\.ie\r. of Crpsrr-ecrrrr Oil ~zrld Gcrs EL Cosrirrg .%IocI~/s 

The MDP research encountered little literature pertaining to the modeling of 

environmental liability in the upstream oil and gas industry. One notable pubiication ii ah 

the US EPA's (, 1996) Valuing Potential En\-ironmental Liabilities for Managerial 

Decision Making: A Re\,ic\\. of Available Techniques. It rsvien.s several types of 

environmental liability and 37 valuation tools. These tools incorporate \.arious 

combinations of the seven valuation approaches mentioned in Section 1.3.1. Although 

these tools did not relate directly to the upstream oil and gas industp. they provided a 

useful background on potential valuation methods. 

Professional experience conducting ELAs coupled with MDP research identified several 

environmental liability valuation models available to the upstream oil and gas producers 

in Alberta. Three of these models are discussed below: they were chosen far their 



representation of site abandonment and restoration issues. Notably. none of the initiatives 

discussed below are producer-based models. rather they represent public and private 

sector offerings. MDP research did. however. discover in-house models used by several 

senior producers. Their methods are similar to the models listed below. 

3.3.2.1.1 Public Sector: AELrB 

To ensure the remittance of adequate abandonment deposits (i.e.. with regard to the Long 

Term Inactive Well Program and well transfer deposits discussed in Chapter I ) the AEUB 

has de~reloped an "abandonment deposit calculation form." This form is an kIS Escel 

based spreadsheet costing model that can be downloaded from the AEL'B's uebsite. 

http://~i~~v~v.eub.gov.ab.ca-. According to Bob Stoddard of the AEUB tpers. comm.. 

February. 1999) this model uses costing data derived from the Board's own abandonment 

experience as ~vell as those of a major "abandonment" contractor. To arri\.e at the 

abandonment costs for a specific well the model requires the user to input se\*eral pieces 

of information regarding the welIsite (i-e.. assign values to model \.ariables). these are: 

C'nique well identifier (Uit'l): this is a kvell identification code that uses the 
seosraphic position of a wellsite in Alberta. This position is denoted using the Lesal 
Sub-Division (LSD). Section. To\\.nship. Ranse and Meridian of the  ~vellsite's 
location: 
&'ell license number (for administrative purposes only ): 
Well depth; 
Venttloiv: is repair required (yes or no)?: 
Wellbore: (choose one) 

well empt>./not perforated. 
we1 l empt>./perforated. 
tubing and rods. 
tubing only: 

Number of Event Sequences (refers ta geological e\*ents); 
Groundwater protection required (yes/no: if no. documentation is required): 
Purpose of the abandonment deposit (for administrati~~e purposes only) .  

Llsing this information the costing model generates values for three abandonment related 

costs: 

Well bore costs: are driven by both the wellbore status and the number of event 

sequences entered: 



Groundwater protection (costs): is a function of the welI's W I .  According to the 

AEUB's Heather Stein (pers. comm.. February. 1999) the province is di\-ided into 

eight categories (each with a different abandonment value) that reflect a range of 

sensitivities to groundwater issues: and 

Ventflow costs: a flat rate of $17.400 is assessed for those wells requiring ventflow 

repairs. 

A total cost calculation provides the value of the abandonment deposit to be remitted. 

This model appears to offer an efficient means of assessing a wellsite's abandonment 

liability: however. it is likely that producers will defer to their o\vn estimates for purpose3 

of the site A&R pro\-ision and property transfers. 

Worably. Chapter 1 discussed the AEUB's expansion of the orphan \veil abandonment 

fund to include. orphan facility and pipeline abandonments. and associated site. Facilitl. 

and pipeline reclamation. At present however. the Board has not released costing utilities 

for these acti~vities. 

4.3.2.1.2 Private sector: 

Tu.0 prii.ate sector models will be discussed in this section. The first model \\as 

d e ~  eloped i n  1993. by the Canadian PetroIeum Insurance Exchange (CPLY) ~ v i t h  the 

assistance of I4 oil and gas producers. According to John Jorgensen (pers. comm.. July. 

1999) this model weas designed as a "financing instrument." rather than as a \veilsite XkR 

budgetins tool or property transfer negotiation tool. CPU proposed the development of a 

pre-funding program for abandonment and restoration costs. Essentially it  sought to 

calculate uellsite A&R costs in present value dollars and convert this to an annuit). (a  

serieh of equal payments for a specified number of periods) based on an estimate of the 

well's life. This would allow a producer to make an annual (tax deductible) payment to 

the pre-funding program for the duration of the well's (estimated) life. At the end of the 

tvell's life. the producer would draw an amount equal to the site ABrR costs from the fund 

(presumabIy to conduct this work 1. 



Although this program did not come to fruition. the model's method remains a valid 

example of EL quantification. As is common to most models encountered during this 

research. the CPIX cost tool used a variety of variables to determine wellsite 

abandonment and reclamation costs. The wellsite variables that were considered in this 

model were based primarily on production type. Oil and gas wells were classified 

separately and sub-classified into sweet or sour (i-e.. contains hydrogen sulphide (H-S)) 

production. Oil wells were further classified into heavy or light crude production. These 

variables also included well depth and production area (the province was divided into five 

areas that accounted for soil. vegetation t-ypes and land use). These variables were 

converted to a series of multipliers that accounted for the greater or lesser amount of 

resources they required to abandon. remediate and reclaim a sire. Finally. these 

multipliers are applied against a series of baseline costs for wellsite abandonment. 

remediation and reclamation to derive site specific costs. Notably. the baseline costs and 

multipliers were developed throush the use of professional judgement and engineerins 

cost estimation. 

The second model to be revietved was ds\.eloped by Komsx International Limited. It is 

used in conjunction ~vith the site assessment component of their ELA protocol. Thih 

model is designed to flex with a client's particular project scope requirements. Hotvever. 

its use of a statistical costing approach integrated with more conventional Phase I 

techniques Iends itself to conducting large scale ELAs (increases in the level of 

confidence of the assessment can be achieved through the use of Phase D and 111 site 

assessments). In the case of such ELAs. site investigations of the entire population of 

wellsites are not conducted: rather. a stratified random sample is used to determine the 

sites to be investigated. This stratification can be based on any number of variables. 

including a whole or partial combination of age, production (fluid) type. well status. asset 

tjvpe and size, field. ecoregions. regulatory regime and greedwhite provincial areas. The 

obsemations made during these site investigations e.g., volumetric estimates of 

contamination. are factored into the model. 



The cornerstone of this model is the use of Monte Carlo simulation (.MCS) to assist in 

estimating the costs associated with environmental liability issues. MCS is used to model 

complex situations by employing probabilistic simulations when the value of essential 

\!ariables is uncenain or fluctuating. For example. a standard cost estimate for pit 

excavation would apply a fixed hourly rate against an estimated amount of time to arrive 

at a singular dollar amount. Using MCS. the time needed to finish the task is represented 

by a probability distribution: thus. reflecting the "real life" variability associated with the 

work. Randomly applying the "excavation times" found within this probability 

distribution against the hourly rate over thousands of iterations. the -MCS = ~enerates 3 new 

probability distribution. This distribution. however. represents the pit excrt~+ation costs. 

A measure of central tendency (e.p.. mode) could then be chosen to represent the cost 

esrimate. Notably. the precision of this estimate could be improved by increasing the 

number of iterations. Typically. the precision of a Monte Carlo simulation is proportional 

to the square root of the number of scenarios used (Contingency Analysis. July. 1999. 

Website). 

The model. itself. is based upon a series of conventional cost estimate spreadsheets. 

Thcss spreadsheets reflect a chronolo~ical breakdo~vn of the ~vork needed to address an 

environmental liability issue e-g..  site remediation. Model variables (e.g.. rates for 

equipment and volumetric estimates of contamination determined during the site 

investigation) are simulated using assumptions (wehich are probabilit~. distributionb. 

constants or premises generated by professional judgement andor  supporting data 1. 

Using MCS. the model selects values for each assumption and places them into c o s ~  

estimate formulas on the spreadsheets. After a defined number of iterations. a probabilit~. 

distribution representing the cost of the liability issue will be generated. Once the 

resultant cost probabilities are known. a reasonable statistical measure of each 

stratification class is selected as being representative of each of its members and will be 

used to project or extrapolate across the stratification class assets. These data are then 

tabulated to provide a final EL estimate. 



3.3.2.2 Porerztial Modelirzg Variables 

A key feature of each of the ELA costing models mentioned in the previous section is the 

use of variab!es to adjust or set the values of EL issues. Consequently. the main criteria 

of such variables is that they influence the costs arising from these issues (i-e.. a strong 

correlarion must exist between the variable and the cost of the EL issue)- Question III) 3) 

drew upon industry experience to determine some potential modeling variables. The 

question and responses follow below. 

These "causes" can be classified under three general headings (the median ranks are 

What do you feel a re  the main causes of decontamination costs at  a single well 
batter?? Please rate these from 1 to 15 with 1 being highest: Tied rankings are 
allowable. 

provided in brackets): 

Site alterations: 
Operational flare pits and disposal sumps (2.0): 
Disposal flare pits (2.0): 
Lrndsrground storage tanks (3.0): 
Sumps (7.0): 
Drilling flare pits (8.0): and 
Remote sumps ( 10.0) 

Percentage of Overall Response: 81 % 

Product type 
Drilling flare pits 
Operational flare pits and disposal sumps 
"Disposal" flare pits 
Sumps 
Remote sumps 
Drilling muds 
Underground storage tanks 
Proximity to water 
Prosirnit? to human population 
Soil t ~ p e  
Age 
Field 
Land zoninglend land use (e.g., 
agricultural vs. forested) 
Site construction practices 

Response: 38 
Percentage 
of Response 

97% 
90% 
95% 
92% 
92% 
77% 
90% 
97% 
92% 
905 
95% 
97% 
85%- 

87% 
92% 

n =45  
hledian 
Rank 

3 -0 
8 .O 
2.0 
2 .O 
7.0 
10.0 
10.0 
4.0 
7.0 
9.0 
6.0 
5.0 
10.0 

9.0 
7 .O - 

Total 

Frequency 
37 
34 
36 
35 
35 
29 
33 
37 
34 
35 
36 
37 
32 

33 
35 



Environmental risbsite remediation: 
Soil type (6.0); 
Proximity to water (7.0): 
Proximity to human population (9.0): and 
Land zoning (9.0) 

Practices: 
Site construction practices (7.0): and 
Drilling muds ( 10.0). 

Although the "causes" are grouped under these headings. they are not. necessarily. 

confined to them. The headings are intended to depict the major theme or context 

represented by the groups of "causes." "Site alterations" refers to capiral additions (or 

infrastructure) of a wellsite beyond the actual wdlbore and rig. The heading 

"environmental risk/site remediation" represents those "causes" that can either affect the 

mieration of contaminants or the remediation criteria associated with a ~vellsite. 

"Practices" acknowledges those causes specific to operational practices of a particular 

upstream oil and gas producer or a set of industry accepted practices for a given period of 

time (for example. prior to 1983 there u-as no requirement to conserve topsoil 1. 

Notabl>.. three "causes" of contamination f d l  outside of this classification. age (5.0). 

product type (2.0) and field ( 10.0). Although. age received a median rank of 5.0 it can be 

a major influence on the other "causes" listed. especially those related to site alterations 

and site practices. As environmental regulations ha\.e become increasingly more 

stringent with time many exploration. driiiing. construction and operational practices 

have changed (lessening the adverse environmental impacts associated with them). For 

this reason. age is commonly used when stratifying we1 lsite popuiations. Product type 

(and similarly field) can also impact site alterations and site practices. as the issues or 

"causes" included in these classes varj. ~ i t h  it. As ufith age. this is the rationale for its 

use a variable in ELA models- 

With respect to the "cause" classes. it can be seen that "site alterations." in general- 

represent the highest median rankings afforded by the respondents. In particular. 

operational flare pits and disposal sumps and disposal flare pits stood out with median 

rankings of 2.0. Associated with these issues is a high degree of uncertainty. firstly in 



terms of whether they are present on a site or not (many have been buried. especially 

older pits) and secondly the contents of the pit (i.e.. potential contaminants) are unknown. 

Consequently if these issues are included as variables. this uncenainty will have to be 

addressed through Phase TVm investigations or with the use of a modeling tool such as 

MCS. 

The "environmental riswsite remediation" class received relatively low median rankings. 

Soil type achieved the highest median ranking of the class receiving a 6.0. One possible 

explanation for the low rankings provided to the other issues is rhat upstream oil and gas 

producers generally remediate contaminated soils to Alberta Tier I Criteria for 

Contaminated Soil Assessment and Remediation (Draft). If there were more frequent use 

of risk based criteria. such as the Alberta's Tier II criteria. it is possible rhat these issues 

n.ould be given a higher ranking. As it stands. with the exception of soil type. they do not 

appear to be good variable candidates. 

Finail>,. the "pracrices" class also received low respondent rankings. With respect to site 

construction practices, i t  is likely that the use of age as a ~pariable is a sufficient substitute 

for these issues. Notably. attainins documentation detailing site specific construction 

practices ~vould also be an extremely difficult task (especially for older \vellsites). 

Drilling muds are also tikely deemed to be represented by operational flare pits and 

disposal sumps or disposal flare pits (as these pits %.ere traditionaIIy their repositories I.  

Question III) 2 )  b) asked respondents to: 

Please list any other factors that you believe to be determinants of decontamination 
costs. 
n = 35 Total Responses: 20 Percentage of Overall Response: 44 C/C 

The most common response to this question was operational practices. past and present ( 8  

responses or 40%). Other respondents noted contaminant type and level of contamination 

(3 responses) and proximity to disposal facilities (2  responses) as being determinants of 

decontamination costs. 



Soil type received a relatively low median rank (6.0) as a factor in decontamination costs. 

With respect to surface reclamation. however. soil is a major consideration. Question 111) 

3) C) asked respondents to: 

Please specify/categorize the soil types and locations most sensitive to soil conditions 
(e.g., Brooks vs. Edson) in terms of reclamation costs. 
n =45 Total Responses: 25 Percentage of Overall Response: 56 % 

The most frequent response regarding soil type was sandy soils (9 responses or 36% ). 

Solonetzic and clay soils were also mentioned. With respect to the location most 

sensitive to soil conditions the southern and eastern portions of the pro~~ince were cited 9 

times. The reasons provided most often were sandy soils or lack of topsoil. The forested 

northern rssion of the province was also cited. given the relativeIy short growing season 

and difficult warm weather access (i-e.. due to the presence of muskeg). 

4.3.3 €LA Data Requirements and Availability 

The purpose of this section is to discuss a key date requirement of the ELA process: asset 

lists. These lists are used to identify the oil and gas properties being transferred in a 

divestiture or acquisition program or in the case of an operational ELA. to identify the 

population of the client's holdings (or a ponion thereof. generally by field). The asset list 

is critical to conducting the ELA for several reasons: 

it provides the \vellsire identifiers (usuaI1y in the  form of a unique well identifier) and. 

consequently. the locations of the assets being assessed: 

the attainment of this list is the first step in planning the ELA program (population 

sampling. site visit and interview scheduling and records reviews. among other tasks. 

are dependent upon this list): and 

the LrWI pro\.ided by the asset list is the wellsite's link to a host of public and private 

sector databases containing information pertinent to the assessment of environmental 

liabilities. For example: 

AEUB derived databases are used for a number of purposes including the 

searching for. and review of spill records through its Environmental 

Information System: 



petroleum data services companies such as QC Data also provide AEUB data. 

One example of their offerings is the ability to search a current and 

comprehensive listing of AEUB licensed wellsites in Alberta. The data 

provided by this service includes: UWI. Latitude. Longitude. Well License #. 

Licensee, Operator. Spud Date (to determine age of well). Producing Fluid 

Type and Status (e-g.. pumping oil. flowing gas. water injector etc.). Kotably. 

this system can also be called upon to provide an asset list of a given licensee 

(a valuable check against the client's asset list): and 

the LrWl also is beneficial when searching for AEP environmental protection 

orders placed on these properties. 

Some of the difficulties (or barriers) associated with the attainment and use of the asset 

list include: 

differences in data formats between different data sources (e-g.. inconsistencies in 

structure and naming conventions ): 

incomplete location identifiers (these create difficulties in matching data sets); and 

stale asset lists pro\*ided by the client. Stale asset lists result \\.hen they do not keep 

pace with the ongoing acquisition. divestiture and reclamation of wellsites (asset list3 

should also be current in terms of listing suspended wells and failed exploratory 

wells). 

Given these potential difficulties. and the time penalties the!, can foster. it is prudent that 

their possibility be identified at the onset of the ELA proz oram. 

4.4 Review* 
Chapter 4 commenced with an examination of eni*ironmental management. It focused on 

the ability to manage environmental risk through the use of an EMS. Using the 

discussion of EM driving forces and EM tools. a context for ELAs was created. 

Associating environmental liability assessments with two well known types of 

environmental auditing established ELAs as another EIM tool. At this time a definition 

describing the activities and obligations of ELAs was provided. The d r i~~ ing  forces 

behind the decision to conduct them were subsequently discussed. Drawing from the 



results of the self-administered questionnaire. ten driving forces were ranked and placed 

in three categories: legal requirements. financial requirements and social stakeholder 

concerns. Legal requirements were presented in terms of common and statute law. At 

this time. the concept of "due diligence" was introduced. It was explored in terms of 

corporate and director actions necessary for its demonstration. From this point forth. due 

diligence remained a key consideration of the ELA process. Financial driving forces 

examined the quasi-regulatory requirements prompting the recognition and disclosure of 

environmental liabilities. ELAs were presented as a means of meeting the EL 

information needs of upstream oil and gas producers. Notably. although the 

questionnaire respondents state that lending institutions and insurers are key driving 

forces behind the use of ELAs. MDP research demonstrated that these financial 

stakeholders have no hard and fast requirements for them. Rather. their concern is with 

the ongoing management of environmental risks. ELAs \vere shown to be a ivay to 

establish upstream oil and gas producers' commitment to managing these risks. Social 

stakeholders received mixed rankings. with the public being perceived as a driving force 

it.hile EYGOs are paid little heed. The risk management potential of ELAs was explored 

as an approach to preventing negative public sentiment. ELAs ivould achie\.e this 

throush recognition of environmental issues. alloii-ins for their management prior ro 

affecting the public. 

The chapter proceeded to examine current environmental liabilitj# assessment practices 

and issues as dra~vn from the responses to the self-administered questionnaire. SotabI>.. 

this discussion began with a revien. of a three-stage ELA protocol. To provide continuity. 

the issues and practices as discussed followed the format of the protocol versus that of the 

questionnaire. The topics included in this discussion ivere: en~~ironmental management 

actiivities. use and frequency of ELAs. ELA team. scope of ELAs and examples of 

respondent €LA programs. With respect to EM activiries. it was found that the majority 

of producers conduct ELAs. provide environmental manuaIs and carry out regular 

environmental audits of facilities. Audit frequencies bet~veen one and three years are the 

most common. Regarding use and frequency of ELAs. the use of these assessments 



varies considerably between the respondents. ranging from one to hundreds. Most ELAs 

are conducted annually (to fulfill the requirements of the site A&R provision). The 

composition of the ELA team varies with the  purpose of the assessment. Consultants are 

primarily used to conduct M&A ELAs. while in-house staff carried out operational ELAs. 

The section discussing the scope of ELAs contained several topics: scale of the ELA. 

environmental liability issues and assessment activities (methods). Regarding scale. 

when averages for EL values are used. the majority of respondents base them on a field 

le\.el versus a company-wide level. i t  is also commonly held that liability estimates for 

~vellsites are differentiated separate1 y as oil and gas wells. Additionally. facilities are 

assessed based on size and function e-g.. gas plants vs. compressor stations. With respect 

to en\*ironmental liability issues. downhole abandonment. surface reclamation. access 

road reclamation and typical decontamination activities are included in the site A&R 

pro\.ision. The questionnaire responses regarding ELA activities indicate little 

differentiation in methods. Notably. the respondents are di~vided as to u.hich ELA type 

commanded the higher level of assessment. The most apparent differences bet~veen the 

assessments are the increased acceptance of historical revie\vs for M&;I\?i and the limited 

time frames associated with them. The use of consultants (third parties) for M & A  ELAs 

and in-house staff for operational ELAs is yet another difference. FinalIy. the 

questionnaire solicited examples of ELAs conducted by the respondents. It kvas observed 

that increased scope (i.e.. use of Phase WII ELAS 1.s. Phase I ELAS) did not necessarily 

lead to greater satisfaction with the estimate. In terms of the environmental liability 

estimated as a percentage of asset value. the mean value utas 12%. 

The final section of this chapter examined EL quantification and modeling. When the 

questionnaire asked the respondents if they would use a statistically based model to 

estimate EL values. 60% said "yes." with the proviso that site inspections of a sample of 

the population take place as well. Those respondents stating "no" argued that site 

variability is too great to allow for EL modeling. Next. this section reviewed one public 

sector and two private sector EL costing models. All were spreadsheet based and used a 



series of variables to represent site conditions. One model. however. incorporated the 

role of uncertainty into the estimates through the use of Monte Car10 simulation. The 

chapter concluded with a discussion of the importance of accurate and timely asset lists. 

These lists not only indicate which properties are owned (and being transferred) by an 

upstream producer. but provide links to a host of valuable site information held both 

privately and publicly in digital databases. 



5. Corporate Accounting Practices: Site Abandonment and Restoration 

Provision 

This chapter examines the upstream oil and gas industry's current practices regarding the 

development and reporting of the site abandonment and restoration provision. It draws 

upon both the self-administered questionnaire and the structured interviews to discuss 

three key activities associated with the site ABR provision (see Chapter 2 for 

methodology and Appendices II and Ill for full results). It examines: 

the acquisition and management of wellsite A&R activity and cost data. 

site ABR accounting practices. and 

site A&R provision setting and reporting. 

FoIlo\\ ing this discussion. a gap analysis of the general ledger (GL) codes used to account 

for site A&R activities is conducted. This analysis will be used to provide 

recommendations regarding the establishment of potential GL codes that reflect both 

~vel lsi te restoration and abandonment activities. 

5.1 Backgrordrrd 

En\.ironmental liability. as operationally defined (see Section 3.1 - 2  of Chapter 3 ). is a 

product of the regulatory requirements governing the abandonment and restoration of 

propeny affected by oil and gas operations. Consequently. environmental liability as 

accounted for and reported by upstream oil and gas producers is represented by uellsile 

and facility site abandonment and restoration activities. The primary means of reporting 

this IiabiIity is through the site A&R provision as required by CICA Handbook Section 

3060.39 (discussed in Section 3.1.1 of Chapter 3 ). Provisions are defined as "amounts 

allocated to coLper any likely (certain) future liabilities or losses that have arisen but not 

yet been settled" (Bennett and James. 1997.43). Indeed. Section 3060.39 states. "when 

reasonably determinable. provisions should be made for future removal and site 

restoration costs. net of expected recoveries. in a rational and systematic manner by 

charges to income" (CICA. 1996). 



Current practices regarding the assessment methods used to determine the value of the 

site A%R provision. as well as the environmental liability accruing to sites involved in a 

transfer. were discussed in Chapter 4. Environmental liability assessment. however. is 

only one component in a multidisciplinary effort to determine and report the site A&R 

provision. Figure 5. I demonstrates the site AgiR data and information flows that occur 

between several A&R related activities. The site abandonment and restoration provision 

is the central fixture in this figure. representing its role as a sink for the financial 

information provided by the surrounding activities. As is depicted by the circular flow of 

the figure. this model does not ha\.e set beginning and ending points. rather it represents 3 

continuous process. 

Figure 5.1 Site Abandonment and Restoration (Environmental Liability) Data and 
information Transfer Model 

Property Transfer 
(Merger, Acquisition 

Site Abandonment Environmental 
6; Accounting 

Liability Restoration Assessment Provision 

Site Abandonment 

Restoration Activities 



Notably. this figure represents a seamless transfer of data and information between the 

various activities that are presented. In reality. this flow can be substantially more 

limited. For example. site abandonment and restoration activities and their costs may not 

be accounted for in sufficient detail. nor used to upgrade the assumptions employed by 

EL costing models. The "static" model may then underestimate. or overestimate. the 

value of the environmental liabilities accruing either to company assets (e-0.. wellsites) or 

those of a potential acquisition. 

The following discussion briefly explores the relationships between the activities depicted 

in F i ~ u r e  5.1 (the overriding provisos being that this is not an exhaustive listing of site 

ABrR provision related activities and these relationships may not be fully developed 

within the operations of upstream oil and gas producers). Using an arbitrary starting 

position in the model this discussion begins with site abandonment and restoration 

activiries. Site A&R activities can affect and be affected by each of the activities shown 

in Figure 5.1 (as is demonstrated by the solid lines). With respect to both the provision 

and property transfers. historical site A&R cost data can be used as a basis for sire A&R 

(or EL) estimates. Indeed. this data can be incorporated into several of the valuation 

approaches mentioned in Section 4.3.1 of Chapter 1 incIuding. professional judgement 

and modeling. h'otably. site A&R activities are most closely tied to accounting actiLeitiss. 

as they are responsible for coliecting and analyzing this data for internal and external 

purposes. These purposes include financial statement preparation and site A&R 

budgeting. 

ELAs can play several roles in relation to the various activities shown in Figure 5.1. For 

example. they are used as a due diligence vehicle to identify and quantify the 

contamination found on a potential acquisition. These costs may subsequently be 

reflected in a lower purchasing price for a property found to have contamination. 

Depending upon the scope and scale of the ELA (e-g.. the assessment may not review all 

of the site A&R issues discussed i n  Chapter 4). the assessed costs could be used to update 

the site A&R provision regarding the acquired (or divested) sites. Site abandonment and 



restoration activities (generally carried out by one or more departments such as. 

"Environment. Health and Safety." Abandonment and Drilling ) may also benefit from 

ELAs. For instance. the contaminant identification and quantification function of ELAs 

will point out environmental risks. allowing producers the potential to proactively 

manage the contamination issues. 

Aside from being a "raison d'Ctre" for ELAs. a property transfer is also linked to the site 

AgLR provision. The increase or decrease in the number of wells (and facilities) held by 

an upstream oil and gas producer. and the resultant change in corporate A&R 

commitments will need to be reflected by the provision. Consequently. the number. type 

and status of assets transferred are key pieces of information for corporate accounting. 

Importantly. oil and gas wells classified as long-term inacti~~e wells (i-e.. wells identified 

by the AEUB's Long Term Inactive Well Program) may be included in  a transfer. These 

w*eIls will be added to the base well count of the purchasing producer. Given the limited 

time horizon allowed for the abandonment (and. potentially. reclamation e.g.. if an AEP 

inspector issues an Environmental Protection Order calling for site reclamation) of these 

\vslIsites. this transfer will require a shon-term commitment of human. material and 

financial resources to address these issues. This will impact upon previous budgeting 

(i.e.. resource commitmenr5) and planning for site A&R acti~.ities at the purchasers' 

existing wellsites. 

Accountins activities are a criticaI component of the site A&R data and information 

model. Although the links from the activities portrayed in Figure 5. i lead to the site 

A&R provision ("the sink for financial information"). in actuality. accounting activities 

represent the interface between the data and information collected from the other 

activities and the calculation and reporting of the site A&R provision. Figure 5.1 displays 

two accounting types. financial and managerial. Each of these activities can substantialIy 

influence the site A&R information and data model. Financial accounting can be 

characterized as, "that branch of accounting concerned with the classification. recording. 

analysis. and interpretation of the overall financial position and operating results of an 



organization'' (CICA. 1983.65). Governed by Generally Accepted Accounting Practices 

(GAAP). financial accounting encompasses the process and decisions that culminate in 

the preparation of financial statements relative to the enterprise as a whole for the use by 

parties both internal and external to the organization ( h i n e  and Sylvester. 199 1. 2). The 

site A&R provision. therefore. falls under the purview of financial accounting. 

Financial accountinp activities related to site A&R work include collecting and recording 

financial data derived from the A&R activities. This data is organized or grouped using 

general ledger accounts that represent four basic categories: revenues. expenses. assets - 
and liabilities. The relationships between financial accounting and the activities shown in 

Figure 5.1 are quite varied. and in most cases can be reciprocal. For instance. it was 

shown that site ABrR cost estimates derived from ELAs. conducted for property transfers 

or operational purposes. can be used to adjust the site A&R provision. At the same time. 

cost data collected from corporate site A&R activities can be incorporated into EL costing 

models: thus. increasing their predictive accuracy. 

Managerial accounting can be defined as the identification. measurement. accumulation. 

analysis. preparation. interpretation. and communication of information that assist?; 

esecuti\.es in fulfilling organizational objecti\res (Homgren and Foster. 1987. 2 ) .  In other 

words. managerial accounting is concerned ~ . i t h  providing information to managers. 

With respect to the site A&R data and information transfer model presented in Figure 5.1. 

managerial accounting is most closely aligned with site A&R actiirities. Indeed. the 

financial and acti~~ity dara derived from site A&R projects can serve many managerial 

needs. For example. the financial data collected from these activities can be examined 

within the managerial accounting framework to determine variances (and consequently 

risks) associated with site A&R activities. sites and site characteristics (e.g.. production 

type. age. location etc.). This information can subsequently be used to budget for. and 

plan site A&R projects. Notably. if managerial accounting techniques are to be employed 

~ v i t h  site ABrR activities it is important that the initial capture of activity and cost data be 



sufficiently detailed for the analytical needs of management. Bennett et al. (1997.10) 

state: 

Reclassifying accounting data after its initial entry is sometimes 
impossible and almost always time-consuming and costly. Hence. the 
secret of success in all areas of management accounting - including that 
related to environmental issues - is to capture any data necessary for 
analysis (such as the purpose of expenses) when the data is entered. 

5.2 Current Pmtices: Site Abandonment and Restoration Accounting and Reporti,zg 

The following section reviews several key aspects of site ABrR activities as they relate to 

financial and managerial accounting. As mentioned in Section 5.  I .  the data and 

information derived from the financial and managerial accounting of site A&R acti\-ities 

is used for many purposes including. ELA modeling and site A&R planning and 

budgeting. Notably. the accounting and reporting topics recrieured in this section are 

discussed at lensth in both the 1993 CICA publication Environmental Costs and 

Liabilities: Accounting and Financial Reportinn Issues and the Wainman and Ford ( 1995) 

publication The En\.ironmental Manual for Business and Professionals. 

5.2.1 Site AbR Data Acquisition and Storage 

The purpose of this section is to examine the a\.ailability c includins. ease of access) and 

reliability of \vsllsite A&R activity and cost data. These characteristics have 3 direct 

bearing on the ability to apply managerial accounting tools to the site A&R data held bq. 

upstream oil and gas producers. Furthermore. they provide insight into the ab i l i t  of the 

upstream oil and gas producers studied to perform an historical analysis of site A&R 

costs and activities. This type of analysis is essential to the development or refinement of 

EL issue (activity) cost assumptions. 

Quesrion 1 ) of the structured inter\.ieur asked: 

Is wellsite remediation and rectamation progress digitally tracked? By: 
n = 14 Total Responses: 14 Percentage of Orleral I Response: 100 9 
I ~ r e ~ u e n c ~  I Percentage 1 

-- 

1 I 3 1 86% l~nvironrnental Department's database 

1 13 I AFE* accounting system (e.g. EYES) 



* A FE is apt acronxnz for A~tizorization for Expenditiire: rizis is the industn's prinron 
rnenns of brtdgeting. releasi~lg and rrackirlg frtnds for upstream oil and gas acrh-iries. 

This question was used to ascertain the amount and type of site remediation and 

reclamation activity data that could be acquired through digital (and consequently. time 

and cost effective) means. Notably. the ability to access these data would allow for the 

asset list in a property transfer or operational ELA to be updated with the value of 

ongoing work at a site. Eighty-six percent of the interviewees noted that wellsite 

remediation and reclamation are digitally tracked by the environmental department's 

database. Unfortunately, little information was provided on the level of detail to which 

this information was captured. During the interviews. the intentieueer had the opportunit* 

to examine some of these systems. The level of detail captured by these systems varied 

great 1 y. Some possessed detailed information regarding the reclamation work being 

conducted. contractor names. amount of contaminated materials and running costs. while 

those that b.ere more limited simply included notes to describe the reclamation activities. 

The platforms also varied from databases. that allowed multiple queries. to spreadsheets. 

With respect to the use of A F E s  to track this progress. 93% of the intervie~vees reported 

that their XFE system did reflect site reclamation progress. Of the six interviewees 

responding to the question concerning the le\.el of detailed captured. three stated that is 

was IOW. one stated that i t  is was fair. and t~vo claimed a high level of detail. 

Interestinsly. one of the "low" respondents stated that although the .WE codes reflected 

detailed site A&R activities. the attention paid to it kvhen entering invoices against it  was 

low. In terms of managerial accounting applications. this inattention to detail can bias 

analyses or. more likely. prohibit them. Two other notable comments were made 

regarding this question. One interviewee stated that his company's AFEs have a limited 

time horizon (three years). Once the AFE expires. any remaining work would have to be 

authorized under a new AFE (this process makes i t  exceedingly difficult to construct a 

historical profile of' reclamation and remediation activities). Another interviewee noted 

that AFEs will caprure wellsite remediation and reclamation progress using abandonment 

and restoration GL codes. only if the value of the AFE exceeds $25,000 (othenvise an 

AFE is not raised and the work is not tracked by the AFE system). 



Question 2) a) extended the work of Question 1 ) when it asked: 

Does this system (s) follow the life of the wellsite, i.e. from the initial drilling AFE to 
those issued for abandonment and restoration? HOW? (are the A m ' s  linked by a 
well identifier code?) 
n = 14 Total Responses: 14 
I 1 Percentage 
Fre uencv of Res onse p+sl;: 

Percentage of Overall Response: 100% 

With respect to the types of links used by the AFE or Environmental database. three were 

commonly mentioned: in-house codes. WJs and LSDs (legat site descriptions). 

Notably. the comments to this question indicated that AFE systems were far more capable 

of tracking the life of a wellsite than the environmental databases. In terms of system 

ability to track wellsite reclamation activities- it  was noted that unitized wells (i-e.. tho3e 

weIls thal are packaged as a unit for the purposes of joint ventures) cannot readilj, be 

tracked. 

Question 2 )  b j  asked: 

Are the AFE's related to environmental work (and in particular abandonment and 
restoration) linked to wellsite land information (e.g.. the land department's 
data base)? Please comment. 
n = 14 Total Responses: 14 Percentage of Overall Response: 100% 

I I Percentage I 
Fre uencv of Res onse 

36% 

This question was significant in that it  pro\.ides a measure of the degree of difficulty 

associated with matching wellsite A&R activities with the corresponding cost data. Only 

61% of the respondents noted that this was possible. Of the nine companies stating that 

AFEs and wellsite land information were linked. three stated that establishing the link and 

attaining data remained a difficult task. 

To establish the possibility of amending the asset list used in a property transfer or 

operational ELA to flag sites that are undergoing site A&R activities Question 2) c )  

asked: 



Can your organization produce a wellsite asset list of those sites currentl! 

The abiIity to access and cross reference this list with the asset list used for the ELA will 

undergoing abandonment and/or reclamation activities? 
n = 14 Total Responses: 11 Percentage of Overall Response: 100% 

allow the assessment to compensate for the A&R work that is being carried out on the 

flagged sites. Two respondents noted. however. that a minimum value of A&R work 

Yes 
No 

r 

Frequency 
14 
0 

(S 10.000 and S25.000 respectively) had to be met prior to being entered into the AFE 

Percentage 
of Response 

100% 
0% 

system. Consequently. site A&R work valued less than this amount could not easily be 

tracked. 

Questions 1 ) and 2 )  of the structured intewiew indicated that wellsite A&R cost data can 

readily be accessed through the producers' digital accounting systems. Question 3) was 

used to determine the age to which these records are deemed reliable. it asked: 

To what year are you confident in capturing accurate total historical cost 

Sipnificantlj*. 64% of the interviewees noted that their records could not reliably produce 

information for site restoration and abandonment? 
n = 14 Totat Responses: 11 Percentage of Overall Response: 100% 

total historical cost information for site ABR activities conducted prior to 1995. This is 

not surprising. as the accounting and reporting effects of the CICA's site A&R provision 

Year 
>=I997 
1996 
1995 
1994 
1993 
1992 
<=I991 

I 

Frequency 
3 
7 - 
3 

0 
1 
3 - 
7 - 

requirement did not gain the respect or recognition of the upstream oil and gas industry 

Percentage 
of Response 

2 1 C7c 
4 

13% 
29% 
0% 
7% 
14% 
13% 

until  a few years after provision's inception (December 1. 199 1 ). 



Question m) I ) a) of the self-administered questionnaire sought to gain information 

regarding the maintenance of (and ease of access to) records regarding environmental 

work (and not specifically site A&R activities). The question asked: 

Does your company keep records (e.g., AFE's and reconciliations based on invoiced 
costs, consultants' reports etc.) of environmental work conducted at wellsites? 
n = 45 Percentage of Overall Response: 96% 

Percentage 

I 3 I 7% /very Limited 
Notably. the vast majority of respondents stated that records of environmental work were 

kept. They did not. however. state which types of records were maintained e-g.. AFEs. 

reclamation progress reports etc.. 

Part b) of the question asked: 

To what age are these records reliable? 
n =45 Total Responses: 35 Percentage of OveralI Response: 78% 

I I Percentage I 

Two Years 
'Three Years 
Four Years 
Five Years 
Six Years or more 
Unsure 

Frequency 
1 

The responses established that within the upstream oil and gas industry. the historical 

reliability of environmental actitpity records covers a wide a range of ages. Significantly. 

of Response 
3% 

only 20% of the respondents noted that these records are reliable for a period of six years 

One Year 

or more. 

Part c )  asked: 

Are these records maintained digitally? 
n = 45 Total Response: 32 Percentage of Overall Response: 71 % 



I 1 Percentage 1 
Fre uencv of Res onse n1:: 
The 53% "no" response points to the luge number of records regarding environmental 

activities that are maintained only in paper files or microfiche. The implication for Phase 

I ELAs is that the records review of wellsite environmental work can be expected to be a 

lengthy and difficult process. In summaq. the responses to this question indicate that 

reliable wellsite information can be collected as far back as several years ago: however. 

access to the data will be hampered by the fact that less than half of the records are 

maintained digitally. 

To use the tools of managerial accounting on wellsite A&R acti\-ities it is sometimes 

necessary to dratv cost and activity data from the supplier and contractor invoices issued 

for the work. This is espe~i;lll>~ the case where there are insufficient site A&R M E  (or 

GL)  codes (i.e.. a lack of ABtR activity categories ) or poor AFE coding practices. 

Question 8)  a) of the structured interview asked: 

Original invoices and work orders for site abandonment and restoration work are 
stored by what means? 
n = 14 Total Responses: 14 Percentage of O\.erall Response: 100% 

I Percentage ( 

Actual invoice is held in the well file 
( 2  1 %*) 

36% hlicrofiched 
29% Imaged and digitally attached to the corresponding AFE 

Other (e.g. Accounting) 

irzclltde nr-o cor?rptirties t /~or said phorocopies of irz\.oices are hekd irr rhe \c.eIisirefilc~: crs 
rhis rrctrzslnrus iuro reodil~. uccessed \r.ellsitu A &R cost itlfonnntiorz. 

Referring to the invoice filing method used upon data entry and invoice conversion. pan 

6) of the question asked: 

Are these invoices batch filed? 
n = l l  Total Responses: 14 Percentage of Overall Response: 100% 



7% Unknown 

Batch filing refers to grouping invoices (for all activities) by a common characteristic: 

most often. by date. In terms of retrieving well specific invoices. the only means to 

retrieve them is to scan the daily invoice batch files for them. This an extreme1 y labour 

intensive process. the costs of which may not be justified by the expected .A&R 

management benefits. Significantly. those companies using invoice imaging systems 

(29%) stand at a clear advantage in terms of access to historical site AGrR activity and 

cost data. Even in the face of limited GL A&R codes. the cost of numerous A&R 

activities conducted at wellsites can be reconstructed. Notably. the fact that AFEs and 

~r-ellsires are digitally linked allows ready access to well specific (rakv) data. 

The questions already discussed indicate the potential difficulties in establishing a profile 

of ~vellsite A&R activities. In the case of a merger or large scale property acquisition 

this potential can be ~vorsened. Questions 14). 15) and 16) of the structured interview 

focus on the data and information a\-aiIable to companies that have recently completed 

Question 13) asked: Has your company r e c e n t l ~  been involved in a takeovedmerger 
(i.e., yours was the acquiring party)? 
n = 14 Total Responses: 11 Percentage of Overall Response: 100% 
I I Percentage I 

Notably. the fact that 5 7 9  of the interviewees staled that they have recently been 

in\.olved in a either a takeover or merger demonstrates the ongoing volatility i n  the 

upstream oil and gas industry. 

For those interviewees affirming their involvement in a takeover/rnerger. Question 15) 

asked: 



I f  yes. are you confident in your organization's ability to emciently and effectively 
capture site abandonment and restoration (cost) data? 
n = 1 4  Total Responses: 8 Percentage of Overal l Response: 57% 

I I Percentage I 
( ~ r e ~ u e n c ~ l  of Response ] 

The overwhelming majority of interviewees expressed either a lack of or limited 

confidence in their ability to capture site A&R cost data. In fact. one respondent noted 

that record keeping was so poor that company personnel have to visit the sites to establish 

their status. 

Pan b) of Question 15) asked respondents to comment on the level of detail that sits 

A&R information could be captured. Of the seven companies responding. the most 

frequent comment was that the level of detail was limited. The reason for this focused on 

severaI points. including deficient or too feu. AFE (or GL) codes. Poor access to data 

(ix.. the data is microfiched or on paper) and limited availability of historical information 

tvere also cited as rea-sons for the low level of sits A&R cost detail. 

To determine the Ie~~el  of access to digitally stored cost files (e.g., AFEs) and \{.ellsite 

environmental acti~~ities. Question 16) asked: 

Is this wellsite data maintained digitally (i.e., in an EYES type system or 
environmental department database) or on paper/microfiche? To what level of 
detail (if maintained digitally)? 
n = l l  Total Responses: 8 Percentage of Overall Response: 100 5% 
I 

I 1 Percentage I 

13% Both 

Kotably. the interviewees commonly stated that accounting (AFE) data were digitally 

stored but environmental activity data were not. Confirming the responses to Question 

15) regarding confidence in  this data. one respondent noted the AFE data were only 

available for the year preceding to the merger or acquisition. Prior to this. the site A&R 



cost data are stored on microfiche. Another respondent noted that they did not even have 

paper files. 

5.2.2 Site A&R Accounting Methodology and Practices 

This section examines several site A&R accounting issues identified through professional 

experience with ELAs and the acquisition of site ABiR data for model development and 

provision updating. as well as early MDP research. These issues include the degree of 

site A&R activity cost tracking. GL coding practices. the treatment of salvage value in 

terms of AFE budgeting for site A&R activities. and corporate A&R budgeting practices. 

Question LI) 7 )  a)  of the self-administered questionnaire is not specifically related to the 

site A&R provision; however. i t  sheds light on the respondents' managerial accounting 

practices reprding en~ironmental actibVi ties. The question asked: 

Do you compare your actual environmental costs with your estimates? 
n =45  Percentage of O\*erall Response: 98 L7c 

Percentage 

66% Yes 

The fact that on Iy 6 6 5  of the questionnaire respondents compare their actual 

environmental costs (e-g.. spill clean-up. sits ABrR) bvith ( M E )  budget estimates implie3 

that there is currently limited use of tho managerial accounting techniques available to 

them (especially. in terms of cost analysis). The implications of these responses also 

extend to the sits A&R provision. A lack of budgetlcost reconciliations throws into 

question the accuracy of the respondents' site A&R provisions. Specifically. without a 

reconciliation. there is no means of checking the accuracy of the costing assumptions that 

the site ,4&R pro~eision is based upon. Xotably. the AFE systems encountered during 

MDP research. and professional practice. reconciled budgeted site ABrR costs with actual 

costs. Consequently. the low response rate may be due to two factors: 1 ) limited AFE 

codes (and/or poor coding practices) do not allow for an adequate examination of these 

costs activities and 2)  a lack of desire or (perceived) need to re\.ieuf these costs. 



Part b) of Question II) 7) asked: 

If so, how often are they compared and how accurate are the estimates in light of the 
actual costs? 
n = 45 Total Responses: 24 Percentage of Overall Response: 52 % 

I Percentage I 

Of the 24 responses received. 23 stated that these comparisons are conducted e\.ery year 

Frequency 
23 
0 
1 
0 
0 

or sooner. With respect to the accuracy of these estimates the respondent comments were 

too varied (and. at rimes. incomplete) to tabulate. However. 5 of the 10 companies 

of Response 
96% 
0% 
4% 
0% 
0% 

commenting on the accuracy of their estimates stated that they were reasonably accurate 

Every year or sooner 
Every two years 
Every three years 
Every four years 
,Every five years or more 

(e.g.. actual costs were within 10% of the estimates). two stated they consistently 

underestimate the value and another claimed to overestimate. The greatest reported range 

in variance was +/- 50%. With respect to the estimation accuracy regarding site A&R 

issues. one respondent noted that "accurate estimates can only be made for do\%-nhole 

abandonments. Potential remediation costs are more difficult to estimate." Importantl>.. 

several comments referred to the iterati~ve process of estimating the value of the acti\.it!.. 

conducting the work and using this experience to hone subsequent estimates. 'This 

exemplifies the potential use of cost data to make managerial decisions: more 

importantly. it attests to the fact that a~ti\~it\,-specific site A&R codes may be used to 

effect better abandonment and reclamation planning and more accurate site ABrR 

reporting. 

Several environmental accounting authors. including Epstein ( 1 996). Bennett et. al 

( I997 1. Burritt ( 1997) and the US EP.4 ( 1995). have noted that overhead accounts are 

frequently used to absorb environmental costs rather than assign them to particular 

projects. processes. facilities. activities etc.. Consequently. environmental costs and their 

dri~lers are not factored into management decisions. Question 5) of the structured 

intrrvie~v was used to determine the reliance of upstream oil and gas producers on 



overhead charges versus the assignment of costs to environmental (site AgiR based) 

issues. The question asked: 

To what degree is cost tracking (for environmental issues) activity based e.g., are 
direct costs such as internal labour/management charged [specifically] to projects. 
Note, please state whether this tracking is-the result of joint venture agre&nents 
(JVA) or whether it is a departmental initiative? 

Percentage of Overall Response: 100% 
Percentage 

Often 
Occasionall_v (e-g. major projects) 

I I Percentage 1 I ~ r e ~ u e n c ~ l  of Response loverhead Formula 

Percentage 
JVA Requirement 

~ I - ~ ~ L > c ' I  e-vperzses, 3% (2%) OII IIIY IZP-1-1 $100.000 crrlci 1% arr clrr)-ririrrg abo1.e SIS0.000. 

Notabl~. .  the tables o f  responses. shown above. identify the key components of Question 

5 ) .  It  is apparent from these responses that overhead charges are commonlj. used to 

reflect environmental (and site ABrRi costs. Furthermore. the respondents stated that 

these requirements are driven by joint venture agreements (Jv.4~). The structure of thex 

agreements. including the project/activity overhead cost alloca~ion is generally governed 

by guidelines established by the Petroleum Accounting Society of Canada (see PASC. 

1996 in Section 7.0: References). Important1 y. this charge-out structure will bias site 

.4&R activity cost data in several ways. For instance. the costs of excessive 

environmental supervision for a problematic a.ellsi t s  will not be reflected in the charges 

assigned to joint venture partners or the wellsite. In this case the producer/operator ~ v i l l  

bear the additionaJ costs and the site A&R activity will be undervalued. 



Questions 6) and 7) of the structured interview focus on the GL codes used to account for 

site ABR activities. The purpose of these questions is to determine the level of derail 

used by the AFE accounting system to reflect site A&R activities and costs. As learned 

earlier, detailed GL codes do not necessarily translate into increased cost details. as their 

accuracy is dependent upon the individual assigning the actual costs to the AFE. 

Question 6) asked: 

Are there clear directivedguidelines for coding AFE's raised for site abandonment 
and restoration activities? Can you please provide a copy of both related AFE 
(general ledger) account listings (actual G L  codes are not needed) and the guidelines 
associated with them? 

Percentage of Overail Response: 1007~ 

Yes 
No 

Tlrr second purr of this ~ I I Y S ~ ~ O J Z  is add-essecl irr Secrion 5.3 of [his cllcrprer. 

Xotably. these pidelines will not guarantee the proper assignment of costs to their 

associated activity. The!? will. however. assist managers and field personnel that have the 

desire to correctly enter the cost data. One interviewee (field supervisor) noted: 

The guidelines are fairly clear: however. nobody ~ fo r r i e s  about capturing 
costs in the detail posed by AFEs. we are more concerned ~ v i t h  totals. At 
the district (business unit) level we maintain our own cost and wellsite 
records that provide us. but not headquarters. with a lot of the detail 
regarding site activity and cost data. 

Recognizing the potential rejection of site A&R codes by environmental and field staff. 

Question 6) asked: 

Were these guidelines/cdes developed in conjunction with the departments of 
environment and operations? 
n = 14 Total Responses: 13 Percentage of Overall Response: 100 52 

I I Percentage I 
Frequency 

9 
of Response 

64% Yes 



As with Question 6). 64% of the intemiewees noted that the codes were developed in 

conjunction with the departments of environment andfor operations. One interviewee 

noted that. "the codes were originally drafted to comply with the CICA Handbook. Since 

this time. Environment has done a lot of work to make the codes more effective." 

Notably. departmental input may encourage field staff and management to make use of 

AFE codes. 

Compounding the difficulties regarding the use of site A&R accounting data to develop 

hisrorical cost profiles. or ro refine EL cost assumptions. AFEs for site A&R work may 

include salvage values. This will have the effect of lowering the expected and actual 

costs associated with the site AgrR activity. Consequent] y. the degree of difficulty and 

time required to examine site A&R cost variances would be substantially increased. as the 

effect of the  salvage value \vould have to be removed from the overall costs. Question 

1 1 ) of the structured intenriew asked: 

FVhen raising [opening] AFE's for restoration and abandonment is salvage value 
included? 
n = l 4  Total Responses: 14 Percentage of Overall Response: 100Vc 

I Percentage I 

* Tllosr cur?zp~u~i~'s listitlg Outlz Yes C I I ~ J  11'0 t - ~ S ~ O I I S L ' S  ~ I I L I I I J ~ L ' ~  I I I P  Yes t-esporlsu rt.irt't: 

stll~-a,qu is i~zclltded for ntcijor projrc~s/f~icilities or- ahc~rlcio?lr~zetlr orl1)-. 

h'otabl).. only I of the 14 companies intenvieived stated that sal\.age value was included in 

AFEs generated for A&R activities (i-e.. salvage is netted out of AFE budgeted site A&R 

The final structured interview question related to site A&R accounting practices focuses 

on corporate A&R budgets. Question 9) asked: 

Does your company maintain a separate budget for site abandonment and 
restoration or does funding for this work flow from operations? If a separate 
budget does exist what environmental costs can be applied against it e.g., site 
contouring, UST rernovaUreplacement, spill clean-up? 



n = 1 4  Total Responses: 11 Percentage of Overall Response: 100% 
t 4 

I I Percentage I 

Seventy-nine percent of the interviewees stated that they had in place either a separate 

corporate A&R budget or a funding mechanism that provided for site A&R activities. In 

either case these mechanisms ensured that site A&R activities were not charged to 

separate business units (e-g.. field offices or operating areas). 

During both informal intenriews and the structured inteniews the merits and draw-backs 

of using a corporate site A&R budget were discussed. Several respondents noted that 

removing the financial responsibilities for site ABrR from the field offices or operating 

areas (separate profit centers) substantially decreased their reluctance to identify and act 

on site A&R issues. Subsequently. this allon.s for better ent*ironmental liability 

management. The main drawback of using a central budget is the willingness of field 

offices to request funding to undertake environmental projects (e.g., spill clean-up) not 

considered site A&R issues. To paraphrase one respondent. in the eyes of the field 

offices. the central A&R budget can be likened to the goose that laid the golden egg (i-e.. 

cost control and budgetaq responsibility are removed from operarions). To encourage 

di 1 igent field level environmental practices and. primarily. to account solely for A&R 

acti\-ities. several en\,ironmental issues can be excluded from the budget (notably. these 

esclusions apply only to current issues. those arising from past practices remain valid 

charges). One interviewee stated. "the budget covers all well or facility decommissioning 

and any decontamination due to something historic. Operations is responsible for clean- 

up. any upgrades to operations and site assessments for facilities." Another intclrvieivee 

noted. "the provision for abandonment and reclamation covers pits. underground storage 

tanks and spi!ls ( i f  a site is identified for reclamation). 

5.2.3 Site Abandonment and Restoration Provision 

This section discusses current issues and practices related to the dei.elopment and 

reporting of the site abandonment and restoration provision. Topics include. the site 



A&R activities and environmental issues included in the calculation of the provision. the 

treatment of salvage value. the use of ELAs to update the provisions. and site A&R 

disclosure and reporting practices. 

The site abandonment and restoration provision represents the accrued value of se\*eral 

end-of-life activities. Like Question I) 2) of the self-administered questionnaire. Question 

4) a) of the structured interview asked the interviewees to acknowledge those activities 

included in the site A&R provision. Question 4) a) asked: 

\Vhat is the basis for the site abandonment and restoration provision (i.e.. what 
activities or environmental cost issues are included)? 
n = 14 , T;t~p~espo,nses: l4 Percentage of Overall Response: 100% 

Percentage 
Fre uencv of Res onse 

Down hole abandonment 
Surface reclamation (lease) 
Access road reclamat ion 
Typical or minor site decontamination 
Extraordinary or major site decontamination 

50% Off-property clean-up and settlements 

This question ivas restated in the structured interview in order to determine kvherhsr 

interviekvees (represented by corporate accounting personnel) held a different position on 

these matters than the questionnaire respondents (generally operations and environment 

personnel). Notably. the responses for both groups remained relatively similar. This 

confirms the inclusion of d o ~ ~ - ~ h o l e  abandonment. surface reclamation. access road 

reclamation and t)pical or minor site decontamination as site A&R activities to be 

recognized by the provision. Intervieurees also noted the possible inclusion of flare pits. 

USTs and sumps. With respect to these issues. one interviekvee noted. "to be included in  

the provision an item must pass the following test: 'this item will never be found [or used] 

on the wellsits again'." Notably. when asked in Question 10) of the structured intervieiv. 

79% of interviewees stated that flare pits were included in the site A&R provision. 



Question 4) b) asked: 

Do you adjust your site abandonment and restoration provision annually based on 
cost reconciliations supplied by the department(s) responsible for such work? 
Please explain. 
n = 14 Total Responses: 14 Percentage of Overall Response: 100% 

I Percentage I 

Of the four interviewees voicing a "no" response. two noted that issue cost assumptions 

were reviewed over a longer period. three and five years respectively. Examples of 

comments made by the "yes" respondents include. "input from operations about new 

facilities. retrofits. remediation work. etc. will be inputted into the final calculation" and 

"we use a tvel lsite average that is based on ongoing operations' averages. i-e-. the current 

year's A&R program." These comments. amongst others. provide convincing arguments 

regarding the establishment of GL codes (and guidelines) that will ensure that site A&R 

acti \- i  ty and cost data are adequately captured for managerial analyses. 

With respect to the use of ELAs to update the site A&R pro\.ision. Question 13) asked: 

Is the site abandonment and restoration provision updated/revised with the results 
of environmental liability assessments? 
n = 14 Total Respc 
I I Percentage 

nses: 14 Percentage of Overall Response: 100% 

Frequency, 
I I y e s  

NO 
Unknown 

of Response 
79% 

Supporting the linkages established in Figure 5.1. the vast majority of intervieuess stated 

that the>, update the site A&R provision wi th  the results of ELAs. Indeed. 2 of the 5 

companies commenting on the question stated that corporate-wide ELA programs using 

3-and 5-year cycles (respectively) are employed for this purpose. Several of the 

inten~iewees added that they will incorporate any additional site A&R cost information 

that is available into the provision. 



Earlier we learned that the interviewees rarely cover the costs of spill clean-up with the 

site ABrR budget. Not withstanding that discussion. Question 1) 7)  of the questionnaire 

asked: 

How are spills accounted fc 
is greater than a fiscal year 
n = 45 Total Respon: 

I I Percentage 

Ir: present period expnsing or if clean-up and treatment 
, reported as a liability? 
~es: 45 Percentage of Overall Response: 100% 

Liability 
Present Period Expensing 
Both 

- 

Sotably 788  of the respondents stated that spills are expensed in the present period 

regardless of clean-up duration or size (based on materiality - a financial threshold used to 

determine the inclusion of a financial issue in the financial statements). Consequently. 

= to costs clean-up operations extending beyond one fiscal year are expensed accordin, 

incurred over each successi\*e year of clean-up activity. By not capitaIizing these costs. 

however. company stakeholders may not be able to factor the financial impact of the 

spill(~r into investment decisions. This observation is tempered by the fact that spilis of 

this size may be disclosed in the notes to the financial statements. Interestingl).. nine 

companies stated that spiIls ~ v i l  l be expensed or capitalized depending upon the 

masnitude of the spill, 

Pre\-iously. n.e leaned that salvage value is rarely included in AFEs raised for site A&R 

activities (notably. salvage value is defined by Section 3060.15 of the CICA Handbook as 

the "estimated realizable value of a capital asset at the end of its life. Salvage value is 

normally negligible"). Question 12) of the structured interview asked: 

How is salvage treated when setting the liabilitx provision for site abandonment and 
restorat ion? 
n = 14 Total Responses: 14 Percentage of Overall Response: 1007~ 

I I Percentage I 

1 9 1 64% l ~ o t  included 

Frequency 
5 

* Itrc-lltclirzp (or rlettitzg oil!) S C I Z \ * C I ~ ~  \*allre \rei l l  ilmv rile effecr of rrdtrcirrg the site A&R 

of Response 
36% Included* 



This question arises from the wording of CICA Handbook Section 3060.39 which 

indicates site A&R provisions are established such that they should be "net of expected 

recoveries." Significantly. both the PASC (1992) and the CICA (1993) recommend that 

salvage value not be included in the site A&R provision. Rather. they state that salvage 

value. when it is applied. should be included in the depreciation. depletion and 

amortization (DD&A - the requirement for the inclusion of DD&A is found in CICA 

Handbook Section 3060.3 1 ) section of the income statement (see the above mentioned 

references for a full discussion on this issue). Imponantly. during the interviews it was 

not determined whether those companies including salvage in the site A&R provision 

also included i t  in the DD&A (this would represent a "double" counting of salvage iralue 

and would result in a misstatement of financial information). Several of the "not 

included" respondents. however. mentioned the application of salvage value to their 

DDsLA calculation. 

The final questions used in this discussion were drakvn from the self-administered 

questionnaire. and are directed at the reporting and disclosure of environmental liabilities 

(including site ABrR activities as represented by the site ABrR provision). Question I )  4)  

asked: 

When disclosing environmental liabilities in the company's financial statements are 
they listed as line items on the statements or as notes? This is especially pertinent to 
contingent liabilities e.g.. certain instances of site remediation for contamination. 

Total Res onses: 42 Percentage of O\*erall Response: 93% 
Percentage 

Fre uencv of Res nses 

Notes 

1 3 I 7% 1 Both 
Con tingent Iiabili ties (losses) can be defined as an existing condition or situation 

involving uncertainty as to possible loss to an enterprise that will ultimately be resolved 

when one or more future events occur or fail to occur (Section 3290.02. CICA Handbook. 

1997). Section 3290: Contingencies of the CICA Handbook has established 

recommendations regarding the type of disclosure (line or note) to be used with these 



contingent liabilities. In terms of upstream oil and gas operations. contingent liabilities 

can arise from site contamination issues and pending lawsuits. 

Question I) 5) asked: 

Do you believe that there should be full disciosure of site restoration liability, 

The respondents voicing "yes" responses genera!ly held that those liabilities that are 

including contingent liabilities, on the financial statements. 
n =45 Total Responses: 44 Percentage of Overal l Response: 98 % 

"likely" or "estimable" but not both (i.e.. contingent liabilities) would be better addressed 

as notes. The comments made by the "no" respondents included "estimates of site 

Yes 
No 
No Comment/N/A. 

Frequency 
3 1 
1 I 
2 

restoration liabilities are far too inaccurate to require full disclosure" and "I don't think 

Percentage 
of Responses 

70% 
25% 
5% 

this can be done realistically. Without an environmental assessment you cannot put a . . 

dollar Lsalue on the  iiability." 

Question I )  6 )  a )  asked: 

The clear majority of respondents noted that the site A&R provision was accrued on a 

When reporting the liability figure, is it derived from a remaining reserve [unit of 
production] basis or is a discounting technique used? 
n = 45 Total Responses: 4 40 Percentage of Overall Response: 89 5% 

unit of production (remaining reserve) basis. These results confirm the sentiments of the 

Frequency 
3 1 
7 
3 

PASC ( 1991.4) which stated that. "a company would likely use the unit of production 

method to provide for removal and site restoration costs for wells." Notably, one 

Percentage 
of Response 

78% 
18% 
5% 

respondent stated that this question was not applicable to their operations as the salvage 

Remaining Reserve [unit of production] 
Discounting 
Other 

Lraiue of their assets exceeds the estimated environmental liability. 



Finally, Pan b) of Question I) 6) asked: 

Do you feel it appropriate to accrue this liability rather than report the entire 
amount (with or without discounting)? 

Total Res onses: 21 Percentage of Overall Response: 47% 
Percentage 

Fre uencv of Res nse 

No 

This overwhelming "yes" response indicates the respondents' approval of the site A&R 

disclosure method recommended by the CICA. 

5.3 Site A&R General Lodger Account Gap Analysis 

The purpose of this section is to identify site A&R acti\-ity gaps in the general ledger 

codes pro\vided by the interviewees (see Question 6 of the structured intervie\\-). Upon 

determining these gaps recommendations are made regarding the development and 

adoption of additional site A&R GL codes. There are two primary goals associated \vith 

introducing these GL codes. Firstly. it is to develop sufficiently detailed site A&R 

activity and cost data to allow for (en\-ironmental) management analyses of these 

acti\.ities. their costs and the ~vellsites from which they are derived. Secondly. it is to 

provide both the sits A&R pro\.ision and EL cost models with relevant. reliable. 

comparable and understandable site ABrR cost data. 

This gap analysis was performed using the site A&R GL codes of 13 intsrvie~vees. To 

provide an initial basis of comparison. these codes were reviewed against the wellsite 

A&R cost categories supplied by the PASC ( 1991 b). Both the PASC's wellsite .A&R cost 

categories and the and the GL codes of the inten-ietvses can be found in Appendix IV. 

To determine the site A&R activity gaps a count of abandonment specific GL codes and 

restoration (reclamation) specific Gt codes Lvas carried out  for each company. 

Sisnificantly. the number of abandonment codes/activities \*astly outnumbered the site 

restoration codes/activities for 311 but four of the interviewees (this includes one 

intenriewee that only submitted site restoration codes). The ratios of abandonment codes 

to restoration codes ranged from 39 (abandonment codes) to 2 (site restoration codes) at 

one extreme to 2 (abandonment codes) to 1 1 (site restoration codes) at the other extreme. 



The most telling statistic regarding the lack of representation of site restoration codes is 

the fact that 9 out 13 companies had four or fewer site restoration codes (while six of 

these possessed two or less). With respect to the I 1 companies furnishing abandonment 

codes. 8 possessed 10 or more abandonment specific codes. The large number of 

abandonment codes used by these companies is a legacy of long-established drilling 

programs (the two activities. although at either end of a well's life. are very similar in 

process. labour and material needs). Indeed. according to the interviewees. the codes 

representing the majority of abandonment activities uvere spavned directly from drilling 

and exploration departments. Given the significant amount of GL code detail available 

for abandonment activities the gap analysis 11 focus solely on restoration acti \pities. 

As learned earlier. restoration specific codes for the majority of interviewees are very 

general: thus. prohibiting the capture of useful (if not vital) restoration activity data. 
L 

Common examples of the restoration codes used by those companies using four or faver 

codes include. clean-up and wellsite restoration. Table 5.1. on the other hand. pro\-ides a 

comprehensi\,e list of restoration specific codes (developed from the site A&R GL codes 

of only three of the interviewees ). Although. this list may seem onerous it represents 

most of the key site restoration activities. 

If adopted by upstream producers. the site restoration acti\-it! codes represented in Tablc 

5.1 ~t-ould provide upstream producers ivith a vaiuable source of financial and manascrial 

accounting dara. Notably. hokvever. when determining the type and number of site X&R 

activities to be represented by GL codes i t  is important to bear in mind the 

recommendation found in paragraph 1000.16 of the CICA Handbook. This paragraph 

states. "the benefits expected to arise from providing informarion in  financial statements 

should not exceed the cost of doing so" (CICA. 1996). The cost of additional site .A&R 

information comes in several forms. including: 

the development of GL accounts and their integration into the broader accounting 

system. 



Table 5.1 Site Restoration Activity Codes 

Site Assessment Activities 
Soil assessment Risk assessment 
Groundwater Groundwater 
assessment monitoring 

Sampling and analysis 

r 
Site Remediation Activities 

Soil remediation Groundwater remediation 
w 

Reclamation Activities 
Waste disposal Recontour/ 

decompaction 
Rock/brush/debris & Surface or select soil 
gravel removal - handl in$ replacement 

or amendments 
Revegetation & Lveed Fencing 
control 
Supenpision Consultants 
Facility demolition/ iVonitoring/site 
dismantlement inspections 

the development of suidelinrs and staff training regarding the use of these codes ce-g.. 

the actii-ities to be represented b). each code ) -  

the development of appropriate field accounting forms for both in-house staff and 

service providers e.g.. contractors and consul tants. 

staff time spent assigning costs to each GL site A&R activity code (this can be 

especially onerous in the case of in\.oices representing several GL codes). and 

manasement and accountins retviews of cost coding to ensure accurate cost data input. 

The benefits of additional GL account codes include. 

greater tracking and accountability of site A&R costs that may have been previously 

obscured in overhead or general A&R accounts 



in terms of management analysis. greater accounVactivity specificity allows decision 

makers to identify and potentially manage site A&R related cost variances (risk 

management). 

cost information pertaining to ABrR activities can be used to better define the EL cost 

assumptions used in EL models as well as the site A&R provision. 

enhanced ability to review historical trends regarding company specific site A&R 

activities. Given the AEUB's forthcoming expansion of its Abandonment Fund. it wiI1 

be beneficial for companies to display their site A&R cost history as a means of 

"arguing" for favourable site A&R deposits (this is especially true for those companies 

exercising proactive environmental management. with regard to the link between 

operational practices and decontamination costs identified by questionnaire 

respondents). 

budgeting for site A&R activities will benefit from the additional cost specificity and 

ability to establish historical trends (for their predictive vaiue). as the variances 

affecting specific activities or A&R issues can be factored into the budgeting process 

( i .e.. this allows for a greater ability to plan for the riswvariance associated w9ith 

specific acti\-ities rather than a gross prosy), 

the additional activitj./cost specificity can act as a monitoring function in the 

continuous impro\.sment model espoused by E.MSs (see Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4 for an 

illustration of the IS0 13000 E,MS ,Model). and 

a standard set of site A&R GL accounts used on an industry u-ide basis would permit 

sirs A&R acti~pity cost bench-marking and comparisons (notably. the structured 

interview responses indicate that this cannot be done with any degree of certainty or 

reliability at present 1. 

With respect to this final point. Question 17) of the questionnaire asked the inter~~ieivess: 

Would you support an industry standardization of AFE (general ledger) coding for 
work represented by the abandonment and restoration liability provision? 
n = 13 Total Responses: 14 Percentage of Overall Response: 100% 



I I Percentage I 

21% Possibly 

Two provisos were attached by the interviewees providing ''yes" responses. "only if i t  

didn't increase the amount of time and energy spent reporting/documenting ABrR costs" 

and "[we] must consider the cost implications." 

5.4 Review 

The chapter began with a demonstration and discussion of the linkages benveen the site 

AgrR provision and four related activities: accounting (financial and managerial ), site 

AsLR activities. ELAs and property transfers. Subsequently it examined the current 

issues and practices regarding the site abandonment and restoration accounting and 

reporting. This discussion was divided into three sections: data acquisition and storage. 

site ABrR accounting. and the site AGtR provision. N'ith respect to data acquisition and 

storage. it  was shown that both environmental and cost data are tracked digitally: 

furthermore. the AFE (cost tracking) systems are capable of follo\vins the life of a ~ ~ - r l l .  

Kotabl\. e\.en with these systems in place. high leveis of inter~ie~vee confidence in the 

data held bj. these systems extends only to 1995 (represents 61% of the intervien.ees). 

For those companies recently inLrolved in a merger or acquisition. 88% of the 

interviewees had little or no reliable u.ellsite A&R cost and activity data transferred with 

the properties. 

The questions covered under the heading of site A&R accounting practices were quite 

varied. as u.ere the responses. For example. 66% of questionnaire respondents stated that 

they reconciled actual costs with the budgets struck for environmental work. Similarly. 

64% of the interviewees nored that they had clear directives and guidelines for coding 

AFEs. the same percentage of respondents stated that operations and environment 

departments had input into the development of AFE codes. On three points a clear 

majority of the interviewees was reached: I ) charges to overhead are the primary means 

of accounting for direct costs such as environmental project supervision (this costing 



structure is set by JVA agreements). 2) salvage value is not included in AFEs and 3) 

separare site A&R budgets or financing mechanisms are maintained at the corporate 

(headquarters) level. 

With respect to the site A&R provision section. 7 1 % of intewiewees noted that they 

adjust the provision based on annual cost reconciliations for site A&R work. Eighty 

percent of the interviewees also stated that ELAs are used to update the provision. The 

use of salvage value in the site AgiR provision calculation split the interviewees with 9 of 

the I-2 escluding i t  from the calculation. With respect to the disclosure of site A&R 

liabilities in the provision. the questionnaire respondents agreed that reporting them as 

line items accrued on a unit of production basis was the best practice. 

FinalIjv. the gap analysis conducted upon the site ABrR GL codes provided by 13 

intcrvieulees revealed large disparities between the number of codes used to capture 

abandonment cost data versus those for site restoration. Significantly. 9 of the 13 

producers used feiver than five GL codes to represent site restoration activities. Using the 

site A&R codes supplied by three of the inrerviewees Table 5.1 was created. This table 

reflect3 17 potential GL codes divided into three categories. assessment, remediation and 

reclamation. Importantly. upstream producers must u7eigh the benetits of expanding the 

GL codes to accommodate some or all of those listed Table 5.1 against the costs of 

implementation and ongoing management. 



6.  Conclusions and Recommendations 

6.1 Conclusions 

To examine and understand the effect of environmental liability on the upstream oil and 

gas industry and its reaction to it. an operational definition is needed. The definition used 

for the purposes of this MDP was: 

Environmental liability: is an obligation to make a future expenditure to 
abandon and restore property affected by oil and gas operations as per 
applicable abandonment and reclamation standards set out by the 
regulatory bodies charged with overseeing oil and gas operations and the 
protection of the environment. 

This definition identifies the regulatory frarneuork governing the upstream oil and gas 

industry as the industry's key source of en\.ironrnrntal obligations. Specifically. these 

obligations are driven by the AEUB's and AEP's site abandonment and restoration 

requirements. Notably. they do not end with the requirement to abandon and restore 

tvellsites. Industry and societal stakeholders either fearing or embracing the threat of 

fiscal (and penaI) punishment under stature and common 1av:s dri\*e upstream oil and gas 

producers to identify and quantify environmental liabilities. Environmental liability 

ahsessrnents are frequently called upon to crtrrq out these tasks. Indeed. the MDP research 

identifies setreral of the upstream oil and gas industr?,'~ uses for EL.As including. acting as 

due diligence instrument both operationally and in the case of propert!, transfers. 

a negotiation tool for property transfers. 

a source of corporate site A&R estimates to be incorporated into the site ABrR 

provision. and 

an environmental (risk) management tool. 

These assessments generally follow a three stage protocol. Stage 1 : Pre-ELA Activities 

consists of such task  as confirming the ELAs purpose and objectives. selecting the ELA 

ream. and establishing the ELA's scope. Stage 2: ELA Activities represents the actual 

assessment activities: these can include Phase I to III assessments as well as a compliance 

audit component. At Stage 3: Post ELA Activities. the data collected during the 



assessment is incorporated into an EL issue quantification and costing model. If a 

compliance audit was also commissioned. its findings would be evaluated at this stage. 

Subsequently. a repon detailing the estimate of environmental liability and. potentially. 

non-compliance issues is delivered to the ELA's client. 

With respect to the assessment of wellsite contamination. ELAs borrow heavily from the 

methodology used by environmental site assessments. An imponant distinction between 

the two assessment t-ypes is the frequent employment of models by ELAs to assist in 

quantifying potential contamination. Models allow the ELA phases to be collapsed 

(substituting field data with assumptions). They are also conduci\,e to the use of 

population sampling to establish an overall liability estimate: thus. saving both time and 

expense. To improve the predictive capacity of EL models. accurate and reliable site 

A&R activity cost data must be intesrated with them. These data \t . i l l  be used to refine 

the models' underlying assumptions. 

To this end. the MDP research demonstrates the reciprocal relationship bet~vesn sits 

A&R accounting and environmental liability assessments. specifical I),  EL cost modeling. 

However. obtaining accurate and reliable site A&R activity and cost dat3 may not be 

possible. Current upstream oil and gas site A&R data acquisition and storage practices. 

generally. do not allow for the efficient retrieval and manipulation of these data. The tn.0 

greatest impediments to these activities are unreliable or incomplete site A&R acti\,ity 
t 

data (stored in  non-digital media) and limited (overly generalized) XFE. or GL, activit!. 

cost codes. 

A gap analysis of the site ABrR GL codes supplied by 13 interviewees demonstrated that 

9 of the companies could not produce site restoration cost details beyond 2 to 4 GL codes. 

Using "detailed" GL codes of 3 producers a table containing 17 site restoration GL codes 

Lvas produced. It separates the codes in to three groups: site assessment. site remediation 

and reclamation. These GL codes will provide upstream oil and gas producers with site 

A&R activity and cost data that will satisfy (environmental) management analysis 



requirements and the data needs of EL costing models and. ultimately. the site 

abandonment and restoration provision. 

6.2 Recommendations 

The following recommendations are divided into two sections. The first section is 

directed towards upstream oil and gas producers. It is broken into three categories: ELAs. 

modeling and the site ACR provision. The second section provides recommendations to 

other upstream oil and gas industry stakeholders. 

6.2. I Recommendations for Upstream Oii and Gas Producers 

Environrnen tal Liabilit? Assessments 

Reconznzurrd~rriorr / )  ELAs shorrld be broker1 irlto fir-o fiabilin categoric)s: 

i )  cill irrc-lrrsi\.t.. i.4.. all erl~~iro~zr?rerzr~~I licrbilic issrres folozd or nsslouc~tl lo be cit rile sires. 

arzcl 

i i)  orll>. tilose issrtvs ctrprrrr-ed by tlrv site A &R pro\-isiorl. 

The rationale behind estimating the "all-inc1usiveW liability value rests with the fact that 

the site A&R provision may not account for certain environmental issues e.g.. spills. The 

assumption when conducting an ELA is that all contaminated soil and ~i-ater will have to 

be remediated zs per AEP guidelines. Consequently. \vith respect to the purchaser of 

property contaminated by spills. the remediation activities tvill be treated as a liability 

rarher than an expense. 

Calculating the liability owing solely to the site A&R issues represented by the provision 

provides t ~ . o  major benefits. Firstly. i t  allows the estimate from the ELA to be compared 

on an equal footing against the current corporate site A&R provision (this would have to 

be done on the gross site A&R value. i.e.. prior to unit of production treatment). 

Secondlj.. if the site A&R provision issues of an acquiring company are used. the task of 

reconciling its site A&R provision with that of the company it purchases are substantially 

reduced. 



Reconu~lerzdntiorz 2 )  Use rhe client's digiral accoirnrirrg systenz ro derelop a rcporr (eirhrr 

fro111 A FEs or expe~zdirirre reporrsl of all sire A grR cosrs associated bt-iflt rjre assets beirzfi 

assessed. orz an asset b~ asset basis. 

This repon can provide valuable information regarding corporate site ABR activity costs 

and. consequently. can be used to revise model assumptions. Equally as imponant. if 

some of the assets being assessed are suspended (or abandoned) there is a potential that 

site A&R activities have commenced. The value of this work should be removed from 

the EL estimates generated for those assets. 

There are several issues to be meare of regarding this recommendation. The SIDP has 

shown :hat site restoration GL codes tend to be quite limited. As n result. aggregate A&R 

costs may be obtainable but costs associatcd with specific activities could be considerabl) 

more difficult to determine. There can also be time restrictions on the AFEs. .MDP 

research encountered AFE systems that have useful lises of only a feu- years; in other 

words. an). costs associated with site G&R activities extending beyond this term u.ould 

not appear. Furthermore. AFEs might require a minimum value before they are raised 

(s.:.. S 10.000 to $25.000 J. If this is the case. determine if the "En vironment. Health & 

Sakty" and Abandonment department's expenditure reports use the same coding as the 

.AFEs (i.e. le\.el of detail ) and attempt to determine the site A&R costs using this  method. 

Finally. be an are of the problems of unitization for accounting purposes. It is difficult to 

asses the work done at one wellsite tvhen information is prr~tlntsd representing a uni t  of 

tu.0 or more ~vslls. To circum\.ent this issue. cosrs can be rebuilt using rhe original 

in\-oices (note. the problems associated bbfith this method discussed in Chapter 5 ) .  

Rrca~?rtrlt~trd~lriorz 3 )  Dlrrirzg cr propurn- trcirts-r. cl prtrcllciser- slzo~rld corlsider rlze 

\.c>tltlnr-'s bcrst~ bt-ell colrrlr. 

In orher ivords. when acquiring a block of wellsites cross-reference the ~vclls comprising 

the vendor's base well count with the properties in  the transfer. Those wells identified as 

long-term inacti\?e wells should receive greater scrutiny during the ELA. as they represent 

short-term capital commitments and may negatively impact the economics of the transfer. 



That is to say. the required rate of return on the investment may not be met as 

abandonment and reclamation obligations do not receive the benefit of a distant time 

horizon and. subsequently, have higher "present" values. 

I'vlodeling 

Recomnlendation 4) Use a darabnse ro track enr.irorzr?lerzmi and sire A &R acri~-irks at1 a 

\t.ell b~ \tee11 basis. ThesejZes sholcld be li~zked (or cross-referenced) ro the corporare 

A FE s>sret~r. 

This database will provide an easily accessed and manipulated source of environmental 

acti\.ity data. The linkages to the AFE system \\.ill provide a direct tie to the cosrh 

associated Lvith these activities (although the costs for each activity may not be recorded 

separately). As well. the database will assist ~vith future in-house and industry modeling 

efforts. The detailed record of en~.ironmental activities and costs ~vill be beneficial 

during acquisitions and divestitures (e-g.. estimated liability for a site can be compared 

against sites ~vith similar characteristics that hrt\.e been tracked bj. the database,. 

Rc~cot~znrc~r~d(itiorl 51 Etlrir-orlr~ru~zrd licibili~. e~zi))ltires de~-eI(7~eclfi01l1 tilo~lel~ S I I O I I ~ ~  

posscpss ci degr-eu cgfi~~ld ~-ur~ficcrrio)z arrcl. sslrhseyrrc~r~r. ass~rt?~priorl r-ei-ic~~t. (citrd I-el-isintl I .  

In terms of due diligence. models do not reflect an inspection or monitoring of site 

conditions. Using actual site data (obtained during the field \.erification and assumption 

revieu.) ~ i . i l 1  have the effect of establishing a degree of due diligence. Re~vising the model 

assumptions with this data ufill also serve to enhance [he predictive capacity of the model. 

Notably. those sites that receive modeled EL estimates should be identified (or flassed) 

as such. LVith respect to ELAs commissioned by vendors. this may reduce exposure to 

common law actions brought upon discovery of latent defects. 

Site .A&R .L\ccounting and Provision 

Rrc-ot?urrerl~ioriorr 6 )  I)?tpler?rer~t srrflcierlr site resror-crrion GL codes ro cnprrtre 1/14 issrtes 

r-cprrserzred b ~ .  site rissessnlerrt. rrr~rediciriorz at1 J ruc1c)rzatiorr acrir-iries. 



The cost and activity detail made available by these codes will provide several benefits. 

In terms of managerial accounting. a wide variety of tools can be employed to manage 

AgtR costs arising on a site and activity specific basis. These activity and cost data ivill 

also be a valuable component of site A&R capital budgeting programs. With respect to 

financial accounting. the detailed activity and cost data can be used to hone site A&R 

estimates and. subsequently. the provision. Similarly. these data can be incorporated into 

EL costing models used both within and outside of the company. 

Recontmendariorr 7) Non-operarirzg joirtr Lqerrrrtre partners sjzould base rlle site A &R 

pro~.isiorr for joint rvenntre assers or1 rile gross l iabi l i~ .  estinznred bx rhu nfrem~irrg 

pnrrrzer. 

This method will take advantage of the operator's "hands-on" knon-ledge of the jointly 

operated sites. More importantly. the operating company may posses a great deal of 

experience in the respective producing areas. This may translate into more realistic site 

A&R estimates. It will also assist in reducing inter-company site A&R discrepancies on a 

\~,elIsite and facility basis. 

6.2.2  Other Upstream Oil and Gas Industry Stakeholders 
R~~c.or~zrrlurzd~rriarr 8 )  The CIC.4 crrrcl rlze P.4SC sizolrlc! rer.iert- (tirrd r-e\.isc~j rlze 

rc~co~rlr~~errd~rriorls glriclirlg rl;r rtpsrrearrz oil arlrl gcrs irldrlsrn.'s clrrr-rill nrc~rlzotl of 

repor-rirlg !:he sire A&R pro\.isio~r ro enslrr-cJ r l l ~ r r  ir ),leers the qltirlirari\.u ci~crrcrcter-isric-s of 

firzcrrlcial sturenlerzt iterlts ser ortr i j r  Secriatzsl000.18 ro 1000.24 of ~lle CICA Hc~lztll>ook. 

ntrurel~.: tozciersrand~rhilin. r-ulutvrrlcu. reliahili~ cirld corrrpcrrcrhili~.. 

W e  learned earlier that the site A&R provision. and the accounting practices contributing 

to its estimation. are highly \miable between upstream oil and gas producers. This 

variability is compounded by the accrual methods applied to the gross site A&R estimate. 

Resultantl~.. the site ABrR pro\.ision fails to meet the qualitative characteristics of a 

financial statement as set out in the CICA Handbook. This is exemplified by the limited 

use of the site A&R provision bjr both oil and gas industry decision makers and its 

financial stakeholders. Some potential means of improving the usefulness of the sits 

A&R provision include: 



stating the gross amount of the estimated site A&R liability in the notes to the 

financial statements. and 

placing the issues included in the provision and the method used to calculate the site 

A&R provision in the financial statement notes. 

These actions will provide a much needed basis for comparison and understandability 

between the site A&R provisions reported by upstream oil and gas producers. 

Recouttnendarion 9 )  Go~*enznlertr agencies (including the AEUB artd AEP) nndfir~a~rcinl 

srcrke11olk.r~ (irlclttdirlg. fiizarzciai irzsritrctiorzs. irzsrrrers and iri\.esrurs) slzalrld recognize 

rlte \.niue of derailed and occlrrcirv sire AM accaccr~ritzg practices as at1 ~,t~-ironnrcrrttal 

risk nzcrrlagenzent roo! for lcpstrertnz oil arzd gas operariorls. 

Capturinz activity-specific site A&R costs (i-e.. through the diligent use of detailed GL 

codes) provides corporate entironmental managers with the abilit). to measure and 

monitor variances in these costs on a site by site basis. These data can. subsequently. be 

used to identify potential operational practices. and wellsite characteristics that may lead 

to "en\rironment" driven costs. Given the potential of these data to reduce environmental 

risks. government agencies and financial stakeholders should examine the possi bi 1 ir. of 

requesting minimum levels of site A&R GL accounts to be used by upstream oil and _rah 

producers. 
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Appendix I: CAPP Letter of Introduction 

Memo 

T o: CAPP Designated Contacts of Member Companies that do not have a 
representative on the Envinmarcrrt.1 Managanent Committee 
Envimwenul Management Committee (Member Coapaaies only) 

From: Guy Wcbster 
Manager, Environment md Health 

Subject; Assisting Wcs F a ,  U of C Faculty of Envimnmcntal Design Master's Student, 
to Gatber lniormotion on "Esumatirrg arrd -Managing Environmental Liabllltles 
in the Upstream Oil md Gas Industry" 

Mr. Funk is conducting some useful work to help evaluate how our industry estimates and 
manages cnvironmcutal liability. His work will treat any &ta confidartially and be will 
provide CAPP and tbe p.rticipuing comprnits with ecccrs to his mutes thesis upon 
completion We Joo may invite him to make 8 prertntrtion on hs findings to a CAPP EMC 
meeting. 

K have attached 8 copy of his letter of commitment and the qutniobaaire to this memo. I 
believe this questionnaire will take about 30 minutes to tompletc m d  the infornation w l l  be 
of use to CAPP and its members. If you would like the quuttionnrire by email pleuc contact 
Wcs directly at 

I know thaf this is a very busy time of year, but please participate and try to get your rcsponsc 
to Wer by Friday f une 26,1998. 

Thanks for your assistrmcc in this manet. 

21 00.350 - 7 Awmm S.W.. k)(loy. Alberta. Canals ?2P 3N9 lCJIghone (403) 287.1 100 f.csIm (433) 281-4622 
innrmef h a m  p.0.: W#~..t.pp.cs gwmrrl m i l :  txmmmka-pp. ce 
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7.1 Questionnaire Respondent Classification Key: 

Daily 
Production 

Class 
0 
1 
2 
3 

Production 
Mix Class 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

BOEs/dag 
Other 

20000 - 320000 
5000 - 20000 
0-5000 

CIass 
Total 

3 
25 
5 
12 

Percentage 
Oil 
N/A 

75 - 100% 
50 - 75% 
25 -50% 
0 - 25% 

Class 
Total 

3 
5 

20 
14 
3 
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7.2 Strrt c f rt red Interview Classification Key: 

Daily 
Production 

Class 
0 
1 
2 
3 

Production 
Mis Class 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

BOEs/day 
Other 

20000 - 320000 
5000 - 20000 

0-5000 

Class 
Total 

0 
12 
I 
1 

Percentage 
Oil 
N/A 

75 - 100% 
50 - 75% 
25 -50% 
0 - 25% 

- 

Class 
Total 

0 
1 
7 
5 
I 



Appendix IV: General Ledger Accounts - Site A&R Activities 

, 

PASC Costs 
Well 

Preparatory work: surface 
equipment dismantlement 
and remo\tal 
Service units to remove 
and dismantle downhole 
well head equipment 
Wireline service 
Sour gas equipment 
Other equipment rental 
Transportation or freight 
Labour 
D~rect supenri sion 
Overhead 

Lease 
Rerno~re gravel 
Soil clean-up or removal 
Lei el. grade. or recontour 
land 
Replace topsoil 
Seed 

Fertilization 
Equipment rental 
Release bonus and agent 
fee to obtain owner or 
occupant consent - 

Lease rentals pending 
reclamation cerificate 
AEUB orphan well levy. 
\$.hen estimable 

Road 
Remoi-a1 or leave as is 

Similar to lease detail 
above 
Culvedgate removal 

Company #1 
"Abandonment" 

Company labour 

Employee 
travelAodgin@transport 

Employee meals 
Supervision - consultants 
Do\vn hole expense 

Company #2 
Well Abandonment/ 

Restoration 
Air drilling service 

Bits and bit repairs 

Rip standby 
Disposal 
Hardware and rentals 

Risk assessment 
Groundwater monitoring 
Groundwater remedirttion 
Soil remediation 
Surface reclamation 
Facility demolition/salvage 
Reclamation - consultants 
Waste disposal 

Soil assessment 
Surface casing ventflou./ 
gas migration 
Pipeline abandonment 
Water acquifer 
Groundwater assessment 

Monitoringsite inspections 

Aviation 

Payroll burden - Vacation/ 
S&D/Statutory holidays 
Payroll burden - benefits 

Project overhead 3/21] % 

' Instal I deadman/anchors 
Service rig 
Lease and Access 
Rig move 
Chemicals 
Circulating and ki l l  fluids 
Boiler 
Cornmunicatlons 

Expendable material 
Environmental (blci,~ker 
crccorr~rr) 
H2S Preparation 
Miscellaneous 
Production testing 

Aircraft semices 

Camp and moving costs 

Cement senrice 

Downhole equipment 
rental 
Fishing 

Trucking fluids 

Perforating services 



1 PASC Costs Company #1 Company #2 
Power tong senices  
Pumping sewices 
Safety sewices 
Special senices  
Stimulation senices  
Testing and analysis 
Transportation 
Tubular rental and services 
Electric wireline senrice 
Non-electric wireline 
service 
Sal ariedwages technical 
Field super\.ision 
Travel and 
accommodations 
Wellsite restorat ion 
(irlclircies all ~ C ~ C I C I I I I L ~ I ~ O ~ ~  
ncti\*ifies) 
Coiled tubing services 



Company #3 
Restore and Reclaim 

Clean-up 
Cement service and acc. 

I company personnel & I 
*Supenision 

Company #4 
N/A 

Company salaries 
Company employee 

Company #6 
N/A 

Service rigs 
Rig and camp moving costs 

benefits 
Professional & consulting 

*Equipment rental 
Communications 

Supervision (includes 

Administrative overhead 

Sampling and analysis 
Equipment rental 

Partner operating costs 
Rig and camp move 
Decommissioning expense 

I I I clean-up and restoration of 

consulting services 
Contract labour 
Engineering and design 

Pressure tank and flare 

Service rig 

services 
Fishing tools and services 

stack rental 
Communications 
Miscellaneous expense 
Overhead fees 

Stimulation 
Automobile 
Trucking. freight and 

Coiled tubing sewice 

Abandonment expendable 

hauling 
Location costs (includes 
costs associated with the 

*Super\.ision 

Decommissioning/dismantl 

"Equipment rental 
Repair and abandonment 

an abandoned lease) 
Power and fuel 

e surface facilities 
Freight 

Communication 

Environment and Safety 
(environment/recIamation - 

Safety ser~~ices 
Waste treatment 

.Miscellaneous 
Engineer and design 

external ) 
Communication 
Rentals (includes aircraft) 

decontamination 
Well remedial 

Inspection costs 
[Reclamation] Certificate 

* Possess different 
numerical codes 

Drilling mud. chemicals 

Perforating 
Wireiine services 

I Fees Expense 

and completion fluids 
Drill bits 
Wireline. logging. 

Abandonment 
Lease 

perforating 
Cementing 
Evaluation - well testing 

preparat ion/access/fencing 
Chemical 

Completion fluids - 

I Reclamation I Intanpiblrlrniscellaneous I 

Engineering services - 
special projects 
Overhead 

abandonment 
Construction supervision 

I Surveys I Tubing I 

31 1 

Camp costs 



1 Company #3 Company #4 
Testing 

Rig move 
b 

Company #6 
Subsurface pumps/sucker 
rods 
Wellhead equipment 

Cement and additives 
Casing 
EvaluationAogging 
We1 lhead equipment 
Tubing - handling and 
inspection I 

Pre-abandonment expenses 
Bridge 
plugs/cement/retainers 
Boiler 
Rig day work 
Soil amendments/topsoi l , 

Rock/brush/debris & gravel 
disposal 
Eanh moving and soil 
conditioning 

Permanent roads. bridges 



[ and page 1 
Casing 
Air conservation/emission 

Company #9 
Abandonment Costs 

Company labour 
Travel and vehicle 

Contract labour 

Safety. services. supplies 
and training 

Company ##7 
N/A 

Site reclamation services 
Site reclamation materials 

Internal labour 

In-house engineering - non- 
chargeable 

- -- 

[ Water conservation I 

Company #8 
Well and Facilities 

Abandonment and Site 
Restoration 

Land reclamation 
Reclamation materials 
inventory 
Abandonment and 
plugback 
Facility dismantling 

1 Waste related I 

In-house engineering - 
onsi te chargeable 
In-house Engineering - 
offsi te chargeable 
Well abandonment 
Services 
Well abandonment 
MateriaIs 
Materials. General 

IMaterials. drilling mud & 
chemicals 

Rent lifting 

Rent tank 

Ser\rices. Site other 

Senrices - electrical 
Pressure units 
Data Line & operation 
Service. 
telecommunicrt~ions. phone 

Employee wages 

Employee benefits 

Travel and accommodation 

Business meals 

Overhead - outside 
operated 
Costs - outside operated 
(reclamation costs for non- 
operated pro-jects) 
Capital Overhead- Well 
and Facilities 
Abandonment. & Site 
Restoration (OH char, ~e on 
joint AFEs) 
Accruals - Reclamation 
Liability 

Technical support senices 

Contract labour - other 

Meals and entertain ment 

Communications 

Damage claims 

Tool. materials Br 
lubricants 

Mud matoriais and services 

Site preparation and clean- 

up 
Fuel. lubricants and 
utilities 
Water and water handling 
Drill bits and accessories 

CIass condition changes 



Actual cost clearing 



I - , Company #I t Company #lo Company #11 
A bandonmen t Surface Plant and Field 

Restoration Salaries 
Reclamation 

(Abarzdu~znre~zt codes rlor Site and road construction 
provided) 
Reclamation lease clean-up Restoration 

environmental 
assessment 

- -- -- 

Site and road restoration 

-- - 

Rig move 
Service rig 

Restoration clean-up 
Waste disposal 

Reclamation - supervision 
Reclamation - 
decontamination 

Crew travel and 
subsistence 

Restoration non-compan y 
- -- 

Reclamation - recontour/ 
labour decompact ion 

Transportat ion Restoration Reclamation - surfaceor 
environmental select soil handling 

replacement & assessment 
amendments 
Reclamation - Restoration clean-up 

- - -  

Power tongs 
miscellaneous surface 
Reclamation - fencing 
Reclamation - revegetation 

- -- 

Cement and services Waste disposal 
Fishing services Restoration contract 

- weed control 
Reclamation - assessments 

senices 
Restoration 
environmental 
assessment 
- - 

Restoration clean-up 
Waste disposal 

Restoration materials 
Restoration 

- - 

Testing and analj,sis 
Perforating 
Equipment ren tal/lease 

environmental 
assessment 
Restoration clean-up 
Waste disposal 

Restoration Materials and 
Chemicals 

Restoration clean-uo 

- - - 

Supervision 
Inspection 
Engineering in-house 

Engineering - consultants 
Overhead Restoration Other 

Expenses 
- - 

Insurance 
-- --- 

Restoration 
environmental 
assessment 

- - 

Insurance proceeds 
Consulting fees 

- - -- 

Well abandonment 

waste disposal 



I 
Company #I0 

Miscellaneous 

Accmals 

Company #11 
Restoration-subsurface: 
transp. (vac/tank truck etc.) 
Restoration-subsurface: 
camp and crew allowance 
Restoration - rig move 
Restoration - rig operating 
Restoration - r ig  standby 
Restoration - wireline 
senf ices 
Restoration - cementing 
Restoration - subsurface: 
fishing and milling 
Restoration - subsurface: 
non-company labour 
Restoration - subsurface: 

Company #It I 



I Coiled tubindN7 1 

Company #13 
Abandonment Costs 

Aircraft charterkrew travel 
Bottomhole pump repair 
Camps/trailers 
Cement squeeze 

I clean-up/restoration/ 
environmental 

Company #14 
N/A 

(Abarzdonmenr codes not 
pro r~ided) 
Site restoration 

testing/inspection 
Rig move 
Safety 
Service ri~hoilerlsnu bbing 
unit 
Standby 
Supervision and travel 
Trans. of well eaui~ment 

- -- 

Treating and stim'n fluids 
WeldingAabour crews 
Wireline services 
Misc./contingency (5%) 
Nan-OD. 



Appendix V: General Principles for Environmental Auditing 

I Principle 1. Auditor independence and objectivity, competence, and due 
professional care - Auditon shall be independent and objective. competent. and shall 
exercise due professional care in executing environmental audits. 

Principle 1.1 Independence and objectivity - Auditors shall be independent of the 
activities audited. and shall be objective throughout the audit process. 

Principle 1.2 Competence - Auditors shall have the competencies necessary to execute 
the audits they undertake. 

Principle 1.3 Due professional care - Auditors shall exercise due professional care in 
executing environmental audits. 

Principle 2. Audit objectives, scope. criteria and requirements - The audit objectives. 
scope and criteria shall be identified. and the requirements for canying out the audit shall 
be satisfied. 

Principle 2.1 Audit objectives - The audit shall be based on objectives identified by the 
client. 

Principle 2.2 Audit scope - The audit scope shall be determined by the client together 
with the auditor. and shall be appropriate to meeting the audit objectives. 

Principle 2.3 Audit criteria - Relevant audit criteria shall be used in the execution of the 
audit. 

Principle 2.4 Audit requirements - The audit shall only be undertaken if the auditor is 
of the opinion that the requirements for carrying out the audit are satisfied. 

Principle 3. Audit execution - Audit execution shall include planning and supervising 
the audit. collecting and evaluating audit evidence. and communicating results. 

Principle 3.1 Planning and supervision - The auditor shall plan the audit. taking into 
account the assessment of audit risk. and shall supervise the work of the audit team in 
executing the audit. 

Principle 3.2 Collection and evaluation of audit evidence - The auditor shall coliect. 
analyse. interpret and document sufficient appropriate evidence to suppon the audit 
findings and conclusions. 

1 Principle 3.3 Communication of results - The auditor shall repon the results of the 
I audit. 

Adapted from CEAA ( 1998) 




